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A DRAMA IN QUIET WATERS

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, February 26,1946.

WHAT CANT THIS COMMITTEE DO?

FOUR CENTS A COPT

ARE READY TO OPERATE

Flowers That Bloom In The Spring Tra La”

A scant half-mile off tlie rugged mlle approach to the measured mile
coast of Maine, near Rockland, is a from either north or south. This
confined and sheltered area, in permits a ship to enter the course
til’s quiet sector marine history has at full speed.
been made for over four decades.
The quiet drama, the tenseness
Here ls located the famous Rock
and
suspense of a trial run must he
land Course, over which Navy and
merchant ships are put through experienced if they are to be under
gruelling trial runs that determine, stood fully. Trial crews don't get
with some degree of absolute final much in the way of rest; officers
ity, the true mechanical worth ol and engineers must be constantly
alert during the entire trial period
great ships.
In 1905. the U S. Navy decided —there can be no relaxation. From
that a trial course was needed, one the trial run, comes a mass of care
that would be located in. quiet wa- fully tabulated data
When all of this, data is compiled,
ers. The choice centered on what
is now the Rockland Course, large broken down and critically exam
ly because it had one quality no ined, the prospective purchaser of
other Atlantic Coast area had: deep the ship knows the tons of steel,
waters—also, it had many clearly cunningly and metriculously fabri
and easily distinguished shore cated into a single unit, will perform
markers which would greatly aid under almost any given set of con
those making the trial runs to deter ditions. As a rule, title to the ship
mine speeds. Originally known as does not pass until after the trial
Monroe Island Speed Trial Course, run. ^Millions of dollars hang in the
the Rockland Course, had made an balance of perfect performance.
ideal testing water for all manner
The trial run of a ship is de
of ships, although probably best signed to reveal any mechanical
suited to ships of 3000 tons or un and structural weakness. A com
mon test, for example, is to drive
der.
Time was when trials Uere run the vesel forward at its maximum
from the interior of Boston Hart-or speed—then in a matter of seconds,
down, to Portland, anywhere lroin the ship is put in reverse, at top
20 to 40 miles. However, there was power. The finest motor car, un
a lack of land markers and ship ol- der similar circumstances, would be
ficcrs were often at a ioss to com torn apart. But, 3. ship must oe
sturdy. There are no service gar
pute distances accurately.
When the Rockland Course was ages, no towing cars conveniently
marked in June of 1905, the U. S. around in the midst of a heavy sea
Coast & Geodetic Survey did a in mid-Atlantic.
memorable job of surveying Bea
Navy craft undergo especially
cons were installed and are now difficult trials on the Rockland
lighted by neons. These light tar Course. Security reasons still make
gets are of steel construction, set in i it
to outline these tests
. impossible
detail. When a new naval craft
concrete blocks. The outer beacon in
of the north range is situated on is designed, the marine engineers
the north point of Monroe Island; and naval architects give it the
the innter north beacon is situated best possible construction and de
on the opposite side of Owls Head sign for the job it is to do. Whether
Bay. The second beacon of the the ship will be functionally per
south range is on the north point fect depends on what happens un
of Sheep Island and the distance der the stress of extreme conditions.
from this beacon to the inner north
What happens on the waters ot
beacon is exactly 853 4 meters—just the Rockland Course may entirely
.15 meter longer than a nautical change the design of the ship or
mile. The inner south beacon is on Its component parts. The same
the point oetween Crescent and thing may comparably be true of a
Holiday reaches. The course is merchant ship.
But, whenever,
true north and couth.
such things are encountered, the
There are several other courses course pays dividends. It is far bet
on the Atlantic Coast but none can ter to change design or component
boast of water as deep as the Rock parts before a number of a certain
land Course. The course is a gorge, type of ship is built than to have
450 feet deep at one end and 550 at built them and have them fail in
the other. The course is main actual service.
tained by the Navy and there are
The Rockland Course and what It
no restrictions on the use of the makes possible has been an impor
course, aside from those which pre tant factor in the extraordinary
vail during the war.
quality of our Navy and merchant
The U S. Government purchased ships. It is an American, asset, con
the land on. which the beacons are tributing to our maritime suprema
located in 1911. Upkeep of the bea cy in peace and in war.—Published
cons is under the control of the through the courtesy of “Ships.”
Fifth Naval District, while the up
keep and maintenance of the buoys
Penobscot View Grange meeting
is under the control of the Light to have been held last Thursday
house Service—there are six buoys was postponed. The next meeting
over a 7-mile course, allowing a 3- will toe March 7.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH!

AND HOW!
When It Comes To the Matter of

P. T. A. LIGHT FUND BALL

Wednesday, March 13
COMMUNITY BUILDING
*

Super-de-luxe Entertainment, 8 to 9 P. M.
Chairmanship of Albert McCarty

* Dancing Linnie Lizotte’s 14-Pc. Dance Band, 9 to 1

fer raising $1000 to provide modern
and officially approved lighting for
the High School Auditorium-study
hall continues to grow.
When the courageous gToup of
young women voted to meet the
ciying need for adequate lighting
by action, the problem lcomed be
fore them like a mountain, but with
the welfare of their children and the
children of others at heart, they
were of good courage, though with
plenty of misgivings. They con
sulted Central Maine Power Co en
gineers and received the bad news
that their fluorescent baby would
cost $1300, according to lowest esti
mates. They had the proper ap
proval of school authorities and then
had their first great lift when Al
bert T. Thurston, electrical contrac
tor, volunteered to do the job at.
the bare cost, hence their task was

reduced to a “battle for the thou
sand.” The P.T.A. Light Fund Ball
to be held March 13 in Community
Building was announced, and things,
all pleasant, began to happen.
Every person they asked to help
instantly responded, whatever the
task, and lent enthusiastic support,
even to the extent of contacting the
famous Lennie Lizotte 14-piece or
chestra for the dancing. Out of a
clear sky came generous gifts from
the Rockland Lions Club and the
Rockland Rotary Club, and it is very
evident that ether clubs and indi
viduals plan aid for this excellent
project.
This remarkable committee gTcup
is .to operate the great P.TA. Light
Fund Ball of the 13th Ticket sales.
H.‘Laton. Jackson; program, Albert
McCarty; orchestra, Don and Clara
Kelsey; decorations, Doris Coltart;
refreshments, Mrs. Jack Passon;
publicity. Willard P. Gray; ticket
window, Lendon C. Jackson, Jr., and
check room. Call O. Nelsen. These
chairmen will select their own com
mittees, all operating under the gogetter general co-chairmen, Mrs.
Marguerite Perry and Mrs. Pauline
McLoon Rogers.
Full details will be announced in
the immediate future as to the top
flight entertainment to be presented
under the genius of Albert McCarty
from 8 to 9, preceding the dancing.
It Ls planned to have something to
please everybody, including a $25
war bond door prize.

Will Burn Mortgage

Two-Million Mark

Like a huge snowball rolling down
hill in moist snow the public inter
est and good will toward the High
and Junior High P.TA.’s project

And things began to happen,
all pleasant.

Happy Legionnaires Free Of Has Been Passed By the
American. Legion — World
Debt Going To Celebrate
War II Vets Predominate
Thursday Night
American Legion membership for
1946 has passed the two million
mark!
The two millionth card received
by the Circulation Card division
from a 1946 members of The Ameri
can Legion was issued to Wilbur
W. Barlow, new World War'll mem
ber of West Seattle Post, No. 160,
of Seattle. Wash.
This great growth has been the
result of World War H veterans se
lecting The American Legion as the
veterans’ organization in. which they
choose to hold membership.
There are more World War II
veterans today than, the total
World War I membership of the
Legion, according to the best esti
mates possible at National Head
quarters. and it is expected that
completion of the colossal task of
checking every one of the two mil
lion cards now received wil 1 defi
nitely prove this to be a fact.
The three million mark is ahead,
and will be passed before this year
1946 gets Into its decline—that ap
pears certain. When you become a
member of The American Legion
you become an important part of
HONORS FOR CAMDEN BOY
the biggest organizations in the
Marshall S. Foxwell of Camden world We won in War. Let us win
was one of 13 Seniors initiated into in Peace—For God and Country let
the Cum Laude Society at com us associate ourselves together, to
mencement exercises at Phillips uphold and defend the Constitution
Andover Academy last Friday. Five i of the United States of America,
Seniors who had completed their j Listen to the new American Le
work under the wartime accelerated gion 'Radio Program, now on the
program were graduated at simple air over 500 stations. “This is Our
ceremonies in the Cochran Me- Duty,” a new quarter-hour program
orial Church. • Claude Moore Fuess, every week. Narrator and commen
headmaster, gave the commence- tator of the series will be Carl
I ment address. Ten other Seniors, Frank, whose voice is heard on the
eligible for graduation, chose to re- March of Time radio program.
! main until June, making this the
smallest graduating class in the
The committee seeking a new lo
school’s 168-year history.
cation for the Kiwanis Club serv
icemen’s honor roll is headed by
l Rockland Encampment will meet Fred Black with George Brackett,
Wednesday night. The Patriarchal Dana Cummings, Donald Coughlin,
Degree will be conferred upon sev Almon Young and David Hodgkins
eral cand.dates.
Jr. as members.
The objective of the local Ameri
can Legion Post for the past 27
years will be realized Thursdaynight when the mortgage on the
build.ng which houses the Post w.ll
be burned with appropriate cere
monies. Edward C Moran, oldest
living past commander, and the
present incumbent, Commander
Gardner French will perform the
burning in the presence of mem
bers and State legion officials.
Originally formed ,n the Grand
Army Hall as Winslow-Holbrook
Post No 1, it is now known as Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, No. 1,
having added the* name of the first
Rockland man to be killed in ac
tion in World War 2, Lieutenant
Frederick Merritt.
Donald Kelsey will act as general
chairman cf the event, which will
be preceded by a buffet supper. His
ccmm ttee is comprised of Chester
Arbo, Gerald U. Margeson, Donald
Crudell, Roy Mank. Laton Jaskscn.
Special guests and speakers will
be State Commander Richard How
ell of Sangerville and Adjutant
James Boyle of Waterville.

* Door Prize, $25.00 War Bond
*

Admission 75c, including tax.

Every penny to pay for immediate installation of adequate
Lighting in High School Auditorium-Study Hall

Maine’s Finer Stare
far Diatnands,
Hatches and Silver
Far Over Fifty Years
Budget Terms Arranged

15-tf

ROCKLAND LAW OFFICES

NOW OPEN

CURTIS M. PAYSON

UPHOLSTERING

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
414 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,

ALL KINDS—REBUILT OR NEW

Five Were Injured

UNION—TELEPHONE 19-2
OFFICE HOURS: 9 to 12, and 1.00 to 4.00

PERRON UPHOLSTERING CO.
17-20

llllllllllllllllll
NATIVE EGGS WANTED

at The Paramount, telephone 310, or at Narragan-

four days working at Paramount Restaurant.

A collision at Union Four Corners
Sunday night sent Mrs. Marsha
The advertised opening of bids being dependent upon the weight of Farrington of South China to Wa
by the City Council on the opera gasoline required for the flight. The terville Hospital and several others
tion of the Ash Point airport at 10 New York flight would consume two to the office of Dr. Tuttle of Union
o’clock yesterday morning revealed and one-half hours while the Chi ior treatment of minor injuries.
that no person or group of persons cago flight would foe of five or six
Rufus Colby, 27, of Coopers Mills
hours' duration.
had submitted bids.
was operating a car proceeding
O'Dwyer served in the AAF as a from South Union to the juncion
Representatives of several groups
were present at the advertised time, Lieutenant Colonel on duty in both of Route 17 when he was in colli
doubtless to learn who the success the United States and in the Euro sion w.th a car proceeding from
ful bidders were and to contact pean Theatre, entering the service j Union to Rockland on Route 17 and
them as to landing rights, conces shortly after graduation from No- 1 operated by Jessie Preston, 55 of
sions and the operation of field wich University in 1940.
West Rockport, which overturned
Dodge, a Major in the Air Corps when struck by the Colby car.
services.
One group, headed by Jack Dodge during tlie war, has been a com
Those receiving local medical at
of Rockland who is in partnership mercial pilot since 1928 and oper tention were Mrs. Helen Cramer, 32,
With Thomas OIDwyer of Hasbruck, ated in this area several years Edward Cramer, 12, and MLss June
N. J., and Alfred Oxton of Warren prior to his entrance into the Ar Wats, 20. all of Union. Mrs. Myrtle
was present and stated that it had Corps in 1940.
Colby, Coopers Mills, sustained
Both will act as pilots of their slight cuts and bruises.
previously siibmitted a proposal in
writing to the City Council ana planes at the start of operations
An invesLgat on is being carried
stood ready to prove financial re and until such time as business re on by State Police Officer Harold
(By The Roving Reporter)
sponsibility as required. They had. quires additional personnel.
Mitchell.
No action can be taken by the
however, submitted no formal bid as
required in an, advertisement puD- City Council immediately as a for
A 4-year-old youngster who
l'shed two weeks ago.
mal bid was not submitted. How
Hearings Tonight
lives up country w.th his grand
Later in the day, the men stated ever, Chairman Moran, of the City
parents was qu.te interested in
that they have three C-47s in their Council stated yesterday that the
possession, two of which are ready bidding could be reopened should New Traffic Code For Rock watching his grammy make a
squash pie and he said to her: 'III
for operation as cargo carriers,the persons signify a deaire to submit
land Will Have Center
open the oven door for you.” When
other awaiting conversion.
bids and financial statements in
she was taking the pie to the oven
They had hoped to be able to proper form.
Of<• Stage
* * *
she spilled a little of the contents,
start flight operations off the air
The Council meets tonight and it
port by April 1 and state that they is the stated hope of the DodgeOrdinances governing personnel and he said “guess you got it pretty
could start operations at once. O'Dwyer group that they may ap and elect.ons will foe given public full didn’t you.” She said ‘I was
Through affiliated air cargo lines, pear before them and request an hearing before the City Council to watching you’ and he retorted:
they would have facilities for ship opportunity to discuss the possi night in the Council Chambers, City "Wiry didn’t you tend to your own
busJiess? I was tending to mine.”
ment to any part of the Unjted bility of operation, of the field.
Building.
States. The firm will be known as
The group has affiliation with the
There w.ll be introduced a lengthy
the Maine Air Cargo Express.
Flying Tigers organization which is ordinance establishing the traffic
“I think I can answer Mr PhilInterested especially iin the ship spreading over the country in air code of the C.ty of Rockland. brick’s inqu.ry as to about what time
ment of lobsters and fish, they cargo business; an
association Section 304 of the ordinance estab the ’sanitary milk bottle’ came into
claim that 90 percent of the load by which would give them transporta lishes conduct of both motorist and. use,” says H. H. Payson. It was
air could be lobsters, the remain tion to all parts of the country for pedestrian in relation to traffic about 1888 that J. B Stearns, who
ing 10 percent be .ng containers and products from this area and the lights. In the past, as far as the operated Sagamore farm and had a
ice. The present method, accord possibility of incoming freight sucn motorist was concerned, yellow milk route m Camden, and who
ing to their figures, is 50 percent as fresh fruits and out-of-season, lights meant that they should go used the glass bottles that I pre
lobsters and a like weight in con garden produce from the South and like mad to beat the coming red sume Mr. Philbrick calls the sani
tainers and ice. Taking into con West.
signal; cr get a head start on the tary milk bottle.’ Before that the
sideration that dead weight differ
At present, the entire matter is at green. Now, the pedestrian may delivery can and measure was used.
ence, they feel that the increase in a standstill! through no fault of cross unmolested by charging cars I think I was the pioneer in selling
lobster prices by air over rail would the City Council. Had a bid been while the yellow is on as the lens of sweet cream in that vicinity. At
be very slight.
submitted, the lease could have the yellow light is to be plainly first I .used the can and measure
The planes are capable of carry been arranged within a short pe marked “Walk.” On the other but gradually adopted the pint and
ing a 7,0000 pound payload on a riod. Now, a delay must be encoun hand, the pedestrian loses his half-pint bottles for part of my
flight to New York or 5,000 to points tered before any lease may be made chance of dashing wildly across in trade. I was the means of causing
as far away as Chicago, the payload with any concern.
tersections at will, regardless of the Carleton Pascal & Cc. to lay in a
color of traffic lights on display at stock of the three sizes of milk and
the time. Both can be legally cream bottles and the paper caps.”
They Object To It
Buy Famous Hotel
spanked for encroaching on the
other fellow’s allowed tune.
Speaking of slogans back in 1878,
Emergency vehicles such as fire Oliver Gay, who res.ded on North
Petitioners Ask That License Sonnabend Interests Which trucks, police vehicles and ambu Main street, next south of No. 51,
lances are given the right of way where I, at that time was a kid
For Dehydrating Plant
Own The Samoset Take
in traffic when they sound the three years of age, kept a retaJ
proper siren exhaust whistle or bell grocery store at 262 Main street.
Be Denied
Over Grove Park Inn
and motorists are required to pull His slogan, which I have often
Petitions are circulating in which
to
the side of the street and stop i heard him repeat was. “If you trade
Acquisition of the Grove Park
the City Council is asked to deny Inn at Asheville, N. C., by the A. M. until the vehicle has passed. This ’ with Oliver Gay, you’ll get the
the application of F. J. O'Hara <fe Sonnabend interests is announced does not however relieve the emer worth of what you pay.” Later he
gency vehicle operator of his re did a small grocery business at this
Sons Inc., for the erection of a fish by Oscar T. Johnson, executive vice sponsibility to drive in a manner home. Most of his every day con
dehydrating plant on what is known president.
versation was for his part conduct
in keeping with public safety.
Trucks are prohibited from load ed in rhyme.—A. Jay See. .
as the Bird property on Lime Com
One of the most famous hotels in
pany land between and at the foot the South, the Grove Park Inn is ing or unloading on Main street
between the hours of 9 a. m and
A belated call for a copy of our
of Washington and
Maverick located on the Blue Ridge Parkway 5 p. m. in the areas between Park centennial
edition comes from Sid
streets. Although they are spread in the Smoky Mountains of western and Lindsey streets when it is feas ney E. True,
a member of the sales
out in stores and are in the hands
ible and possible to perform such department of Loring, Short & Har
North
Carolina.
Its
acquisition
by
of some persons, there seems to oe
work in an adjacent alley. This
Portland. He writes:
no knowlerge as to who originated the Sonnabend interests makes it section would do much to relieve mon,
“
Please
send me a copy of the
them. The petition reads:
the newest member of a group of traffic congestion on the street dur
100th
anniversary
edition of your
“We, the undersigned citizens of hotels which include Whitehall and ing business days. Such loading or very famous newspaper.
The writer,
Rockland, do hereby ask that a pe the Palm. Beach Biltmore at Palm unload.ng is permitted on Sundays
for
a
great
many
years,
always en
tition filed by F. J. O’Hara & Sons Beach; the Preston at Swampscott. and holidays.
joyed
purchasing
this
paper
when
Inc., to erect and operate a fish Mass., and the Somoset at Rockland
Persons
who
intend
to
drive
in
he
w
r
as
on
the
road
as
a
salesman
dehydrating plant on the so-called Breakwater.
the city, after the passing of the
South Floridians who have aided traffic code ordinance, would do well covering this town As you stated
Bird property be denied.”
in your editorial, the second hun
A check with a member of the materially in making North Carolina to obtain a copy at the City Clerk’s dred
years may not be the hardest,
the
Summer
resort
of
the
South,
are
City Council reveals that the coun
office
and
study
its
provisions.
The
so
it
is my sincere wish that your
cil has no discretion whatsoever in entirely familiar with the Grove document is a full course of instruc
newspaper
will always continue to
Park
Inn,
a
picturesque
resort
2500
a petition for building under Chap
tion
on
how
not
to
drive
or
con

prosper.
”
ter 27. Section. 5 of the present city feet up in the Blue Ridge Mountains. duct oneself as a pedestrian on
It has 155 rooms and baths and the
ordinances.
crossing the streets.
”A short time ago in The Black
Should the O’Hara interests apply hotel faces the fairways of the Ashe
Cat Column there was a short arti
ville
Country
Club
which
sweep
for a building permit, which they
cle cn the sweetness of lemons, or
have not yet done, it would be re down the maintain side.
Chaples Resigns
sugar In them. Here is a recipe that
ferred at once to the building in
was sent to me from Greenwich
spector, who is Fire Chief Van E.
Basketball
Battles
It
is supposed to be far sweeter than
The
Deputy
Chief
Completes
Russell. Following examination ot
the same amount of sugar, and is
the plans and the giving of instruc
especially good for sweetening fruit
Duties With Police De
tions as to alterations to meet J. V. Teams Tackle Thomas
drinks. Ycur readers might like it:
building and fire laws, he would re
partment Friday
“Invert Sugar: 2 cups of sugar.
port his findings to the Council ton Tonight—Varsity Plays
% cup water, one tablespoon of
which is required by law to issue tne
Earl U. Chaples, Deputy Chief of lemon juice, simmer, not boil, for
Lincoln Wednesday Night
license if his report is favorable.
the Rockland Police Department has 30 mmutes Pour into a bottle and
The Rockland Junior Varsity boys tendered his resignation to City do not put in the refrigerator.”
and girls will play Thomaston to Manager Farnsworth, effective A Reader of The Courier-Gazette
HOUSE WANTED
March 1.
night.
The office of Deputy Chief has
In Rockland
Charles E. Gregory of Glen Cove,
The varsity’s game with Lincoln
been
abolished by ordinance legisla writes: “I think the Anniversary
Will Rent or Buy
Academy has been postponed until
tion and supplanted by the positions number of The Courier-Gazette was
Wednesday.
BILLIE HEMENWAY
of Police Captain and Police Ser wonderfully fine. I got my desires
Rockland
fans
may
well
be
proved
Tel. 729-J or at Store 10 Limerock St.
of the r "fighting five” this year. geant in an ordinance which* will satisfied—got three copies, my reg
______________________ 17*18
Although they did not make the become law on March 14.
ular one, and paid 30 cents for one
Mr. Chaples also resigned as and 25 cents for another. I would
tournament they made a very fine
shewing throughout the season. The Sealer of Weights and Measures for have paid $1 each if I had to ”
DRAGGER “MARY S’’*
two games with Coney were more the city, a position he has held,
FOR SALE
than enough to show the Tigers both before becoming a police officer
One year ago: I. Lawton Bray
First Class Condition. For Informa real worth.
and since. The only pay attached was appointed a member of the U.
tion apply to
Next year this same squad will to the position were the fees paid S. Savings & Loan League commit
return
a year older in perfection by the owners of the weighing or tee on Building Practice—Ruth Mc
FRED DOLAN
198 Adams St., Dorchester, Tel. 2635 and experience, and assuredly that measuring equipment being tested. Mahon of Rockland escaped when
In the future, these duties will be Farmington Normal School was
17*18 much nearer the tournament.
carried out by a police officer and scene of explosion and fire.—The
the fees will revert to the city Rockland Fire Department enter
treasury.
tained 100 guests at annual ban
FOR THAT WELL GROOMED APPEARANCE
A former railroad conductor and quet. Lieut. George I. Shaw was
VISIT
restaurant operator, Chaples en- guest speaker—Pfc Norman F.
terer the department on Sept. 8, Joyce of Oceanville <as killed in
1938, being promoted from patrol France—Among the deaths: Rock
man to his present position about port, MaryW. Cripps. 80; Camden,
NO WAITING
18 months ago.
Mrs. Ernest Thompson, 61; Provi
13 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND
dence, Mrs. Chester Starrett of
13-tf
Subcribe to The Courier-Gazette Warren, 60.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If

you wish advice or estimates contact MR. PERRON

FREDERICK C. DENNISON, M. D.

Mail a card for information to Perron Upholstering

TEL. ROCKLAND 673

Co., expert workmanship, 97 Hastings St.,

N. B. PLENTY OP EMPTY CASES

Tel. 20391, Portland

General Medicine and Surgery
OFFICE, 4 BOOKER STREET, THOMASTON
TELEPHONE, THOMASTON 9

17*lt

BILLFOLD LOST

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles

Darwin.

Has Resumed the Practice of

sett Hotel 340.

miiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Bid On Ash Point Airport

83.00 a year

Widely known Portland upholsterers, in Rockland

SWIFT & CO.

The Black Cat

PAUL’S BARBER SHOP

TELEPHONE 468

FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS at

ISSUE

Volume 100.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 17.

When Two Cars Collided At
Being a Story Of theFamous Naval TrialCourse They’ll Make the Light Fund Ball Popular “As But Dodge-O’Dwyer Group Did Not Submit Union Four Corners Sun
day Night

Off Monroe’s Island

TUESDAY

17-18

Lady’s Pink Billfold lost in
Central Maine Power Co. Satur
day morning. Kindly leave at
THE COURIER-GAZETTE. Re
ward. If returned at once there
will be no further investigation.

17-lt

THE SILENT VOICES

When the dumb Hour, clothed In black
Brings the Dreams about my bed.
Call me not so often back.
Silent voices of the dead.
Toward the lowland ways behind me.
And the sunlight that is gone!
Call me rather, silent voices.
Forward to the starry track
Glimmering up the heights beyond me
On, aad always on!

—A Lord Tennyson,

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 26,1946
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The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

’i" kMJK • A • wVKfcK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WIIJ.IAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1848 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. Tlie Free Press
wras established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1837.
Subscriptions $3 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

In Municipal Court
Willis C. Kossuth of Rockport was
before Municipal Court Saturday
on charges of leaving the scene of
an accident without making himself
known. He pleaded guilty and paid
a line of $50 and costs of $2.70.
Charges were brought by Knott
C. Rankin and State Police Officer
Harold Mitchell as the result of a
minor collision between Rankin’s
car and that of Kossuth at the head
of Rankin street on Old County
road. Rankin testified that the
Kossuth car cont.nued on after the
accident and that he failed to halt
even when pursued and an attempt
was made to attract his attention
by blowing the horn on the Ran
kin car.
Henry Polkey of St. George was
fined $10 and costs on a drunken
ness charge or 10 days in jail. He
was committed, waiting payment of
the fine.
Arthur Anderson of Union, was
found guilty in Municipal Court
yesterday on charges of procurring
a trapping license by misrepresen
tation.
The charges arose from informa
tion obtained by Warden William
Davis that Anderson had a previous
conviction, for larceny some years
ago and did not disclose it when he
made application for the trapper’s
license.
He was fined $10 and costs of
court amounting to $4.70 and sen
tenced to 30 days in jail. Both
sentence and fine was suspended by
Judge Dwinal. Later, Anderson ap
pealed the case to Superior Court.
George Halstead of Rockland
found guilty of carrying concealed
weapons and displaying them in a
threatening manner, the weapons
toeing four knives for which he had
not obtained a license. He paid a
fine of $10 and costs of $4.82.

GRANGE CORNER
ft ft ft ft
Mews Items frem all ot the 1*Wtrwia ot Uaobaadry are welcomed
here.

There were 110 present at the
day session of Seven Tree Grange.
The th.rd and fourth degrees were
conferred on several candidates, al
though the Lad±es’ Degree Team
of White Oak Grange was unable
to be present. Leroy Brown poul
try and egg marketing specialist of
Elate Department of Agriculture,
Augusta, was the guest speaker. The
program included vocal numbers by
Kenneth Boardman of Waldoboro,
imitation of bird calls. Rev. Van
Deman, Wiscasset, and statuettes
presented by Hope Grange with Mrs.
Bern.ce Robbins as reader. ,
* • *
Pleasant Valley Grange meets to
day at Grand Army hall. The de
gree team from Good Will will work
the third and fourth degrees on a
large class of candidates. Harvest
t upper.
♦ * * *

Leroy C. Brown, new poultry
marketing specialist with the State
Department of Agriculture, will be
speaker Saturday, at the meeting of
Knox Pomona Grange, to be held
with Weymouth Grange, Thomaston.

WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Hazel Nutt, a senior at the
University of Maine was recently
awarded the WGAN scholarship.
This scholarship is made available
by the WGAN radio station in
Portland and awarded to students
in the Economics department in
the College of Agriculture. Miss
Nutt is the daughter of Robert J.
Nutt cf this village an Palm Beach,
Fla and the late Amy Nutt.
Miss Bena Anastasia of Rockland
spent a few days last week as guest
of Miss Barbara Merrifield.
Mrs. Roberta Martin and daugh
ter Patsy of Augusta were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Packard.
SSgt. and Mrs. Douglas Heald of
Camden were recent callers on
relatives in tins village. S.Sgt.
Heald has recently received his
honorable discharge frem the U S.
Army.
Mrs. Annie Clark and Mrs. Robert
Heald attended sessions of the Lin
coln Baptist Ass’n in Camden Fri
day, Mr. and Mrs. Heald attended
the evening session.
Richard Merrifield recently enterta.ned his young friends at a
birthday party at the home of his
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Merrifield and parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Merrifield.
The Tuesday Club meets with
Mrs- Margaret Andrews.
Friends have received invitations
to the wedding of Miss Roberta
Louise Lane and Pfc. Robert A.
Ballinger, U. S. A. which too*
place in Rockland Monday night
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Ed
win Lermcnd. Miss Lane is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs John N.
Lane, Sr. of this village.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Your Heating system Is No Bet
ter Than It Is Engineered

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING CO.
ROCKLAND. ME..
TEI4S. 744. 415
PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS
15tf

HIGHEST LEGAL

0. P. A. PRICES

[EDITORIAL]
There are so many things about administiative affairs that we cannot under
stand. Neither could the captain of the
Liberty Ship Pocahontas understand why
he took a cargo of badly needed Army sup
plies to Okinawa, only to be ordered back to tly? United States
with his cargo intact. Many of the articles carried by the
Pocahontas were critically needed. Capt. Bledsoe said his
original orders took him to Okinawa- Dee. 7, where bad
w’eather delayed unloading operations. Jan. 11 he was ordeied
to proceed to Manila. “At Manila,’’ he added, “we waited our
turn to discharge, but cn Jan. 29 I was told to return my ship
to San Francisco with the original cargo. Five days out of
Honolulu the orders were changed again and the Poca
hontas was directed to proceed through the Panama Canal
to an East Coast port (unnamed).’’ Will the bureaucrats please
explain?
IS THIS A
MILITARY
SECRET?

The double tragedy at Shiloh last week
added to the unsavory reputation which
LEADER
the Holy Ghost and Us Society has borne
ALIVE
in silence ever since tlie famous Temple
was erected on the sand hills of Du: ham.
But it has also brought to light what tlie editor cf this news
paper was told by one of the disciples two years ago, that the
founder. Rev. Frank W. Sanfoid, was still alive. What use the
former leader has made of his life since lie was released from
the Atlanta Federal Prison; why his whereabouts have re
mained a perpetual secret; and what plans he lias, if any,
are numbered among the unsolved mysteries.
SHILOH'S

The abbreviated month of February,
which disappears from the calendar pad
Thursday, is remarkable fcr the famous
men it has produced. The list includes
George Washington (1732-1799); Abraham
Lincoln (1809-1865); William H. Harrison (1773-1841);
Thomas A. Edison (1847-1931); and Henry W. Longfellow
(1807-1882). Some smart statistician may be able to show’
some other month which can equal tliat record, but it is very
doubtful if there was any ether in which three Presidents were
born.
A REAL
BIRTHDAY
MONTH

Nine of the 11 new Catholic Cardinals
CARDINALS
snubbed Generalissimo Franco when they
CHILLY TO failed to attend the state dinner at the
FRANCO
Tranco embassy to the Holy See. Of the
four United States Cardinals the only one
who did attend was Francis Cardinal Spellman. He explained
his presence by saying that he had previously declared his in
tention of attending all functions .honoring the princes of the
Catholic Church. Any further statement was deemed un
necessary.

The Army has decided to ask Con“SOMETIMES gress for authority to incorporate WACS
MORE
into the regular peace-time forces—100,060
SO”
soldierly women have won a permanent
place in what was hitherto considered a
redoubt of masculinity. In the way this happened there is par
ticular significance. Individual exploits figured scarcely at all
in the corps’ record: the war produced no Amazonian type,
unnaturally seeking and getting martial glory; these women
did not enter combat. But in very short order it became a
matter of course for the slim and self-reliant WACS, hav
ing a care for nylons and a smile of special warmth for chil
dren, to be shipping overseas. And when the need arose
they were there in force—jumping the hedgerows in Nor
mandy, slogging through the Sicilian mud, sweating it out
on Pacific beaches—with the soldierly qualities of bravery and
heroism. "We can't get along without them. They’re part
of the team,’’ says Major General Willard S. Paul, assistant
chief of staff for personnel, accenting the plural achievement
cf the WACS.
More important perhaps, one WAC frequently replaced
three or four men in the discharge cf the vital if humdrum
tasks of modern warfare. As typists, dietitians, clerks, tele
phone and telegraph operators, ccoks and such, the girls
outdid the boys; in fact, the Army lists 233 military occupa
tions in which women are as adept as men, “sometimes
more so.’’
This development closely parallels the war-time perform
ance of civilian women. Of the sole woman breaking new
ground, rising to unprecedented power and performing tra
ditionally masculine functions, there was little; but when the
"finger dexterity'' became a watchword in industry and perse
verance and discipline cardinal assets in business and pro
fessions, women appeared in force and as’a matter of course
where previously one woman had seemed astonishing. As the
common soldier was the hero of this war, the womanly woman
competent in every field stressing fidelity and dexterity, was
its heroine.—Herald Tribune.

"MIDAS” RIDES AT SEA

c’

Work Rubbers

PORTLAND

3.39

Cle^n Used Cars

MILLER’S GARAGE
DE SOTO, PLYMOUTH
ROCKLAND, ME.

95-tl

470 MAIN STREET,

SHTEOE

NEW YORK

TO

TO

NEW YORK

PORTLAND

----- FROM ROCKLAND BRANCH POINTS------

TEL. 1102-M <1
Write 38 Talbot

ELECTRICAl

“EDDIE” B

Week Days

Sundays

.................................................

4:10 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

Lv. Thomaston ...............................................

4:20 P.M.

3:40 P.M.

Lv. Warren

......................................................

4:33 P.M.

3:53 P.M.

Lv. Waldoboro ...............................................

4:45 P.M.

4:05 P.M.

Pullman

Lv. Winslows Mills ....................................

4:48 P.M.

4:08 P.M.

Reservations

Lv. Nobleboro

Lv. Rockland

"T»JV

FOR MEN
COVERT
CLOTH
OLIVE
GREEN
All Sizes

Cfl

Antiques
Apply

Marble top fur
grape carved: Hai
pieces;
shades; China, Vs
of boys and girls
leaf Tables, witl
drawers; What
Bureaus; Slant-

..............................................

4:57 P.M.

4:17 P.M.

to Your

Lv. Damariscotta Mills............................

5:03 P.M.

4:23 P.M.

Local

Lv. Newcastle

..............................................

5:09 P.M.

4:28 P.M.

Two Weeks

Lv. Wiscasset .................................................

5:23 P.M.

4:41 P.M.

In Advance

Lv. Bath ..............................................

5:47 P.M.

5:05 P.M.

Lv. Brunswick

..............................................

6:23 P.M.

5:33 P.M.

Music Boxes; P*
4-Poster Beds,

....................................................

7:30 P.M.

6:15 P.M.

better.

May Be Made

Stale of Maine Express
Lv. Portland ...................................................
Ar. New York .................................................

9:90 P.M.
7:23 A.M.

9:00 P.M-

Agent

Secretaries; Uhn
Steeple-topped <

RIPLEY &

38 OLIVER ST.,
PHONE

7:23 A.M.

4.95
Sleeping C^jrs

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
SHOP
ROCKLAND

16-17

TEL. Ii

Connecting Train Service

Coveralls

TEL. 677

IV©

Commencing Saturday, March 2nd

Ar. Portland

ROCKLAND,

NIGHT

Just Arrived. 150 Pr.

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY

Visit Lucien K. <
second floor, 18 Sc
Fellows dlock. City
Coats and Cloth Cc
prices.

Unionsuits

15 to 17___________ <

•old by authorized retail stores only—at $10 to $20 less than
they would cost if Premier maintained its own house-tohouse taletmeol
*‘

Visit Clinton F r
trist, for a pair of
Old County Road,
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 1
day, Wednesday
Phone 590, City.

WIRING, REFRIG
SMALL APPLIAJ

Navy Shirts
Sizes
"7 12

You're sure of getting the best
in vacuum cleaners when you
choose Premier... and you can be just as sure of
getting tho best value and highest quality in all
tho other homo appliances we have to offer you.

Donald Kelsey, Jr
MdLellan passed
with Mr. and Mrs
Orono. While th
privileged to scrimn
ball on the Un.vi
team,

with

Extra Heavy, All Wool

THE BEST IN
HOME APPLIANCES

Rev. Alfred G. 31
Monday to Orono
serve on the Maine
University. Mr. I
been assigned to Oa
return Thursday.

MEN’S
WINTER HEAVY

3.98

Certificate
which entitles you
to the earliest
possible delivery.
FIRST COMEFIRST RFSF.RVFD!

Rev and Mrs. Kc
sens presented a mi
the Thomaston B
Sunday, Feb. 24. a;
ing of the Baptist
Churches of Thom a
gram followed a get
their broadcast over
gor back in 1937 anc
“The Preacher and
plan future concert!
sic in churches hei
communities. Chu
such concerts may
either toy phone or

BY appoi:

HEAVY W ARM
SIZES
4 to 12
SPECIAL

F riority

THE WEA

“Here’s your ha
hurry.” This oldtin
directed to the abb
of February, which
ness, has only 28 <
More snow and
weather have mark
days ot the month a
pickaxes have forme
Henry W. Longfellc
years ago tomorrow
kind of weather he
his red flannels arc

PRIVATE

FULL CUT
SANFORIZED
3-SNAP BUTTONS
EXCELLENT
QUALITY

A & fP'tenti&i &CUHMQJ Premier Vacuum Cleaners are

PAID FOR

rVERY

FIRST QUALITY ARMY
3-BUCKLE RUBBER

Men’s Shorts

Feb. 27—Dinner mr
State Prison Ernplo:
Masonic Temple. Tho:
Feb. 27—Warren: Rt
at Town, House.
Feb. 28—Public r
wome* of Rockland
City Manager Farnswo
F*-b. 28—Mort.gage bi
at the American Legio
March 4- Warren to
March 8—loterden
servance of World D.
Universalist Church
March 9—Llmerock
Orange meets with S
March li-16—Annua
County Camera Club
Hotel.
March 13—P.T.A. Li
Community Building
March 22-23— Demon
ventlon tn Portland.
April 19 Patriots’ I
May 30—Memorial r

No Matter What The Weather

FIRST QUALITY
6-INCH HEIGHT
WORTH $2.75
4 CQ
SPECIAL________ *

Ski Pants

When you order your new Premier we ll
've youa numbered

BMDS

Now You Can Be Sure of Keeping Your Appointments . . .

CHILDREN’S

Premier Priority Plan

smms/

JUST RECEIVED
NEW ARMY

1.44

* They're here! Come in and get a
demonstration of one of these new Premiers
—fsmous for top quality—time-proved in
performance! Premier’s popularity is so
great it may be some time before every
order can be filled. But we have provided
a way for you to get yourt without
unnecessary waiting—through the . • .

becomes enchanted with the en
thralling spectacle of tlie heavens
Among the strange astronomical
items that I learned from the mate
is that the planet Venus is never
visible for more than, three of the
24 hours. It will toe recalled that
Venus was the Star of the East
which guided the Three Wise Men in
their peregrinations.
I asked one of the crewmen why
it was that the holy men selected a
star that they could see for such a
short period of time.
“They probably had a good union
and were working on a 21-hour a
week agreement,” he said.

4- ❖ ❖

LONG SLEEVES
ANKLE LENGTH
QUALITY
AT
LOW PRICE________

/z/

uate of Lowell Textile Institute, and
during his Naval career completed
the indoctrination course at Prince
ton University. He will returif to his
former employment with J F. Greg
ory Sons Company.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Pearl Harbor, T. H.—1st Lt.
Wilbur Ccnnon. of 124 Union street.
Rockland, is one of many Army
veterans returning to the States
aboard the USS General Sturgis a
Navy’ transport of the “Magic Carpet” fleet. This ship left Yokohoma.
Japan, Feb. 4. and is scheduled to
arrive in San Pedro about Feb 16
The USIS General Sturgis is one of
the Navy’s many transports which
supported the seizure of steppingstone bases to Japan by maintain
ing a continuous supply line to the
Fleet ground troops, and shorebased air forces.

ROCKLAND

LOW
PRICE
SPECIAL

TALK OFT

SLEEPfNG CARS

SHOP

Overshoes

Tuesday-Frid

■WI

DEPENDABLE OVERNIGHT SERVICE
TO and FROM NEW YORK

CLOTHES

69c

PREMIER CLEANERS!

THEY WORKED FOR PEACE

ficers—and excellent food, on the
house. A $5000 paid up life insur
ance policy was thrown in for good
measure during the war years. The
Union provides an amazing number
of other selling points, including
Our Dick Becomes Dizzy As He Learns of paid vacations and Saturday after
noons and Sundays off.
Far be lt from a soldier to fail to
Merchant Seamen’s Wages
appreciate the wonderful work done
by the merchant ships an,d crews
• during the war The seagoing lads
By Capt. Dick Reed
How does one become a second I really had some rough times of it.
At Sea, Stateside Bound for mate? The usual deal was that he many died in the line of duty and
Discharge:—Soldiers returning to should have had at least 14 months they were always on hand with the
supplies when they were needed the
the States from the war zone by at sea as an able seaman, a job most.
However they might keep
which requires much more brawn
sea. should avoid getting too chum than
their discussions of inadequate
brain.
With
that
experience
my with the Merchant ’ Mida./' under his belt he went to the Mer compensation and beautiful shiny
Marine crews aboard ship. In fact chant
Academy for a four draft deferments to themselves
most of them are rather nice fel month Marine
course and drew $126.50 a when in company with khaki clad
lows except for the fact that they
plus living expen.es while veterans.
keep hinting how rich they are—or month
Seagoing life seems to be about
there. As a student he held the
Pearl Harbor, T. H., Ggt. Sulo E.
would be if they had saved their temporary rating of chief boat the same now as it was back in, the
Sainio,
of Washington, is one of
money.
early thirties when I took a fling
swain's mate.
Like all service men the matter
many
lArmy
veterans returning to
at
it
for
a
few
trips
to
South
AmerAfter digesting these figures and
of finances has been a sore subject pondering
ca
and
Europe.
The
pay,
living
and
over them. I went up on
the States aboard the U SB. Gen
with me curing the war years. the bridge to look at the second working conditions are immeasur
eral
Sturgis, a Navy transport ot
When I finally cornered .an officer mate. He was a six footer, good ably better but the crew members
aboard this Honolulo to New Or looking, 25 years old and as vigor - appear to talk about and think the M$ol.c Carp^1 fleeL, h . ' nL
ahnnt the
th„ same things.
leans Liberty Ship, and got the low orous as a colt. “Splendid cannon about
things. These
These left Yokohoma, Japan, Feb.4. and
down on the size of the paychecks fodder.’’ I thought. Apparently he things are women, liquor and quit j was scheduled to arrive in San Peof the mass produced tars, I became
ting the sea after this trip. The‘, dro. The USS General x Sturgis is
thought differently.
convinced that Morgan ani Rocke had
°*
Navy s many transpor s
The seaman and everybody else last item is the only one that gets one
which supported the seizure of stepfeller had missed their calling.
neglected.
aboard ship worked on the same
For instance, the second mate of double
One of the best ways of spotting ping-stone bases to Japan by mamredouble system as the
this war weary, graveyard bound officers,and
a
long termer from a war cabv is taining a continuous supply line to
they were helping the
freighter, was drawing $777.50 a military while
by the extent of Ihe area of tat the Fleet, ground troops, and shoreto
win
the
war.
Many
of'
month on V-J Day and for some the able seaman drew up to $420 a tooed anatomy. Apparently r it’.oc- based air forces.
time thereafter. Being in, Manila
* *
ing is here to stay and the younger
Harbor on top of a load of Army month on this trip. They started converts catch cn rapidly. The
Lieut.
Robert
C. Gregory of Rocksupplies, at the time, he had full off with $85 base pay plus a $15 Texans go for cowgirls on their armsi land has been released from duty in.
emergency
increase.
At
sea
the
pay
access to a weird schedule cf finan
and chest, the old sea dogs still like the U. S. Navy, in which he has
cial multiplication. This stipend was doubled to $2000 plus the inevitable big American flags and “God Bless served the past 26 months. His
considerably more than the base $5 a day and overtime.
Mess boys were good for tbout Mother and Manila Mary,” while last duty was on the lUSNC Samp
pay of a General or an Admiral, a $200
a month, at times, and the the big city boys settle for less son, N. Y. Lieut. Gregory is a gradfact that is probably inconsequen skipper
cashing in for just the gaudy things such as snakes curled
tial. However it seemed ample in price of was
a
few
highballs under $1000 around daggers and bottles cf pop seem to be allergic to military sub
view of the fact that the principal,
ping champagne.
per.
and usually sole, duty of a second
Shore leaves have varied but little. jects.
These
figures
are
based
on
the
mate is to stand two four hour in an, active war zone. For other Very few of the men get by the first
While this is toeing written an
watches a day while in port and to period when the ship was in port or waterfront bar room and those who other Liberty is passing us, enroute
take some sights on the sun and zones the bonuses worked on a wander further into the city usually through the Yucatan
channel.
stars and find the ship's position
find themselves stalked an.d trapped While holcing a "bull session” with
sliding
scale,
depending
upon
the
with some pre-calculated figures,
degree of possible danger, and they by the first comely prostitute. The the ether ship by means of a signal
when at sea.
pay draw melts with great rapidity light, “Flag§” discovered that the
It is easy, even for an Army cap never were what might be called under such circumstances.
Liberty left Philadelphia last June
tain, to arrive at the $777.50 figure just hay.
Many of tne men who signed on with a cargo of Army vehicles for
A
few
weeks
after
the
cessation
Base pay of the mate is $220 a
for the duration only, to beat the France. Arriving in, the English
month. As soon as the ship was well of hostilities the wages were de draft or to serve in their own way, Channel the ship was diverted to
flated,
but
they
are
still
relatively
out to sea the pay went up 100% to
have saved their money but most Manila. As there (was no need for
$440. Once the craft passed into a high considering nominal amount of the oldtimers are as near broke i the equipment in the Philippines,
of
training
and
other
qualifications
danger zone, and a considerable
as they were when, the war started she was sent to Okinawa an.d thence
section of the world came under which are demanded. A second and that is practically all the way. to Japan, but still nobody wanted
mate
draws
$220
plus
a
$45
increase
such a category, the mate got
It isn’t because they have had more the cargo. As la result the Liberty
another boast of $5 per day or and the ABs get $85 plus the $45. oenders ashore—only bigger and bet is on her way back to a port in the
The
increase
was
recently
given
another $150 a month. While ln
ter ones.
States with the same cargo that she
port working hours were from eight to everybody to help them cope with
The draft boards are the most started from Europe with five
the
high
cost
of
living
and
it
is
supam. to five p.m„ even though it
disturbing subject of conversation months ago.
.............................
was considered .essential
that wat Posed to be temporary. However, among the younger men, of the crew
It was a great old war. While the
seamen voice the opinjon that
ches be m aintained ‘throughout’ the many
during this trip. As most of them around the world Liberty draws
it
is
going
to
be
a
good
excuse
for
a
night. Therefore all those who
hold only temporary union licenses away from us, our chief mate is
worked between five and eight re strike if the moguls try to take the they fear that it will not be easy to busy in his room drawing overtime
raise
away
from
them.
gardless of whether they had been
As an added incentive the Mer get another ship once they hit port for figuring up the overtime for the
idle or busy during the day, drew
chant Mariners get good living and that the long arm of the Army other merfibers of the crew,
overtime.
will reach out for them. The boys
During tropical nights at sea one
The mate whose finances we are quarters—private rooms for all of
examining w is getting a steady five
hours a night at $1.25 an hour or
$6.25 a day for another $187.50 a
month. Total $53.50 more than the
total pay and allowances of two
Army captains with dependents or
three second lieutenants. What is
more, if the ship had been hit by
a bomb or enemy fire, every man
aboard would have drawn another
$125 as pocket money.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Feb. 27—Dinner meeting of Maine
State Prison Employe's Association,
Masonic Temple. Thomaston.
Feb. 27—Warren: Republican caucus
at Town. House.
Peb
28—Public
meeting of all
womeM of Rockland In. Temple Hall,
City Manager Farnsworth speaker.
F>-b. 28—Mortgage burning ceremony
ait the American Legion hall.
March 4—Warren town meeting.
March 8—Interdenominational ob
servance of Wortd Day of Prayer at
Universalist Church.
March 9—Limerock Valley Pomona
Orange meets with St. George Grange
March 11-16—Annual exhibit of Knox
County Camera Club at the Thorndike
Hotel.
March 13—P.T.A. Light Fund Ball at
Community Building
March 22 23— Democratic State Con
vention In Portland.
April 19 Patriots' Day..
May 30—Memorial Day.

THE WEATHER

‘Here's your hat; what's your
hurry.” This oldtime salutation is
directed to the abbreviated month
of February, which, thank good
ness, has only 28 days this year.
More snow and more sub-zero
weather have marked the closing
days of the month and shovels and
pickaxes have formed the c.ty seal.
Henry W. Longfellow was born 139
years ago tomorrow. If it was this
kind of weather he needed to have
his red flannels around.

Patrolman Donald Steele, who
joined the city police department
last Thursday nght, tendered his
resignation, effect.ve last Saturday
morning
The resignation was
prcsnpted by a desire to re-enist in
the Army, frem which he had only
recently been discharged, and in
which he could retain his former
rank of Staff Sergeant should he
re-enter before E£b. 28.

MARRIED
Ballenger-I.ane—At Rockland, Feb.
25 Robert Albert Ballenger and Roberta Louise Lane, both of Rockland.
—by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Atheam-Hart—At Camden, Feb. 22
Oliver J Athearn and Anna M. Hart,
both of Hope.—by Rev. Melvin Dorr.
Kinney-Leonard—At Rockland. Feb.
23. Alfred W. Kinney and Miss Pearl
Leonard—by Rev. A. G. Hempstead.
Smith-Fullerton—At Rockland. Feb.
23, Robert C. Smith and Mias Dorothy
C. Fullerton, both of Rockland.—by
E R Keene. J. P.
Gordon-Schwartz—At Boston, Mass.,
Feb. 21. Ephraim Allen Gordon of
Rockland and Dorothy Schwartz of
Roxbury, Mass.—by Rabbi Benjamin L.
Grossman.

Rev and Mrs. Kenneth H. CasBens presented a musical concert at
the Thomaston Baptist Church,
Sunday, Feb. 24. at a union meet
DIED
ing of the Baptist and Federated
Sherer—At Rockland. Feb 24. Dana
Churches of Thomaston The pro Albe.t
age 71 years. 5 months.
gram followed a general pattern, ol 20 daysSherer.
Funeral from Burpee funeral
their broadcast over WLBZ in Ban home, Feb 27, 2 p. m. Rev. J. Charles
gor back in 1937 and 1938 known as MacDonald will officiate.
Percy—At Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 23,
“The Preacher and His Wife.’' They Nellie,
wife of Charles P. Percy. Inter
plan future concerts of gospel mu ment in village cemetery in Thomas
sic in churches here and near by ton In the Spring.
Oxton—At Roxbury, Mass., Feb 14,
communities. Churches desiring Mrs.
Walton H. Oxton (Rose E. Rose
such concerts may contact them land). age 77 years. Funeral Feb. 16
from Gleason funeral home, Dorches
either toy phone or letter.
ter. Mass.
Burial ln Milton, Mass.,
cemetery.
Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead went
Ames—At Camden, Feb. 23. Huldah
Monday to Orono where he is to Anna Amcs Of Lincolnville, age 97 years.
11 days. Funeral Tuesday
serve on the Maine Embassy at the 5at months.
2 o'clock from Gilbert C. Lalte fu
University. (Mr. Hempstead has neral home. Camden. Burial ln Spring
been assigned to Oak Hall. He will at Pine Grove cemetery. Appleton.
Simmons—At Galveston, Texas. Feb.
return Thursday.

Donald Kelsey, Jr., and Donald
MdLellan passed their vacation
with Mr. arid Mrs. Samuel Sezak,
Orono. While there they were
privileged to scrimmage in basket- ,
ball on the Un.versity of Maine j
team.
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon- (
day. Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590, City.
lOtl
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s,
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lOtt

-’a-“ ALLAH tf

2. Capt. J W Simmons, formerly of
Tenant's Harbor, age 83 years. Inter
ment in Galveston.
Noyes—At Union. Feb. 24. Jessie L.,
wife of Albert A. Noyes, aged 59 yrs.
11 mas 10 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 1 o’clock from residence. Body en
tombed at Union Cemetery. Burial In
Spring at Miller cemetery. Appleton.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
for the kindness of my friends during
my stay ln the hospital. Letters, cards,
plants and flowers from the townspeo
ple and Thomaston Motor Corps were
greatly appreciated
Mrs. Everett R. Noble,
Thomaston.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the employes of
Snow's Shipyard for their kindness.
Walter C. Reynolds.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my thanks and ap
preciation to mv relative, neighbors,
and friends, to Good Will Grange and
the King's Daughters of the Warren
Bantlst Church for the cards, fruit
and flowers sent to me during my re
cent Illness. Also to the doctors ai.d
nurses of Knox Hospital.
Mrs Annie Bucklin.
Warren.

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to extend my thanks and ap
preciation for the many favors extend
ed to me during my recent Illness. For
the many cards, letters and telephone
calls with their kind offer of assist
ance and the many kind acts of neigh
bors. gilt from Naomi Chapiter, • the
First Baptist Church and fruit and
flowers from my many friends, espe
cially to Dr. C. D North for his at
tentive services and also to True Hall
and Fied Seavey for keeping my drive
way and walks clear of snow. To all.
believe, me, I am most appreciative.
Alfred C. Hocking,
St. George Me.

■CARD OF THANKS
I sincerely wish to thank my
mother's friends in Rockland. Rock
port and Camden for their kindness
and beautiful flowers during our re
cent bereavement.
Edwlna Schoen

K

PRIVATE READING
BY APPOINTMENT

TEL. 165-W

16-17

ELECTRICAL SERVICE

An Able Chairman

BORN
Chaples—At Vlnal Maternity Home,
Fob 25, to Mr and Mrs**Harold M.
Chaples .a daughter—Sylvia Frances.
McCluskey—At Vlnal Maternltl Home.
Feb. 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Ellery F. Mc
Cluskey. a daughter—Patricia Ann.
Kennedy—At Vlnal Maternity Home,
Feb. 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L.
Kennedy cf Rockport, a daughter—
Leona Charlotte
I-arrabee—At Vlnal Maternity Home.
Feb 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H.
Larrabee, a daughter—Mary Ann.
McCausland—At Kittery, Feb. 20. Mr.
and Mrs Robert R. McCausland (for
merly Cynthia MacAlman) a son—
Bruce Norton.
Hemingway—At Meriden. Conn., Feb.
12. to Mr and Mrs. Stuart Hemingway.
Jr., of Waldoboro, a daughter.
Norton—At Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 16,
to Mr. and Mrs. John Norton (Caro
line Hemingway of Waldoboro), a son.

LOST
In Main street store Saturday
a brown leather handbag, con
taining small sum of money, in
come tax returns, keys on leath
er keyholder, bank book and hos
pital admittance card. Finder
may keep money by returning
valuable articles to 6 LISLE ST.,
Rockland, BOX 602, or by tele
phoning 1062.
,.
17*18

Earnest young “bookworms” devouring good books in their
school library—and ruining their eyes at the same time! No
wonder they complain of headaches when they get home!
A few more lights, or stronger bulbs, would transform this
dimly lighted library, making it more pleasant and more
healthful for them. Keep their eyes young. Don’t rob them
of their priceless possession. They’ll always be grateful to
you!

Washington, D. C., Feb. 23.
Ed tor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The appended verses were sung
by the 409 members and guests of
the State of Maine Society of Wash
ington, D. C., at the lobster dinner
served in the cafeteria of the U. S
Department of Interior Feb. 21.
(Mrs.) Carrie E. Paige.

by J f uwMfsr£0~MrMK>nt/£
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DIAMONDS

WANTED AT ONCE
Permanent Position, Excellent Salary

Famous For More Than

HOWE FUR CO.

Fifty Years

COOPER’S MILLS. MAINE
17-29

ii-tf

<R£ JSPPy
CANS'
.

jto

A/A21

W
IWEAWER
►TttwazfiS

Bodyguard for Men
>for his business

4

“Social Security” •

3-tf

POULTRY WANTED

?

LINCOLNVILLE, TEL. 19-13 or

CAMDEN, TEL. 437

16*18
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Antiques Wanted
Marble top furniture, rose or
grape carved: Hair Cloth covered
pieces; Lamps, with flowered
shades; China, Vases or Statues
of boys and girls in pairs; Dropleaf Tables, with one or two
drawers;
What-Not
Shelves;
Bureaus; Slant-top Desks or
Secretaries; China or wooden
Steeple-topped Clocks; Dishes;
Music Boxes; Prints; Dolls or
4-Poster Beds, the taller the
better.

RIPLEY & JORDAN
38 OLIVER ST..
ROCKLAND

PHONE 767-W

9-tf

BEANO
ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY
AT 2 O’CLOCK

Socialist League, and so on, holding
various offices in different years.
President Ernest Hatch Wilkins
presented the diplomas to the 37
candidates from the College of Arts
and Sciences the Conservatory of
Music and the Graduate School of
Theology, Dean Thomas W Graham
of the graduate school spoke on
Baccalaureate Meditation.'" Two
members of the Conservatory fac
ulty, Prof. Harold Haugh and Prof.
James H. Hall, offered vocal and
organ music, respect.vely.

World Day Of Prayer
Friday afternoon the planning
committee for the interdenomina
tional observance of World Day of
Prayer met at the home of Mrs.
John Smith Lowe with Mrs. Lowe
and Mrs. Louis Walker representing
the Universalist ladies, Mrs. A. G.
Hempstead and Mrs. Ruth Elling
wood the Methodist ladies, Mrs.
Maldwyn D. Parry and Mrs. Edward
C. Moran. Jr., the Congregational
ladies, Mrs. Sidney Monroe the
Nazarene ladies, Mrs. A. A. Ellison
the wives of the Coast Guard, and
Mrs. Abraham Thompson the ladies
of the Salvation Army. Mrs. Hemp
stead was elected general chair
man.
The observance of World Day of
Prayer will take place on the first
Friday in Lent, March 8, 1946 at the
Universalist Church at 7.30 p. m.
Rockland will join towns and cities
of more than 50 countries who, since
1887, have joined together for an
interdenominational, inter - racial,
and international service of prayer

'TAKE IT EASY

•«

let's
GO,'

Stole The Show
Semi-Final At Park Street
Arena Called the Eve
ning’s Best Bout
Les Murray and Percy Colson, two
local boys, appeared in the semi
final bout at the Park Street Arena
Friday night and it is generally
conceded that they stole the show
The Murray boy was too much for
his opponent, who listened to the
canaries after a lusty wallop to the
Jaw in the fourth round.
In the main bout, Edddie Turner
of Bangor got the nod over his Wa
terville opponent. Kid Norman. It
was a 6-round gruelling affair.
In the top-prelim Silco Dennis
of Waterville was bested by Teddy
Rocktn of Bangor,
Al Wilson was the th.rd man in
the ring.
The next bout will take place
one week from the coming Friday
night.

The Kiwanis Club
Votes To Furnish Room At
Knox Hospital—To Hold
Easter Monday Ball
Lieut. Francis McCabe, safety di
rector of the Maine State Police,
was speaker at the Kiwanis meeting
last night. The topic of his speech
was “Live and Let Live,” in which
he compared his war experiences
as a Military Police officer against
the present traffic problems and
highway deaths
President Lawrence MUler named
the team to represent the club in
the Red Cross drive, appointing
Pearl Studley, Harold Payson,
Stuart Burgess and Lloyd Rich
ardson.
It was voted to hold an Easter
Monday ball at the Commumty
Building to add to the Charity
Fund.
The final act of a busy meeting
was to vote the sum of $300 to fur
nish a room at Knox Hospital.
Beano GAR
7.30 p. m.

hall March 1 at
17*lt

DANCE

$WC/D£f

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

MAttOHAt JA«»V COUWCW

Ancient man kept time by meas
uring shadows cast by trees, cliffs
and other objects.

South Warren Grange Hall

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA

17*18

LIVE POULTRY WANTED
For Highest Prices On All Kinds of Poultry It Will Pay You
• To Call or Write—
HILLCREST POULTRY CO.

P. O. BOX 276, CAMDEN
17*26

TEL. CAMDEN 494

WEATHERPROOF

FOOTWEAR

* fa

FOR SNOW, SLUSH, RAIN

Range Oil Burners

to Quiz for Driven

A.—No. They are 41/ gallon cans
used by the U. S. Army to carry gaso
line to fuel dumps near battle lines.
A.—A balanced combination. A good
winter grade of oil enables the starter
to function effectively with but little
drain upon the battery. Gasoline of
the proper ingredients lor seasonal
requirements assist in an effective man
ner.
A —Yes, by 1750. when Market re
searchers predict 34 million cars on
the road, or six million more than in

Just Arrived—a new ship
ment of Pre-war Type Range
Burners, with Dual Brass Valves,
Cast Iron Base. Now available at
less than Ceiling Price.

Masalin & Trainor
CAMDEN, MAINE
LineolnvtUe 3-13, Camden 222-8

17*18
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THURSDAY

Lumbermen’s Rubbers, Larrigans
Waterproof, Coldproof. Heavy and long life.
$6.95
Felt Inner Soles ..................................... -..................
*
And a Grand
Value
Gr

RUBBER OVERSHOES
Light for dress; Heavy for work.
All are Waterproof and Stormproof ............ -......

fl*9 QC

tfJ.V J

Dress Rubbers all styles Rubber Boots
Rubber-Dipt Canvas Gloves,

AT 8.15 O’CLOCK

Income Tax IOANS

41-T-tf

LADY ASSISTANT

Ambulance Service

Funeral Home

Tel. 701—702

TELS. S90—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

0 CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND, MB.

Ambulance Service

MAINE CLARION CALL
(Tune: O My Darling Clementine)
Maine Invites you, Maine Invites you,
And the latchstring's always out.
Come and try her Down East menu.
Yankee Pot Roast and Sauer-Krout!
Maine ls calling. Maine ls calling.
Douglas Perry, who received the AB Prom her woods of birch and pine.
Winter sports are most enthralling.
degree at Oberlin College
Air more bracing than your wine.
Douglas Neil Perry, sen of Mr. Maine ls waiting, Maine ls waiting,
the logs are burning bright.
and XJrs. NeJ S. Perry. 64 Summer And
Bring your snowshoes, try the skating.
street, received the degree of Bache Then Pish Chowder, served at night
lor of Arts from Oberlin College Beans are baking, beans are baking.
Saturday, at the February gradua In our dear old Maine tonight,
you come, be sure they’re mak
tion exercises in Finney Memorial When ing
Chapel. Perry has taken part in Bean-hole beans for your delight.
numerous activities, including Y M At the fireside, at the fireside.
C. A, the Public Affairs Forum, the Gathered "round at eventide.
Men's Board, the Student Co-op Stories swapping, corn a popping,
erative Board, the Young People's Caring naught for world outside.

. -V*

1941.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

BURPEE

'or a

TEMPLE HALL

numberer 1611, and in connection
therewith it is of interest to note
that since the National Grange has
conferred its highest degree, in
1834 at Nashville. Tennessee, up to
ande including the Kansas City
class, a total of 135,305 Grange
members have been initiated into
that climax degree. Among the
Sixth Degree classes this season
(conferred at State Grange ses
sions) . Ohio heads the list with 1023
initiates, the second largest in the
entire Grange history of the Buck
eye State. Maine had more than
600 Sixth Degree candidates, and
in several states the total ran,
above 500. During the past two
years a net membership gain of
76,000 has been made by the
Grange oranization of the country.
tf • tf tf
Preliminary figures of the farm
census taken in 1945 indicate that
during the past five years the size
of the average farm in the Uniteji
States increased from 174 acres to
190. While farms are growing larg
er they are also growing fewer in
numbers. Government policies dur
ing the past 10 years started the
trend toward more acres and fewer
persons to each farm. The war
accentuated this trend, and there
appears to be every reason to ex
pect that it will continue during
the post-war era. The growing
scarcity of farm labor, which calls
for increased mechanization, has
played an important role in bring
ing all this about.
• • • •
Following the custom of many
years past, the national Grange will
again, present a definite highway
safety program for 1946, and the
energies of the organization, nation
wide, will be heartily mobilized be
hind such an undertaking. For
many years the Grange organiza
tion, in conjunction, with various
automotive groups, has offered lib
eral cash prizes in an essay compe
tition stressing highway safety and
methods of reducing the frightful
death toll from motor accidents.
The essay contest is open to all
Grange young people, under 18
years af age, and the top winner
gets a free trip, all expenses paid,
to the National Grange session
wherever held.
tf tf tf tf
A teacher in one of our rural
schools was giving her class the
first lesson in subtraction. “Now, in
order to subtract,” she explained,
"things have to be always of the
same demonination. For instance
we could not take three applees
from four pears nor six horses from
nine dogs."
A hand went up in the back of
the room. “Teacher,” shouted a
small boy, ‘‘can’t you take four
quarts of milk from three cows?"
tf tf tf tf
During its 10 days of long sessions
at the recent convention in, Kansas
City, the National Grange paused
one afternoon for ‘‘a little fun.”
This took the form of a genuine
com-husking contest, participated
in by the Masters of three' State
Granges—Messrs. Cogswell of Kan
sas. Shride of Missouri and Carradus of Iowa. The three state leaders
dressed for the part, all did them
selves creidt, and the contest was
close, with com husks flying in
every direction and baskets of the
finest product of the Com Belt rap
idly filling. The Iowa State Master
was the winner, with Kansas and
Missouri evenly tied. Each husker
had a vociferous group of “rooters,”
and after the event was over, the
dignified delegates settled back to
routine business again.

A shark-repelling chemical used
by fliers and sailors has been, found
successful in saving fishermen's nets
from damage.

OWN AtnCWWZIE?.
;
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MALCOLM LIBBY, HOPE

Maine’s Clarion Call

State Chairman, Lloyd B Mor
ton, writes to The Courier-Gazette
that the Republican State Commit
tee has been most fortunate in se
curing William Linnell of Portland.
Republican National Committee
man for the chairman of the G OP.
Convention in Bangor, April 11, and
12, He says:
"Mr. Linnell is a forthright think
ing man who always advocates
what is best fcr the whole. He is a
graduate of Bowdoin College and
a member of Beta Theta Phi fra
ternity. He is sen;or partner of the
law firm of Bradley, Linnell, Nulty
and Brown of Portland. Vice
President of the Board of Trustees
of Westbrook Junior College, Di
rector of the National Bank of
dommerce. Deacon of the State
Street Congregaticnalist Church,
President of the Portland Gaslight
Co.
“Mr. Linnell was an intimate
fr.end of the late Wendell L Willkie
He stands for progressive ideas
that are safe and truly construcive. He is not only one of Maine’s
loyal Republicans, but also aims to
make the Republican Party the
party cf the people."

DANIELS’
TWO STENOGRAPHERS

Smart Rockland Boy

Sung At State of Maine So
ciety’s Lobster Dinner In
Washington, D. C.

The Sea Scouts Parents’ Night
originally scheduled for last Wed
nesday and postponed to tomorrow
night dye to the heavy storm, has
been aga n postponed and will take
place on Wednesday night. March
6 at 7.30 p. m. AU members will be
To European Port
in uniform for a group photograph.
At that time, complete .nformation
will be available on the new motor
Goes Capt. Charles F. Mc
Maurice Savoy has been trans lifeboat the club has been issued
by
the
Coast
Guard.
Aleer, Jr., Husband Of
ferred from Park Theatre to a theatre in Woonsocket. R. I, and Ls now
Felice Perry
Knox Lodge, IOOF. members arc
in Providence making arrangements
requested
to
be
at
the
hall
at
1.30
to remove to that city. Under Mr.
Charles F. McAleer, jr., 26,
Savoys management Park Theatre p. tn. Wednesday to attend the serv ofCapt.
the
3000
block (M St. 1SE., has
ices
of
Dana
Sherer
at
Burpee
fu

has been well handled and he has
received an unspecified assignment
neral
home.
made many friends here. Succeed
in Europe.
ing to the management is Mere
A former employe of the National
Arrivals
at
the
F.
J
O'Hara
plant
dith Dondis, who was located at
Capital
Bank, he has served for the
over
the
week-end
were:
Helen
the Park before entering the armed
last
three
years as public relations
Mae
2d.
Capt.
Frank
Ross,
15,000
forces.
redflsh, 5000 pollock and 2000 mixed. officer of Valley Forge General
Benjamin, son of Rev. Benjamin Sandra Fay, Capt. Tom Tgan, 1600 Hospital. Phoenixville. Pa.
A graduate of Eastern. High
P. Browne, DD., former pastor of flounders, 3500 redfish. Iva M.,
the First Baptist Church, has been Capt. Jay Murpey, 5000 redfish, 2000 School in 1938, Capt. McAleer at
ordained to the ministry and has Mixed. Helen B., Capt. Leo Blood, tended Benjamin Franklin Univer
become pastor of the Church ot 3000 redfish, 8000 founders, 500 sity business school (for two years
Ascension in New York City. To m.xed. Little Growler, Capt. Wal and worked one year at the
him go the blessings of the many ter Ross, 15,500 redflsh, 1000 pollock, bank before joining the Army in
1CO0 grey sole and 1000 mixed Mary March, 1941.
friends of the Browne family.
Commissioned in the medical ad
S., Capt. Chester Philbrook. 2000
ministrative corps in 1942, he
Supper will be served at 6.30 to mixed.
served for nine months here in the
night at the Elks Home, before the
Surgeon
General’s Office before as
The
Elks
are
celebrating
their
790th regular session. •
49th anniversary tonight with music signment to Valley Forge Hospital.
His wife, the former Felice L.
Captain Curtis M. Payson of and entertainment during the sup
Union, who served with the Ameri per hour, and a class of candidates Perry, and ttteir 17-month-oW
baby boy will return to her home in
can Air Force in the late war, has for the lodge meeting.
Rockland.
Maine.—From a Wash
opened a law office at 414 Mam
The Farwell Block on Union ington newspaper.
street, in which he will be located
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and street opposite the Public Library
Chocolate Bangor's
Thursday. The other two week has been bought from Marcia and
One-half
cup shortening (scant),
Cora
Farwell
by
Edward
Gordon
days he twill be in Union. He was
cup
Brer
Rabbit molasses, ti cup
of
Rockland.
The
present
tenants,
admitted to the Bar before the
corn
syrup
or
maple syrup, 1 egg,
William
Hemingway,
Edwin
Post.
opening of World War n
Mrs. Catherine Libby and Mrs. Lois beaten, 2 ounces (2 squares (‘baking
melted, 1 cup Pillsbury
The Methodist Youth Fellowship Ryder are seeking new quarters at chocolate,
flour, % teaspoon salt, % teaspoon
tlie
request
of
the
new
owner.
Ru

held a planning meeting Sunday
soda, 1 teaspoon Rumford baking
night.
The Fellowship bought a mor has it that alterations will be powder, 1 cup chopped nuts.
made
as
’
soon
as
materials
are
New World Trust Bond which signi
Sift flour, salt, soda and baking
fies confidence in the strength of available.
powder together. Cream shorten
Christianity to rebuild a chaotic
The honor list at the Fisher ing until soft, then add molasses and
world. The money will be used to
School,
Boston, for the first semes syrup and blend. Add beaten egg
help rebuild colleges and universi
ter,
finds
two students with High and melted chocolate. Add enough
ties. including Hiroshima College
honors
(all
As and A-s) and in of the dry ingredients to beat and
for Women, Hiroshima, Japan and
that
choice
rating
is listed the name blend smooth, then stir in remain
Kwassui Woman’s College, Nagasof
a
Thomaston
girl,
Marjorie Cush ing dry ingredients and nuts. Spread
akai. Japan. A gift of $5 was made
14-inch deep in an 8x8-inch square
to the Robert Blethen Fund in ing And in the list of “Honors” pan lined with greased paper. Bake
(As,
A-s,
B-s
and
Bs)
are
three
memory of his service to Maine
in a 325 degree oven until firm. Cut
Youth Groups. A gift of $5 was Knox County students—Eleanor in bars and dip in confectioners’
Gregory,
Thomaston;
Phyllis
Prior,
also made to the Youth Comrade
sugar. These keep indefinitely,
ship Fund. Plans for the meeting Friendship; and Ruth Witham, stored in a tin can.
Rockland.
on March 10 were made. The Com
rades of the Way and the Youth of
Parents Night for the Rockland Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
the Universalist Church have been
83.00 a year
Sea
Scout Troop has been set ahead
invited to this meeting. The pro
gram for Lent and Easter were to Wednesday, March 6.
made.
Cfl*Qt/IZ FOR,
Read The Courier-Gazette
Beano GAR. hall, Feb. 27 at
7.30 p.m.
17*lt

Word has been received by Mr.
and Mrs. John Thompson. Willow
street, that their son Gordon is in
a Boston hospital, as the result oi
being run over Sunday night by
an automobile. The extent of his
injuries was not stated, so Mr. and
(Mrs. Thompson have gone to the
city to be With him.

Nation’s Grangers

William S?Linnell To Preside
This year's Seventh Degree class
Over Republican State
of initiates at the Kansas City Con
vention of the National Grange
Convention

WIRING, REFRIGERATION AND
SMALL APPLIANCE SERVICE
“EDDIE” BARNARD
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland

Page Three

Famous L’Odorante
•Original double-purpose refreshant that deodorizes and

refreshes......... Apply to under-arms or body and enjoy
body freshness all day long. ... 6 special masculine
type scents. 2 oz. $1.00 . . . 4 oz. $1.75 . . . 8 oz. $3-00
(plus tax)

GREGORYS
TOP TO TOE OUTFITTERS

416 MAIN STREET,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ROCKLAND, ME.

pr. 75c

FOR FISHERMEN

/"’AUGHT short, with an

lncome tax payment due March
15? Then, don't hesitate to call
on 'Personal' — the company
that Jifcea to say “Yes” to loon
requests.

Mail application to
241 Wat$r SL, Augusta, Me.
Representative will be in Rock
land Thursdays.

Loons made on signature, car
or furniture. Outsiders are not
involved and the loan ls made
in strict privacy. You get the
exact sum you borrow—no de
ductions ln advance
General Purpose Loons
$25 to $250 or more

OFFINS

T&i&onat
FINANCE CO.
Mo. Charges 234% on balances
over $150: 3% on $150 or less. Small
Loans Statute License No. 1.
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WALDOBORO

WARREN

Appleton Associates

Maine In Washington

UNION
(By R. Owen Brewster)
««««
«
Livestock and poultry feed short
MRS CHARLOTTE HA WEB
* ALENA L. STARRETT
ages have become so acute through
MRS ISABEL LABE
out the nation that they became
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
zs
zs xs *
of grave concern to the AdministraZX XX
««««
ion, the OF.A , the Department of
Telephone 2-21
Tel. 40
Telephone 78
i Agriculture and the Congress it
self. The Maine Delegation were
the first Congressional group to
Miss
V.rg
nia
Beggs
of
Boston
Mrs. James Waltz, Miss Mane
The Woman’s Community Club
Waltz and Mrs. Gladys Grant were passed the holiday weekend with have a conference with OPA. and meets this afternoon, at the parsonDepartment
of
Agriculture
officials
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
visitors Saturday in Rockland.
, age. The meeting will be conducted
to get action for relief in Maine by Past President Mrs. Ethel
Mrs. Thomas Stenger returned K. Boggs. Sr.
where the shortages are undoubted Creighton, the program directed by
Mr and Mrs. Bertram Blacking ly severe.
Wednesday Irom a trip to Boston,
Mrs. Mary Doughty. Roll call will
ton have returned to Portland, after
and Portland
The* story of the poultry situa be
a religious current event. Hostspending
a
ferw
days
with
Mrs.
Flora
Telephones have been installed
tion in Maine is best told toy reports
it the homes of Roland Walter and Jones, her mother, and with her received from A K Gardner, Com j esses will be Mrs. 'Lila Burrill, Mrs.
sisters, Mrs. Clifford Carroll and missioner of Agriculture These re , Clara Day and Mrs. Charlotte
Franklin Pitcher.
Mrs.
Chester Wallace.
Hawes
ports set forth these facts:
Frances P' 'and is employed at the
Edward Williams, son. of Mr. and
Lee
B
Oxton.
who
held
the
rank
"With
cold
storage
holdings
of
J Ac J. Restaurant.
The Democratic caucus will be of staff sergeant in the A.T.C., in dressed poultry 108 million pounds Mrs. Clarence Williams, has joined
held Feb. 26 at the High School au which he served in the CBI area larger than a year ago in the ten, the Navy and went Thursday to
ditorium and the Republican cau from May, 1944 to November, 1945, largest markets liquidation of broil Bainbridge, Md
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Thurston at
has received discharge and returned ers and fowl has demobilized mar
cus Feb. 27 at the same place.
tended
“Chizzle-Wizzle" Minstrel
to
the
home
of
his
parents,
Mr.
and
kets
for
dressed
birds
Reports
from
Arthur Hilton has been dis
charged from Service and is em Mrs. E. V. Oxton His service in the four of the heavy producing areas show given last Tuesday toy Cony
ployed at the Newcastle Grain, co. Army dates back to 1941 when Bat in Maine indicate liquidation of High in Augusta.
The Farm Bureau will meet
Mrs. Frances Randolph, Mrs. tery F, Coast Guard Artillery was laying birds on account of panicky
feeling
caused
by
grain
shortage.
Thursday
at the Methodist vestry.
taken
into
the
Army.
He
received
Elva Borneman and Mrs. Maxine
Wright were Rockland visitors Sat training at Fort Dix, N. J. and at Individual instances indicate flocks Subject of the meeting will be “One
urday. Mrs Verna Little and Mrs. Chanute Field. Ill He had served in from 5,000 to 20,000 have 'been liq Meal for All.'’ Committee in charge
Malcolm Little were in the city the Coast Artillery between March, uidated. Volume of eggs handled of the dinner will be Mrs. Florence
by buyers have been reduced 10 to Calderwood, Mrs. Sadie Cunning
1937 and December, 1941.
Friday
25
per cent in the last two weeks ham and Mrs. Jessie Stewart. Mrs
The Republican Caucus will be
Rev. and Mrs. George R. Price
returned Saturday from a week’s held Wednesday night at 7.30 at the largerly on account of liquidation of Marion Calderwood and Mrs. Geor
gia Cramer attend a training class
Town House, to nominate candi laying flocks.
visit in Scranton, PPa.
“Situation, further revealed by in Washington today and have
The Welcome Home Dance Friday dates to be supported at the an
cancellation and falling off in baby charge of Thursday’s program.
given for returned servicemen, was nual town meeting.
chick orders which threatens the
Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs. Mar
a success, attendance numbering
Arnold Robinson, who has been
400. The affair was sponsored by with the U. S Army on Iwo Jima, supply of eggs and poultry meat. garet Sawyer and Miss Evelyn Saw
(Three hatchery men reported
all of Warren, spent Friday
the Lions Club and netted $100.
since last July, has been promoted cancellation this week of 10,000.) yer,
with
Mrs. Zena Nelson.
to staff sergeant, according to word The grain situation is generally re
Joseph <L. Tail
Mrs. Nina Fuller and Mrs. Min
received
here
by
Mrs.
Robinson,
and
ported critical which further inten nie Mathews were guests Tuesday of
Joseph Linwood Tait, 37, died
Thursday at his home on Main his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Roo- sifies weakness in the poultry meat Mrs Grace Williams, Waldoboro.
market and the forcing of unsea
street following a year’s illness. He inson.
Mr and Mrs. Bliss Fuller attend
Alfred W. McIntyre, who served sonably large quantities of live and ed the housewarming of Mr. ana
was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Tait Previous to his illness, he was since September, 1944 in. the Pa dressed poultry on the market and Mrs. Cranston Deane in Licolnville
employed at the buttop factory and cific area with the Arf^y Engineers, has forced prices of live birds to as Tuesday night.
has returned home with an honor low as 19 cents per pound to the
Bath Iron Works as time keeper.
Virgil Hannan of Palermo was
Mr Tait was a member of King able discharge by the point system, producer, which ls at least six cents weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Solomon’s IjOtlge, fAM, Lincoln and is with his 'parents, Mr. and per pound below cost of produc Leach. Mr. Hannan, a cousin ol
Fish <fu Game Association., Rifle Club Mrs Charles M'clntyre. inducted tion.
Mrs. Leach, has recently returned
’ The above situation puts north from 14 months duty in the Paci
and the Episcopal Church in Old from Bath, August, 1942, he attend
ed a Pack Artillery Officers’ school east poultrymen at disadvantage fic area.
Town.
Surviving are his wife, Arlene; one at Camp Carson, Colo., and later, with other areas on account of nec
The Knox County Poultry Im
son, Douglas; his parents, Gordon transferred to the engineers, was lo essity of importing grain and feed. provement Association will meet
Tait of Rockland and Sadie Ta’t ol cated at Camp Roberts, Cal., Camp In grain production, areas 27 cents March 7 with Mr. and Mrs H. A
Bath; two brothers. Gordon Tait, White, Oregon and before being per dozen yields satisfactory re Emmons of Warren, in place of the
Jr., of Old Town and Virgil Tait, sent to the Pacific, at Pomona, Cal. turns. In the northeast it is gener regular meeting Feb. 26.
The
SK2c, stationed in San Francisco.
Mrs Carrie R. Smith has sold her ally agreed that this price is being speakers will be Frank Reed, poul
production even thougfi try specialist and Dr. W. T. Witter
Services were held at the Waltz home to Ralph O. Goodwin of cost of
were available.”
funeral home, Rev. J. C. Collind Westbrook, who will take posses grain
of the University of Maine who will
The Charles M. Cox Co. reported discuss
and Rev. George R. Price officiat sion. of the property Monday. Mrs.
the poultry situation and
ing. Interment will be in the Ger Smith will locate temporarily at 65 as follows:
disease problem.
“At suggestion Commissioner of
man Lutheran cemetery in the Main street, Thomaston.
C. W. Kirkpatrick of New York
Agriculture
of Maine giving you spent last weekend with Mrs. Kirk
Spring.
A family dinner party was given
New England feed situation patrick and Mr. and Mrs. James
Friday at the home of Dr. and Mrs. present
as
it
appears
to us at present time. Griffin.
Fred G. Campbell in honor of Eliza All over stocks
TENANT’S HARBOR
estimated beween
The Senior Class will serve a
Mr. and Mrs. Archie McLaughlin beth Walker, youngest daughter ol 20-30 day supply and even good public
supper March 6 the proceeds
Dr
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Walker
of
of Sequin Light, Popham Beach,
many of these inventories seriously to help finance their trip to New
New
Haven,
Conn.,
who
observed
spent a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
unbalanced from nutritional stand
h
her first birthday anniversary on point. New England has been un York City.
Wallace McLaughlin last week.
Chandler Brackett and son Allan
Mr. and Mrs. H S. Marriott had that date. Present were the child's able to make any sizeable purchase returned
to Medford, Mass., Satur
George
W. of feeds or grains past three weeks
as guests last Tuesday night, Mr. great-grandfather,
Walker, her grandfather, Lee W. to replace fast diminishing stocks. day, after having spent a few days
and Mrs. Archie McLaughlin.
with his uncle, C. G. Hoyt.
Cecil Polky a former sergeant in Walker, her uncle and aunt, Dr. and
“Survey show’s New England
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lucas
the Army, has been discharged Mrs. Fred Campbell, Miss Jean poultrymen willing to and are tak leave
Friday for Bridgeport, Conn.,
Campbell,
her
mother,
Mrs.
Douglas
from service and is at home. He
ing their share necessary liquida to attend the wedding of their son
Walker and sister, Barbara.
was in the European Theatre.
tion as recommended by United
The Congregational Missionary States Department of Agriculture Austin to Miss Ann Neilsen of that
Mr. and Mrs Edward Hillgrove
and son. Robert Edward visited Mr. Society will meet Thursday at the but we fear if something is not done city, to take place Saturday. They
will be accompanied by their son,
and Mrs. Gordon DeWolfe last Sun chapel for the day, starting at 10 to bring more grain and feed into William, who will serve as best man
a. m., to sew on children's kimonas New England within next two or
day.
Miss Phyllis Lucas of Salem and
Fred Wall of New York visited for the Mission Conference. Those three weeks at least our New Eng Miss
Jean Lucas of Augusta, tooth
who attend are reminded to take land farmers will be forced to bear
in town the past week.
sisters
of the groom will also attend
their
own
ibox
lunch
and
coffee.
the brunt of the entire liquidation
The I.O.O.F, and Puritan, Re
the
wedding
The Republican caucus will be program.
bekah Lodge celebrated Washing
Mrs. L. S. McElwee will leave
“Believe one of the principal rea
ton's Birthday Friday night with a held Wednesday at 7 30 at the Town
Friday
for Florida, where she will
House
to
nominate
candidates
to
be
sons
for
New
’
England
’
s
inability
to
dance at Odd Fellows hall. Music
be
joined
in two weeks toy Mr. Me
was furnished by Mabel Wilson, pi supported on Town meeting day, buy supplies is certain unbalanced Etwee.
March
4.
price
ceilings
such
as
exist
on
corn
ano; Edward Monaghan, saxo
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols took
A stated meeting of ivy Chapter, and good many byproduct feeds.
phone; Henry Lowell, saxophone;
Fred Hooper, drums and George O.E.S., will be held Friday, commit As an, example, corn worth consid their daughter Lois to Boston Sun
They expect to return, home
Pease, banjo. The grand march tee. Mrs. Marion Lermond, Miss erably more to Western hog farm day.
today.
Christine
Starrett,
Mrs.
Corinne
ers
than
(New
England
farmers
al

was led by Mr and Mrs. James Cant.
Mary Hawes, daughter of Mr and
Refreshments were served. Mrs. Perkins, Mrs. Alice Buck, Mrs. El lowed to pay under present ceiling
Schuyler
Hawes is a • patient at
For more complete
Jessie Harris, Mrs. Robert Marriott, eanor Barrett and Mrs. Gertrude regulation.
Knox
Hospital,
having abscesses In
Starrett.
picture
would
refer
you
to
our
week

Mrs Virginia Fay, and Mrs. Harold
ly letter as published in Congres both ears. Her mother is in Rock
Marriott being on. the committee.
helping care for her.
About 65 members and friends at visited Miss Barbara Morris over sional Record February 7th. page land,
The Grange Circle will meet Wed
A-620.
Would
be
pleased
to
fur

tended.
the weekend.
nesday with Mrs. Nelson Calder
Howard Lowell of Hartford vis
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley vis nish any additional information you wood. Dinner will be served at
ited Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Melquist ited Dr and Mrs. Charles Leach last desire.’’
At the Maine Delegation Confer noon by Mrs. Lizzie Hawes and Mrs.
over the weekend.
Thursday night.
ence
was brought out the fact that Euda Lermond.
Miss Agnes Troupe of Camden
Harold Falla, HC 3c, stationed at
Miss Eva Burgess and Miss Wilma
the
food
deficit in Maine is caused
St. Albans Naval Hospital on Long
Hannan accompanied by Mr and
by
many
factors,
primarily
the
Island, New York, visited his par
Mrs. Lewis Tabbutt of Augusta
ents. Mr and Mrs. Robert Falla over production of livestock ana spent the weekend in Boston and
poultry.
The
increase
in
Maine
is
over the weekend.
a tended the Ice Follies.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Simmons are 25% over normal for poultry. Be
The postponed Quarterly Confer
cause
of
the
fact
that
the
Depart

visiting in Springfield, Mass.
ence will be held Thursday at 7 30
ment
of
Agriculture
is
particularly
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Wheeler
in the Methodist vestry. The third
and
daughter Elizabeth of Augusta interested in preserving the live group reporting success in earning
*21 wJffi
stock,
poultry
is
experiencing
far
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wheel too great a liquidation.
money for the new kitchen range
er over the weekend.
for the church, comprises Mrs. Ma
The
liquidation
for
the
nation
as
Mrs Nellie Monaghan is visiting put by the Department of Agri rion Calderwood, Mrs. Doris Rob
her son. Russell Monaghan in Pitts culture is 17%. The selling of poul bins. Mrs. Mary Doughty, Mrs. Jes
field.
try in Maine sounds an alarm for sie Stewart, Mrs. Mary Howse and
Mrs. Ruby Gilley and daughter dressed
poultry during the coming Miss Jane Brown.
Their Parcel
RHEUMATISM
Rebecca of Southwest Harbor vis season when Maine’s population Post sale netted $57
The fourtn
Now for the first time "MY FORMU
ited Mrs. Gordon DeWolfe for a will be more than doubled. The un group is making plans fdr a chicken
LA 21" is available to the general
few days last week.
public For 15 years 1 have success
usual low grade af corn, is another pie supper March 14.
fully ustxl "MY FORMULA" In my
important, factor, bearing upon the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Grant of
prnate practice and It was sold only
by prescription at a much higher
scarcity of feed. This years corn Portland visited Mr and Mrs.
price. Now I want sufferers every
requires three bushels to obtain the Philip Morine over the weekend.
where to benefit and I am offering
food value of tw’o bushels in pre
The Vose Library Association held
it direct without prescription.
vious years.
"MY FORMULA" Ls applied exter
its annual meeting this month.
nally and helps relieve all Kinds of
Livestock in the middle West has These officers were elected: Presi
muscular aches and pains. It ls ab
received greater feed, farmers in dent, Mrs. Lila Burrill; vice presi
solutely guaranteed to give you re
lief and If the first bottle doesn't
some cases putting their hogs into dent, Mrs. Edith Bowes; treasurer,
help, return the empty bottle and
the corn fields to produce heavier John Williams; secretary, Mrs.
1 will refund your money prompt
hogs with a corresponding cut in. Edna McKinley; librarian. Mrs Ann
ly A ,2 oz. bottle of "MY FORMU
corn available far shipment.
LA 21” costs only $1.00 prepaid di
Parris; assistant librarian. Miss
rect to your door.
Gov. Hildreth sent the Maine Ruth McKinley; trustees, Wilbur
Mail your dollar bill today, right
Delegation in Congress a seven- Thurston. R. E. Thurston and Clar
now and get relief. No C. O. D. or
point program dealing with the ad ence Leonard. Circulation of books
ders.
justment of ceiling prices of corn, for 1945 was 5,092. There are 70
My Formula Laboratory, Inc.
the provision of adequate transpor books on the shelf given in memory
Box 532G,
Lewiston, Maine
tation to deficit areas, the immedi of Edmund Harding. The latest gif^
ate establishment of a Congression is “Red River Road’’ by Frances
al policy in regard to price control Keyes. The Library hrs aiso re
for the next fiscal year, the elimina ceived a gift of encyclopedia
tion of trucker differentials to the from
the library
in
Welles
movement of carload marketing at ley, Mass., due to tile kindness of
lighter weights, the completion by the librarian, Miss Florence Bestey.
Congress of its study of party formu A few of the latest books are; “The
la bringing about a party between King’s General'’ by Daphne Dulivestock production and feed sup Maurier; “The Gauntlet” James
ply and that the Government ad
“My Life Story,” Will
just the selling price of all by-prod Street;
James;
‘Before the Sun Goes
uct feeds to an equitable relation
Down.
”
Elizabeth
Howard
’“I he
ship with grain prices.
Egg
and
I,
’
’
Betty
McDona
’
!;
“
The
The OPA and the Department of
Farmer
Takes
a
Wile,
”
John
Gould.
Agriculture prepared answers to
Mr. and Mrs James Griffin spent
these questions which were immedi
last
week as guest of Major and Mrs.
ately forwarded to Gov. Hildreth.
Walter
Hill in Portland.
These Government Agencies ar®
now at work on three distinct pro
A Coal You Can Count On
blems to bring about relief for should forward at once the name of
Maine—first to get grain off the the local supplier and the Depart
farms immediately; second to get ment would make immediate efforts
IDEAL FOR HAND OR STOKER FIRING •
this grain into box cais for immedi to provide relief for those suppliers.
PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY
ate delivery to deficit feeding areas, This will undoubtedly provide the
and third to provide some method quickest and most effective way for
of
equitable distribution. This lat Maine livestock and poultry feed
Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Inc.
ter would be most helpful to Maine. ers to secure relief and carry on
The Department of ^Agriculture these industries.
TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR 1150-W
advised
the Maine delegation that
102-tf
all complaints in regard to inabil Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

BERWIND’S

NEW RIVER
COAL

ity

to

obtain feed requirements

>3.00 a year

Outran Mr. Reynard

Repeating An Account Of Collie Owned By Clarence
Spear Catches Fox In A
Their Reunion In Boston
38 Years Ago
Warren Chase
The following article is reprinted
from The Courier-Gazette of 1908,
at the request of an Appleton sub
scriber, who notes that the orig.nal
poem was written by the late Bern
ard A. Pitman of that town, only
brother of Asbury Pitman, who
now resides in Belfas.
• • • •
The fifth annual reunion of the
Appleton, Maine, Associates was
held at the Qumcy House, Boston,
Feb. 28 From 4 o’clock until 7 an
informal reception was held and
everyone had an opportunity to re
new old acquaintances or form new
ones. Much good cheer prevailed,
as the members recalled memories
cf their old home, and the days of
childhood Promptly at 7 o'clock,
the president, Almond S. Gushee,
and Mrs Gushee led the march to
the banquet hall. When the mem
bers were seated they were pleas
antly surprised to find, on the menu
cards a picture of the village^it Mc
Lain’s Mills. The informal manner
in which Mr. Gushee presided made
everyone feel as much at home as
though they were back in the old
town of Appleton. After the ban
quet and the business of the assoC;ation had been disposed of, the
following poem, written by Bernard
A. Pitman of Appleton, was read
by the secretary:
PREAMBLE
I've been asked to write a poem
For the nai’lves of Appleton,
But. In Samanrha Allen's words.
I'U tell you. Just for fun,
I ain't no poet-—and. now you know It,
And this is the way I take to show it.
And now my poem's begun;
If you have charity please bestow lt
On me when this rhyme ls done.
The Old Red School Hou.se ls my sub
ject
And fame shall be my only object;
I crave atrentlon; all I ask—
For writing’s not an easy task.

“THE OLD RED SCHOOLHOUSE”
The old schoolhouse on the hill
Shows many marks of time;

The broken sash, decaying sill.
Where riotous burdocks ciimb;
The doorstool worn, where many feet
Went hurrying out to play;
Initials on the straight backed seat
May be seen there today.
There leap-frog, ring-a-peg and tag
Played more Important part
With us when s’udy hours would drag.
From lessons "learned by heart.’’
The dinner hour brought from our pall.
The doughnuts homely twist;
And cookies round, if somewhat stale,
Were clutched In grimy fist.
Oh. what would you not give tonight
To feel again once more.
The pangs of clamorous appetite
When school hours once were o'er.

Like man biting dog, when a dog
catches a fox toy outrunning the an
imal. ft really is news.
Laddie, six year old collie at the
Clarence Spear farm, showed his
prowess as exterminator of rodents,
by running down a fox, which had
a 30 foot start on him the other
day;
Laddie and his master were com
ing from the barn at milking time
one night, when a fox was seen
about 30 feet away. Laddie gave
chase, and Mr. Spear could see the
dog was gaining on the fox every
leap he made, but he expected the
fox to shake the dog when the
woods, 300 feet away were reachea.
When Mr Spear finished Straining
milk in the house, he heard Laddie
bark in the field. Investigating, he
found. Laddie had caught, and
killed the fox, and had dragged the
carcass as near home as he could.
Earl Rdbinson of Warren village,
veteran fox hunter, was called, ana
skinned out the pelt, which Laddie
had torn some in the kill. Mr.
Robinson said the fox was full
grown, and last year s pup. He al
so said it was the only second case
in years, that he ever had heard of
a dog catching a fox in a race of
that kind. The other incident was
in haying time at the Cutting Farm,
North Warren when a dog owned
by the late E. E Cutting, caught a
small fox.
Laddie is a rodent exterminator,
and as far as possible keeps the
Spear farm free of rats, catching
all he can. So excited does he get,
he keeps his nose banged up all tlie
time, crashing into obstacles in, the
chase

as.
sauingsTbonos
Colburn. Ralph C. Kimmen, Bertha
R. Ripley, Walter Holdsworth,
1 Leonard F.‘ Hall, George A. Hall,
' Clara J. Wiley, John E. Proctor, M.
S Kelley, Lona Brown Bannon,
Grace W. Jcnes, Arathusa R. Stan
ley, Inez W. Simmons, G. H. Hard
ing, Freelove Cummings, Lizzie C.
Chapman, Carroll Cummings. D. S.
j Goodpseed, Lucy C Goodspeed, O.
F. Hall, Herbert A. Stanley, Abdon
W. Keene.

We learned to read and cipher, too.
And write In crabbed hand;
“The rose Is red, the violet blue.
The pink ls pretty—you understand.
And when from spelling school one
night

You put on front 60 brave.

And asked your sweetheart quite out
right,
But she the mitten gave.
And you went home and thought that
you
Could never live to face
The one who had proved so untrue
And left you In disgrace.
And yet that period of woe,
A chapter marked In life
She’s by your side tonight. I know

Your highly honored wife.

Well, here ls to the good old days
When we were gay and young,
And we deny lt If one says
"Our songs have all been sung.”
We're young in heart. If old in years,
And all are feeling ftne.
And hope to meet In Joy, not tears.
In nineteen hundred nine

•
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AU THRU THE TEARS

DIONNE'QUINTS'
rely on this great rub for

CHEST COLDS
To Relieve Coughs—Aching Muscles

A wise mother will certainly buy
Musterole for her child. It’s always
rubbed on the Quintuplets’ chests,
throats and backs whenever they catch
cold!

Musterole instantly begins to relieve
coughing and aching muscles. It actually
helps break up painful local congestion.
Makes breathing easier. Wonderful for
grown-ups, too! In 3 strengths!

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

for Selling-Buying-Renting-Services
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
smaH words to A line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional

LADY'S fur lined glove lost, between
Robinson street and So. Thomaston.
TEL 757-M.____________ _ _______ I71t
FEMALE St. Bernard dog found.
Owner may have dog by
charges
TCl. 3>14-R
MRS CATH
ERINE CARLETON. 328 Pleasant St.
17-18

TO LET
LARGE furnished room to let. MRS.
ARTHUR JORDAN. 99 Camden St Tel.
1245.
___________________
17-18
“ FURNISHED room to let, with light
housekeeping privileges.
MRS. AR
THUR JORDAN, 99 Camden St. Tel.
1245_____________________________ 16-17
ROOMS to let at Webber’s Inn,
Thomaston. TEL THOMASTON, 8080.
14-17

FOR SALE
TWO rabbit hounds for sale, $10
each, one year old; also one black and
tan rabbit hound. Call at 163 New
County Rd or TEL 1456x_______ 17-18
TABLE model radio and Majestic
cabinet radio. C E. GROTTON. 564
Main St. Tel. 1091 W________
17 20
POP corn machine for sale, first
class condition. See YORKIE. Cam
den.________________________________ 17*18

TWO Vol. of Eaton's History of War
ren. 1851 edition for sale; 294 Broad
way or TEL. 1O4-M.
1711

All modern poultry farm—practical
ty new bain, 5500 capacity. At pres
ent 2400 chicks, 1000 layers, recently
culled.
House. 8 rooms, elec., bath,
hot water heat (oil,, hardwood floorPHONE 1290. Rockland or call at 219
TALBOT AVE_____________________ 17 18
WESTFIEIJJ bicycle for sale
Good
condition, good tires. Price 30. Wit
LIAM BRAGG, West Rockport.
17*18

WANTED

SELL or trade 1941 Ford V 8 pick
up truck. | TEL 570 or call Owl Club.
ask for NATE SAUNDERS._______ 17 19
PORTABLE saw mill wanted, stand
CAMDEN, MAINE
ard make and good condition. DANIEL
Comer lot, 2 family house, 5 and 6
LIBBY, RFD. No 1. Waldoboro. Tel.
Waldoboro. 22-31._________________ 17*18 rooms, In good residential neighbor
FURNITURE wanted to uphol»Cer, hood, centrally located, price $2500
WHY WAIT?
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
Folks In rented places are subject
ING, 19 Birch 6t Tel. 212W
10 T tf
to eviction when property Is sold. It's
WOULD like position in motherless unfortunate for renters, but buyers
home as housekeeper have two chil have first rights. This Is the time to
dren; prefer good home to high buy and protect your future. BENJ
wages. Write M. H, 66 Mechanic Bt.. A. GLOVSKY, 10 Grace St., Rockland
Camden.
16*17 Tel. 603-W.
17-18
WOMAN wanted to care for aged
HOT
POINT
electric
hot
water
woman and do light housework, no
ARTHUR JORDAN,
children; kind home, small wages. heater for sale.
17 18
Write "GOOD HOME.” care The Cou 99 Camden St. Tel. 1245.
rier-Gazette.
16*17
TON hay In barn; while lt lasts for
SMALL cottage or house wanted for sale, $15. M C. PHILBROOK. Head of
17*18
Summer: prefer Lake Meguntlcook. Bay, City.
Write H A W., care The Courier Ga
ONE motorola car radio for sale; also
zette._____________________________ 16*17
battery charger, 15 batteries and black
EXPERIENCED all-around hairdresser overcoat, size 38
GEORGE JACKwanted.
Excellent
wages
Apply SON, 24 Franklin St
17 it
ETHEL CONTI'S
BEAUTY
SHOP.
JUST
received
a
shipment
of
Oil.
Phone 14 21, Damariscotta..______ 16-17
Phil, and City Gas Combinations,
1 WILL buy for cash at a fair marked Coal and Wood, Combinations, with
value, a single, or double tenement either Phil or City gas. kitchen ranges,
house, or both, in Rockland, or vicin for wood or coal. Cabinet Phil or City
ity. If you have either or both, with gas stoves. Cabinet Electric stoves,
no Inflated prices, your cash in wait white sinks, porcelain tops, with the
ing. My motto has always been that no water spray, Norge Pot burning Oil
better investment can be made than heaters. la:ge and medium sizes, plenty
to call me. If. and when you have of Chromium or nickle stove pipe,
anything to ’sell, regardless of what collars, and elbows Repulse electric oil
lt may be H B KALER. Washington, pumps, place your oil bbl. anywhere,
Me. Tel. 5-25. Always home Sundays. and the pump does the rest, and
17-18 plenty of those Etna Oil Burners for
HONEST man to do small farm your kitchen ranges for $28.95. sent
H. B
chores wanted. Small amount of stock? anywhere on receipt of check
2 cows to milk, congenial family, $50 KALER. Washington, Me. Tel. 5-C5.
per mo'nth and found. Owner crippled. Home Sundays.
17-18
P. E Gillis. Eagle. Sunset, Me.
12*19
STUDEBAKER
C31) for sale, good
condition. TEL.
334.__
16*17
FARM. 20 acres, for sale; half hay.
land half wood. W A MOON. Rock
ESTATES
ville. On the main highway next to
Macy's Pond.
16*17
BOUGHT
BARRED Rock chicks for sale, U S.
pullorum
cleaned
and
approved,
straight run. TEL. 263-14.
16-17
OUTRIGHT
SETT of pre-war Leeby drums, good
condition for sale; 104 No. Main St
FOR
TEL. 1479.
15.17
I HAVE a dandy over-stufled set for
CASH
$159 95 (new), plenty of new mat
tresses well made and good quality for
$15.95. new studio couches $52 00 New
over-stuffed chairs. 28.00 and $30.00.
new hand vacuum cleaners, new ice
cube trays, and lots of used furniture
of a general mixture, about April lst. I
I WILL BUY
will be able to show you as nice a line
of new furniture, with all of the latest
1 st and 2d Mortgages
patterns and styles, than can be
on Real Estate
bought In New England. Watch for
future announcement, in your local
BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
newspaper. H B. KALER. Washington,
Me, Tei. 5-25. Always home Sundays.
'0 Grace St., Rockland
____________________________________ 17 18
Tel. 603-W
THOROUGHBRED Spitz puppies for
.-•ale.
Males. $15. and females. $10.
7tf CHARLES E. KING, Camden Tel 459.
or Tel. 421,
_______________ 15*18
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
SIXTY-Five h. p. heavy duty Kerantiques of all kinds In any quantity.
Write or phone W. J. FRENCH. 10 High math engine for sale. DAVID halt,
St., Camden.
iotf Vinalhaven. Tel. 78 3 after 5 p. m
_____________
15*18
CEILINGS whitened, painting and
HOUSE
for
sale—Nine-room, all
paper
hanging
First class work.
FRANK BUZYNSKI. Tel. Thomaston, modem house for sale. Located on
178-4,______________________________ 12*17 Leland St., 300 yards from Main St.
5-mlnutes' walk to Post Office
House
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest is Insulated, easily heated, hot-air
prices.
RIPLEY and JORDAN, 38 heater. All hardwood floors, modern
Oliver St. Tel 767-W
lO4tf bathroom, kitchen wired for all elec
trical appliances. Monel metal, hot
water tank. Large garden spot, 167foot Leland St. frontage.
Garage
Price $3800 for quick sale. ELMER
KALER, phone 1272-M, Rockland
|____________ ________________________ 14-17
for real extaie no matter where
USED, but like new 4-room Red
brown enamel coal heater, pre
located or in what condition. Cross
war. a few black coal and wood par
If priced right will make cash lor heaters Used 2-room oil burning
2,/2-horse-alr cooled gas engine:
bid and p»u paper* at once. 3heater:
or 4 cow separator, and 6 pairs of
boys’ or girls’ shoe skates, and don't
lose sight of the fact that we have a
BENJ. A. GLOVSKY lot more. H B KALER. Washington,
Me. Tel. 5 25 Always home Sundays.
________________ 17-18
10 GRACE ST., ROCKLAND
STEEL, and cast Iron furnaces for
sale, also white electric range, circulat
TEL. 603-W
ing heater, water heater, Vlctroia,
range oil burners and coll, stove pipe,
oil barrels with faucet, and stoves of
7tf all kinds. C. E GROTTON. 564 Main
17 20
WILL buy antiques, marble top St. Tel. 1091-W.___________
tables and stands, haircloth furniture,
MODERN two-story house for sale,
plain or with grapes and roses, old pic hot water heat, extra lot, good reslden •
ture frames, old lamps of all kinds, tlal section.
WILBUR CROSS. Tel
odd bases and shades, old glass and 133S: 20 Chestnut st.
12tf
chin*, old books old postage
SWISS
stop
watch
In
good
condition
old bureaus and commodes.
Almost
anything old Oet my prices before for sale. Price $15 00. TEL 793-W
______ 7tf
you sell. CARL SIMMONS. Rockland
Maine. Tel. Res 1240 Tel. Shop 1403.
OFFICE Chairs for sale. Just arrived.
53tf Oak walnut and steel desk chairs,
U8ED Furniture and Stoves wanted swivel chairs and straight backs Steel
We will pay cash or trade for new and wood posture chairs. JOURNAL
Call 1154. V. F. STUDLEY. INC.. 283 PUBLISHING CO., Office Supply and
Main St.. Rockland
53tf Equipment Dept . Journal Bldg., Bel
fast. Me Tel. 130.________________ 7-19
GRANITE PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
Subscribe to The Couner-Gazette

The following members responded
to the invitation of the president to
tell what they knew of the old town
and home of their childhood: Llew
ellyn H. McLain, Melrose; Repre
sentative Sidney Bird Keene, Som
MISCELLANEOUS
erville; Ralph A. Gushee, New
BOAR for service at City Farm. TEL.
York; Alton G. Martin, Somerville;
117-W.
17-18
Albert R. Sidelinger, Boston; Al
ENGINES REBUILT
bert A Keene, Hyde Park; Mrs. Gasoline and Diesel Engines of all
debullt to Factory Specifications
Lizzie Cummings Chapman, Som sizes
In
Maine’s Finest Machine Shop
MACHINE CO.
30
erville; Alonzo M. Newbert, Dor SOUTHWORTH
Warren Ave.. Portland, Maine.
Tel
(C)
chester; Walter E. Newbert, Dor 3 0226
EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity for agchester; Fred H. Messer, Somer
gresslve man with car to supply faimville: Orris F. Hall. Boston; D. S. i ers with Watkins Mineral Feeds. DDT
rnsectlcldes and other products recog
Goodspeed. Duxbury; Abdon W. nized
for 80 years. No slack season or
lay-offs. No Investment. Write DEPT.
Keene, Beachmont.
EG, Bov 367, Newark, 1, N. J. 15*T»17
Mrs. A. S. Gushee read in a very
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pleasing manner a poem entited, ! pains of Stomach Ulcers. Indigestion,
Heartburn, Belching, Bloating. Nausea.
“The Man From Maine ”
1 Gas Pains, get free sample Ulga, at
16*30
Amcngk those present were: Mr. CORNER DRUG STORE
FIREWOOD
may
be
had
for
Its
cut
and Mrs. ..Almond S. Gushee, Mr. ting. ALBERT TOLMAN. West Rock

15*26
and Mrs. Llewellyn H. McLain, Rep- port.
YOUR clocks and watches expertly
and Mrs. Sidney B. Keene, Mr. and
repaired, any make, or type, inspection
Mrs- W. W. Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. made and estimates given before ac
for cleaning or repaired. You
Ralph A. Gushee, Mr. and. Mrs. cepted
must be satisfied or money refunded.
Walter E. Newbert, Mr. and Mrs. S. Electric clocks a specialty, new cords,
cleaned and repaired. $2 50. Clocks and
D. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Alton G. watches bought and sold, old alarm
clocks wanted, cash, waiting GENES
Martin, Mr and Mrs. H. A. Gillett, CLOCK
AND WATCH SHOP 258 Main
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Messer, Mr. St.. next to Emery'6 Radio Shop. 14*17
ASHES and rubbish removed by disand Mrs . L H. McLain, Mr. and
chargked veteran. In Thomaston and
Mrs. L. G. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. A. Rockland, also general trucking. Tel.
Thomaston 66-3, or Rockland, TEL.
K. Sidelinger. Alonzo M. Newbert, 973
R______________________________ 14-17
Alonzo Keene, Miss Keene, Albert A.
IF you want to make an appoint
for Tuesdays or Saturdays, tele
Keene, Winnie Stoughton, Carri- ment
phone in advance during noon hour
$3.00 a year
bella Quinn, Emma A. Hudson, or after 5 p. m. My specialty Is plate
work DR J. H. DAMON, dentist, 153
bedla, Qtnnn, Emma A. Hudson, Limerock St. Tel. 1357.
5tl
"I LOST 32 LBS.!
Maud Belson, F. M. Kemmiro, C.
LOUTS A WALKER. Life Insurance
and Annuities; 79 Summer street. TEL. WIA* tIZI 14 AGAIN"
W. Kommins, Amy R. Hill, A W. 577. Rockland Me.
5*24

MUSTEROLE

VINALHAVEN

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE

LOST AND FOUND

I PAY CASH

BARGAINS FOR YOU
Just Received a shipment of Oil, Phil, and City Gas Combi
nations, Coal and Wood, Combinations, with either Phil or City
Gas, Kitchen Ranges for wood or coal, Cabinet Phil or City Gas
Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White Sinks Porcelain Tops,
with the water spray, Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters, large and
medium sizes. Plenty of Chromium or Nickle Stove Pipe, Collars,
and Elbows. Repulse Electric Oil Pumps, place your oil barrel
anywhere, and the pump does the rest, and plenty of those Etna
Oil Burners for your Kitchen Ranges for $28.95, sent anywhere
on receipt of check.
16-tf

H. B. KALER
Washington, Maine, Tel. 5-25, Home Sundays

Once 156 I be ., Miss Reynolds laat y
weight weekly with AYDS Vita- <
min Candy Reducing Plan. Now
‘
she has a model's figure. Your ex
perience may or may not lie the
same but try thia easier reducing
plan. Very First Box Must Show
Results or money back.
In clinical tests conducted by
medical doctors more than 100

persona loet 14 to 15 pounds
average In a few weeks with
the AYDS Vitamin Candy
Reducing Plan.

No exercise. No laxativea. No
drugs. Eat plenty. You don’t cut
out meals, potatoes, etc., you just
cut them down. Simple when you
—enjoy delicious AYDS Vitamin Candy before
meals. Only $2.25 for 30 days' supply. Phone

CARROLL CUT RATE
104 Main Street, Rockland

Leading Drug Counter* BrcrywlMre

Walks, Curbing

Paving. Out-Door

Fireplaces. Colored Flagging. Proo-rty
markers, Boat Mooring Culvert Stone.
Brook Covers. Honor Rolls. Steps,
Monumental Stone and Bases. Crushed
Stone for Dock.
Fill and Drlvewav Filling and Surf xclna

JOHN MEEHAN A SON
Clark Island, Me .......... Rockland 21 13
Alfred C. Hocking Tenant's Harbor 56-13

____________________________________ 103tf
OFFICE Equipment—We handle a
complete line of office equipment and
supplies, steel fireproof safes, all sizes.
Corona Portable typewriters.
L. C.
Smith Standard Business typewriter.
Drop us a card or phone Belfast 130
and our representative will call nn vou
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., journal
Building, Belfast. Me.______________ 85tf
MY ANTIQUE glass for sale, at home
Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Saturdays,
1.30 to 6 p m. and evenings. Appropri
ate gifts for showers, weddings etc. No
dealerra E C NEWMAN. 48 Masonlo

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
*3.00 a year

TuSsflay-Friflay

MRS. EMMA WINSLOY
Correspondent
Due to the lack of fuel, th
lie Library will be closed un;
ther notice.
After a brief visit at he:
here, Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh ii;
turned to Bangor, where she
ployed as nurse.
The “Nitaneats" met Fridai
nt the home of Mrs Elizabetl
Xer. Lunch was served an
evening passed with sewii
knitting.
, Mrs. Gladys Laury i
relatives in Rockland.
The Washington Club, or .
on Washington’s Birthday, 19
its customary celebration
day, Friday, at the home of ?.!
Mrs. George Newbert. Th.
room and dining room weir
priately decorated with fla
pictures of George Wash.
BuppeT was served, the tab
tenting an attractive app.
with place cards cf red hatch,
a centerpiece of miniature
of George and Martha W.
ton, made by Mrs. Eva Smith
bers present were Mrs. Carr,
len. Mrs. Edith Newbert. M
Smith, Mrs. Marion Littlefie'
Mrs. Emma Winslow. Gue
Mrs. Ellen Thomas, L. C
George Newbert and I S. Lu I
I Capt. and Mrs. Leroy W;
entertained with three family
parties last week at their ho
pleasant street. Guests v
ar.d Mrs. Lamont Wadleigl
Billy and daughter Jani<
Raymond McDonald, Mr. m.
Forest Wadi igh and dau«ht. i
Louise, Miss Grace Robimo:
Mrs Mami“ Fossjtt.
The Atlantic Street Brid
was entertained Friday m
Mrs. Etta Morton at supp.
cards, with Mrs. Ciyoe Matin
special guest First prize
went to Miss Muriel Chilles
tion to Mrs. Madeline Smith
Mrs. Lena Webu and gram,
ter Ethelyn Webi) have •
frem a visit with relatives in
Inna.
Mrs Mamie Fossett ano
o
.c>; Rtb us’.’i hud
toguests
Thursday, Capt. m.
Leroy Wadleigh, Mr. and Mr
Wadleigh and daughter, Ma
pleasant evening was passed 1
beano.
The “Bridge 8” was ent t
Friday night at the home o
Hilma Webster, High street,
was served, the table being
Bomely decorated in red, wh;
blue, and decorations appro;)'
Washingtion s birthday. First
at cards was won by M:
C.iristie, second by Mi
Roman.
M.s. Mami" Fossett recen
ctivtd a large casket of
as a birthday gift from Mrs
Raymond of Fruitland Pail.
Mrs. F. V. Mullen was ho.
the Weary Club Saturday
fciome on Pleasant street. U
the birthday anniversary
Kittie Webster, a prettily ocake mdae by Mrs. Eva Biliin
included in the supper met.
Mrs. Webster received a nr
from the club members. To
nining was passed with c:u
Mrs. John Holgerson an
Bcbby of Tenants Harbc:
week-end guests of Mrs. Hoi
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. -;
Misses Mildred and Dot;
brook visited Friday in Roeki.
Miss Avis Johnson of <
Mass . and Vinalhaven is f
a vacation visit in. Los iAn?c,i
Mrs. Frma Holbrook and ■
neth have returned from a vi
Mis. Holbrook's sister. Mis
Billings in Rockland.
Miss Fannie Ames who h i
jkpa.ssing a short vacation
rnother, Mrs. Raloh Warr
returned to North Haven.
The "Noneaters” were entWednesday by Mrs. Gertrud Dinner was served and a p
social afternoon passed with
Miss Harriette Vinal has r;
to Natick. Mass , after a si.J
catiop. Visit at her home he:'
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bu
Boston have bought t*
house and after alteration
tr, open an Inn culled “The I
about June 15.
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VINALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

JIVE
g-Service$

:osts
,'eed three lines in
vents. Additional
or two times. Five

led i. e. adverti.sent to The Courteritional.

OR SALE
bit hounds for sale. $10
‘ar oid, also one black and
Ihound
Call at 163 New
or TEI. 1456.'
17-18

lodel radio and Majestlo
10. C E GROTTON, 564
Tel 1091 W
17 20

machine for sale, first
ion
See YORKIE. Cam___________________ 17*18
of Eaton's History of Warlltlon for sale; 294 Broad104-M________________ ntf
n poultry farm—practicaln. 5500 capacity. At pres
ides. 1000 layers, recently
use. 8 rooms, elec., bath,
leat (oil), hardwood floors.
9. Rockland or call at 219
rE.
17 18
I.U bicycle for sale
Good
;ood tires. Price 30. WIL
KJ. West Rockport.
17*18

'I

trade 1941 Ford V 8 pick|TEL 570 or call Owl Club,
TE SAUNDERS.
17-19
'AMDEN, MAINE
1. 2 family house, 5 and 6
good residential neighborally located, price $2500.
WHY WAIT?
rented places are subject
when property ls sold. It’s
lor renters, but buyers
gilts This ls the time to
•otect your future. BENJ.
:y 10 Grace St , Rockland
___________ 17-18
I NT electric hot water
sale
ARTHUR JORDAN,
St Tel 1245_________17-18

in barn; while lt lasts for
C PHILBROOK. Head of
_____________________ 17*18
!>rola ear radio for sale; also
rger T5 batteries and black
ilze 38
GEORGE JACKinklln St.
17-lt
Wived a shipment of Oil,

City Gas Combinations,
Voo^, Combinations, with

or City gas. kitchen ranges,
coal. Cabinet Phil or City
Cabinet Electric stoves,
, porcelain tops, with the
Norge Pot burning Oil
fe and medium sizes, plenty

urn or nlckle stove pipe,
elbows Repulse electric oil
ce your oil bbl. anywhere,

jump does the rest, and
hose Etna Oil Burners for
;n ranges for $28 95, sent
n receipt of check
H. B.
ashlngton. Me
Tel. 5-C5.
lays____________ _ ______ 17-18

CER (31) for sale, good
TEL 331.__________ 16*17
acres, for sale; half hay.
Vood W A MOON. Rockthe main highway next to
]£_____________________ 18*17
Rock chicks for sale, U. S.
cleaned
and
approved.
n TEL. 263-14.
16-17
>re-war Leeby drums, good
or sale; 104 No. Main St.

____________ 15-17

i dandy over stufled set for
•wi. plenty of new matmade and good quality for
studio couches $52 00 New
chaJrs. 28 (XI and $30 00,
vacuum cleaners, new ice
and lots of used furniture
.1 mixture, about April 1st, I
■ to show you as nice a line
nlture. with all of the latest
ind styles, than can be
New England Watch for
jouncement. In your local
H B KALER. Washington,
>25
Always home Bundays.

__________________ 17 18

GHBRED Spitz puppies for

ps.

$15. and females, $10.

E KrNG, Camden, Tel

459,

>L_________________ 15*18
TVE h. p heavy’ duty Ker
ne for sale. DAVID HALL.
TeL 78 3 after 5 p. m..
_______
15*18
for
sale- Nine-room, all
»use for sale.
Located on
300 yards from Main St.,
walk to Post Office. House
rd. easily heated, hot-air
111 hardwood floors, modern
kitchen wired for all elecI lances
Monel metal, hot
Large garden spot, 167nd St. frontage
Garage,
for quick .sale. ELMER

bane 1372-M, Rockland.

____________ 14-17

Jut like new 4-room Red
ti enamel coal heater, pre
black coal and wood parUsed 2-room oil burning
-horse air cooled gas engine;
iv separator, and 6 pairs of
llrls' shoe skates, and don't
of the fact that we have a
H B KALER. Washington,
i 25 Always home Sundays.
______________ 17-18
and cast tron furnaces for
vhite electric range, clrculatr water heater. Vlctrola.
burners and coll, stove pipe,
with faucet, and stoves of
c E GROTTON, 564 Main
1091-W.
17-20

two-story house for sale,
heat, extra lot, good resldenWILBUR CROSS, Tel.

hestnut st.______
I2tf
top watch ln good condition
"rice $15 00. TEL 793-W.
_________________________ 7tf
Chairs for sale. Just arrived.
lut and steel desk chairs,
■irs and straight backs. Steel
posture chaJrs. JOURNAL
MG CO,. Office Supply and
Dep. Journal Bldg., BelTel 130_________________7-19
PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
Curbing Paving, Out-Door
Colored Flagging. Property
loat Mooring Culvert Stone,
vers. Honor Rolls, Steps,

:al Stone and Bases, Crushed

z/

Due to the lack of fuel, the Pub
lic Library will be closed until fur
ther notice.
After a brief visit at her heme
jiere. Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh has re
turned to Bangor, where she is employed as nurse.
The Nitaneats" met Friday night
ct the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Bunk,..-. Lunch was served and the
evening passed with sewing and
I knitting.
Ij Mrs Gladys Laury is guest of
relatives in Rockland.
The Washington Club, organized
on Washington’s Birthday, 1908, held
ins customary celebration of the
day, Fi iday, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Newbert. The living
room and dining room were appro
priately decorated with flags and
pictures of George Washington
Supper was served, the table pre
senting an attractive appearance
with place cards cf red hatchets and
a centerpiece of miniature figures
of George and Martha Washing
ton, made by Mrs. Eva Smith. Mem
bers present weTe Mrs. Carrie Mul
len Mrs. Edith Newbert, Mrs. Eva
Smith, Mrs. Marion Littlefield and
Mrs Emma Winslow. Guests were
Mrs. Ellen Thomas, L. C. Smith,
George Newbert and I. S. Littlefield.
t Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh
entertained w'ith three family dinner
parties last week at their home on
pleasant street. Guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Lamont Wadleigh, son
gdiy and daughter Janice, Mrs
Raymond McDonald, Mr. and Mrs.
fores;
PS Wadi igh ar.d daughter Mary
Iodise, Miss Grace Robinson and
Mrs Maini" Fossett.
Mi
u
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
was entertained Friday night by
Mrs. Etta Morton at supper and
( irds with Mrs. Clyde Macintosh as
sotcial guest. First prize at cards
went to Miss Muriel Chilles co isclaticn to Mrs. Madeline Smith
Mrs Lena Weba and granddaughfer Ethelyn Webb have returned
Irvin a visit with relatives in Rock-

the scout oath
On my honor, I will do my best—
To do my duty to God and my Coun
try,
and to obey the Scout Law;
To help other people at all tines;
To
To keep myself physically strong.
mentally awake, and moraUy straight.

25 YEARS AGO

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

100 H. P. TRUCKS

DESIGNED FOR EVERY TYPE OF USE AND REQUIREMENT
TONNERS

PICKUPS

*

Dock
rlveway Filling and Surf cine
»HN MEEHAN & SON
id, Me
Rocked 21-13
locking Tenant's Harbor 56-13
________________________ 103tf
Equipment—We 'handle a
line of office equipment and
it eel fireproof safes, all sizes,
ortable typewriters.
L. C.
andard Business typewriter,
a card or phone Belfast 130
presentatlve will call on you.
PUBLISHING CO , journal
Belfast. Me.
85tf
IQUE glass for sale, at homa
Wednesdays and Saturdays,
i m. and evenings. Approprl-

.

DUMP TRUCKS

LONG WHEELBASE UNITS
SCHOOL BUSES
10 WHEEL—HEAVY DUTY UNITS—10 WHEEL
WE CAN FURNISH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY

PARTS

ACCESSORIES

You

FOR A REAL LUBRICATION JOB
—VISIT—

$37 783.117 01
Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
259.961.38

FIDELITY

Admitted.
$37.523 155 63
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1945
$4 498.120 50
Net Unpaid Losses.
10.301249 00
Unearned Premiums.
2 898 153 52
AU other Liabilities.
2.095 000 00
Voluntary Reserves,
2 .400 000 00
Cash Capital.

UNION ST., COR. PARK ROCKLAND
PROTECT YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW
YOU’LL SAVE IN THE END

F. C NEWMAN. 48 Masonlo

By The Maker* af
CAIN’S MAYONNAISE I

Your

Waldoboro Garage Station

or showers weddings etc. No

HORSERADISH

How Is

ALL SIZES OF TIRES AND TUBES
Have

CAI N S
AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS DEC 31. 1945
$2,588,565 60
Real Estate,
28.678.140 20
Stocks and Bonds.
4.892 686 25
Cash in Office and Bank
1.487.707.89
Agents' Balances.
74.103 77
Interest and Rents.
61.913 30
All other Assets,

OIL

Surplus over all Liabilities, 15 330 632 61
to The Courier-Oazette

>3.00 a year

l-T-tf

*

“Broomstick” Line

Mrs. Crie Writes

stock, of three choice standard and
improved varieties, are to be dis
tributed free to Waldo County
farmers, accord,ng to John H. Edgerly, Chairman of the Board of Su
pervisors of the Waldo County soli
Conservation District.
Accord ng to Mr. Edgerly, the
blueberry plants are being received
by the District from the Soil Con
servation Service and will be used
tc establish observat.onal planting
demonstrations of the improved
highbush variety of blueberry. The
stvck is exceptionally fine planting
stock of varieties tested by the
USDA Experimental Station at
Beltsville, Maryland, and produces
large high quality berr.es in abun
dance.
The plants require wet land with
a high water table and should re
ceive regular cultivation. Mr. Edg
erly announces that application for
free highbush blueberry plants for
observational plantings can be made
to District Conservationist, H Y.
Forsythe
at the District Supervisors’
Packet Ship Bolton, painted in oil in 1823, by Robert Salmon before he came to this country and settled in
office, Masonic Buiding in Belfast
Boston in 1828. —Courtesy of the Farnsworth Gallery.
or to one cf the Supervisors who
are George Deering, Brooks; Jim
Woodbury, Morrill; Hezzie Ward,
Is In Full Swing
Thorndike; Lester Jackson, Free
dom or John Edgerly, Unity.
The applications for the choice
Program To Improve Produc
blueberry planting stock will be re
tion For Egg and Broiler
viewed by the Supervisors- and al
• • • •
lotments made for Spring delivery.

Seven million copies of the Hand
book for Boys have been published.
They contain the 12 Scout laws.
1. A Scout Is Trustworthy
A Scout’s honor is to be trusted
If he were to violate his honor by
telling a lie, or by cheating, or by
not doing exactly a given task,
when trusted on his honor, he may
be directed to hand over his Scout
Badge.
2. A Scout Is Loyal
He is loyal to all to whom loyalty
is due—his Scout leader, his home
.rnd parents, and country.
3. A Scout Is Helpful.
He must be prepared at any time
to save life, help injured persons,
and share the home duties. He
must do at least one Good Turn to
somebody every day4. A Sccut Is Friendly
He is a friend to all and a brother
to every other Scout.
5. A Scout Is Courteous
He is polite to all. especially to
women, children, old people, and
the weak and helpless. He must
not take pay for being helpful or
courteous,
’
Market
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
6.. A Scout Is Kind
A
“
double-barreled
”
program
to
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921.
He is a friend to animals- He
will not
nor hurt any ^ving improve Maine’s table and hatching
creature needlessly, but will strive egg markets is now in full owing,
,to
o savp
save and
and nrnteet
protect nil
all hnrmlocc
harmless life
life. Charles M. White. State Agricultural
Fred L. Waterman, chairman of and Ida M. Madden.
7. A Scout is obedient
Marketing Division Chief, an the board of County Commission
Rockland, Feb, 5, Kendrick F.
He obeys his parents. Scoutmas nounces.
Searles
and Miss Phyllis G Moore.
ers, died in this city, aged 37 years.
ter, Patrol leader, and all other
Declaring that the future of the
Portland, Feb. 8, Arthur B.
Alton L. Morse of Morse’s Corner
dulV constituted authorities,
State's poultry industry rests large
Walsh,
formerly of Rockland, and
was
named
one
of
the
incorpora

8. A Scout Is Cheerful
ly on its ability to market and
He smiles whenever he can. His merchandise at "peak efficiency,’ tors of the McNaught Lumber Co Miss Mary' A Mc-rgan of Portland.
obedience to orders is prompt and White said that Leroy C Brown. Ltd. at Chapleau, Ontar.o.
cheery.
He never shirks nor new poultry marketing specialist,
These births were recorded:
__
i grumbles at hardsh.ps.
had already compiled extensive
Dyers Garage, Inc., was org
Somerville, Mass., Jan. 27, to Mr.
9 A Scout is Thrifty
survey data in the production and ized with a capital stock of $50,000. and Mrs Albert W. Smith, formerly
Mrs Mamie Fossett and Miss He does not wantonly destroy wholesale and retail market field. Fred q Dyer was president.
of Tenant’s Harbor, a daughter—
\gRob av•'i had as supp •’ property.
He works faithfully,
Lloyd Daniels was taking a year s Arlene Mary.
guests Thursday, Capt. and Mrs. wastes nothing, and makes the best is the better marketing of our
I roy Wadleigh, Mr and Mrs. Forest use Of his opportunities. He saves hatching eggs in the broiler areas,’’ course in the Waltham Watch
Camden, Jan. 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wadleigh and daughter, Mary- A his money so that he may pay his White stressed, “and to accomplish school
Sidney
A. Jones, a daughter.
pleasant evening was passed playing Own way he generous to those in this aim we first need organization
Camden,
Jan 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
of
our
hatching
egg
and
chick
proJ
'
H
'
Meservey
boughht
John
beano.
need, and helpful to worthy obThe "'Bridge 8" was entertained jeC(S He may work for pay, but ducers to deal as a group with their Colson’s candy store in Maverick Walter Whitmore, a daughter—
Friday night at the home of Mrs. muS£ not receive tips for courtesies hatchery outlets.
square.
Helen Frances
Hiima Webster, High street. Supper or QOcd Turns.
“In. the preliminary steps of our
James Murphy, 14, of Willow
Scuth Hope. Jan. 25, to Mr. and
was served, the table being hand- ; 10 A
jg Brave
program we must ascertain if our
..
.__ ,
Bomely decorated in red, white an
has
courage to jace the producers have satisfactory outlets, street- fel1 on the ^ncoln street Mrs. Urban A. Trask, a son.
Newton, Mass , Jan. 28, to Mr.
blue, and decorations appropriate
danger ,n spite of fear and to stand are using strains meeting the pref- school grounds, cutting one of his
Washingtion's birthday. First nonces up fcr
right against the coax- erences of hatcherymen, as well as legs so badly that 20 stitches were and Mrs. Harold C. Speed (Eliza
at cards was won by Mrs. Tena Ing of friends or the jeers or informing broiler areas what Maine
beth Addition) a daughter—Cyn
C iristie, second by Mrs. Dora threats of enemies, and defeat is fioing in the way of improving
Wellington
G.
S-nghi,
former
thia Margaret.
Homan.
its disease-free meat bird flocks,”
does not down him'Ls. Mamie Fossett recently ieBinghampton.
N.
Y.
photographer,
he said.
Monhegan, Jan. .28, to Mr- and
Scout Is Clean
ctivtd a large casket of ora.ieo- 11.HeA keeps
White declared that at peak sea w’ho later built the Singhi cottages Mrs. Leslie Davis, a son.
clean in body and
n 3 birl^d^y-Fruitland ParkBF^
thought stands for clean speech, sons approximately 40 peAcen.t of on Broadway, died suddenly in
Swan’s Island, Feb. 6, to Mr. and
Raymond of Fruitland Pars, ria
,
5
habits and trav- Maine's egg production is used for
Lowell,
Mass.
Mrs. F. V. Mullen was hostess to -lean sport, clean habits, ana trav
Mrs
Lester Stanley’, a son.
hatching purposes and to maintain
,the Weary Club Saturday at her els with a clean crowd..
Israel Snow was elected presiRockland, Feb. 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
and increase our markets it was
tfiome on Pleasant street. Honoring 12. A Scout is Reverent
vitally necessary to continue turn- dent of the I. L. Snow Co.
Eugene Metcalf, a son.
the birthday anniversary of Mrs.
He is reverent toward God. He is ing out ‘‘really superior" eggs and
Aibert Winslow was elected a
Rockland, Jan. 20, to Mr. and
Kittie Webster a prettily decorated faithful in his religious duties and broiler chicks.
„
Mrs.
Carroll L. Cole, a daughter—■
o ike mdae by Mrs. Eva Billings was respects the convictions of others
Discussing table egg markets, he member of the Republican Ccunty
included in the supper menu,, and in matters of custom and religion. said that the emphasis would be Ccmmittee
Mary Agnes.
Mrs. Webster received a nice gift
placed on consumer packaging and
Frank W. .Fullerton bought the
South Bristol, Jan. 31, to Mr. and
from the club members. The eveheavier distribution in local mar Babb Granite Quarry in South Mrs. Warren L. Gamage, a son.
GLEN COVE
nining was passed with cards.
Almond Cousens of Whitinsville, kets.
Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 10, to Mr.
Mrs. John Holgerson and son. Mass., has been recent guest of Mr.
“We must recognize the growing Thomaston.
The Y.M.C.A. building was bought and Mrs. Charles King, a son.
Bcbby of Tenant's Harbor, were and Mrs. Leonard Ccusens.
demand for labeled and cartoned
week-end guests of Mrs. Holgerscns
Washington. Feb. 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Adah McConnell, State field eggs, and toward that end, we are by Mrs. C. C. Ksrk
^Misses ^^ildred^and^Dorts Thll- ™/se;_Tnt th€ WM*-end * EVCr“ checking consumer preferences, as Tlie City Government passed the Mrs Rex Prescott, a son.
to whether they prefer to buy from
ett, Mass
R. E B. Shibles of Rockport fell
farmers, specialized distributors or annual salary resolve amounting to
brook visited Friday in Rockland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Wood
and
retail
stores,
and
in
what
package
$34,664.
The
mayor
received
$500,
and fractured several ribs.
Miss Avis Johnson of Quincy
Mass . and Vinalhaven is enjoying son Carlton and daughter, Sandra and quality they find most satis- the highest individual salary being
Orville Young died in Thomaston.
a vacation visit in. Los Angeles, Cal. spent several days in Boston the
,
..
..
$1500
paid
to
the
city
treasurer.
Capt.
Edward Gonia was ordered
Mrs. Frma Holbrook and son K ja- oast w’eek as guests of Emil Koeh‘ This information is being secured
_
t ..
_
. „
to
Panama
to take command of the
from
retailers,
distributors,
hotels
Catholic
coffee
party
netted
ter.
netli have returned from a visit with
Mrs. Carl Freeman is confined and restaurants, and a trademarK $1700.
mine planter Graham.
Nns. Holbrook's sister, Mis Joseph
to the house by illness.
and quality table egg committee will
lister Sherer, son of Mr. and
Billings in Rockland.
Mrs. Irene Bryant celebrated her
be appointed as soon as Specialist Mrs Dana A sh
fell from a
Miss Fannie Ames who has been
90th
birthday at the home of her
Brown ascertains possibilities of ac
Anssing a short vacation with hei
New Diver’s Helmet
son
W.
J Bryant in Union.
tion."
White
advised.
wa
«
on
breaking
one
of
his
legs.
mother, Mrs. RalDh Warren has
A new. streamlined helmet for
On
the
'
“
Poultry
Meat
’
’
phase
ol
The
residence
of
Edward
G
Oney
Leonard H Snow of South Thom
returned to North Haven.
divers has a curved win the program, the marketing chiel on Columbia avenue, was badly
The "Noneaters” were entertained deep-sea
aston, died suddenly in a Rockland
dow
of
"Lucite
”
methyl
methacry

Wednesday by Mrs. Gertrude Seilers. late resin. The plastic window elim revealed that hotels restaurants damaged b fire.
Industrial establishment.
and markets are being contracted
J
Dinner w’as served and a pleasant
inates
the
heavy
protective
metal
Mary A. Clayter, 85. died at
to
find
out
the
source
of
their
egg
Arthur
J.
Titus
was
elected
capsocial afternoon passed with sewing grilles of older helmets. It extends
supplies, general quality level of tain of Key Company, U.R.. K. Vinalhaven.
Miss Harriette Vinal has returned
to Natick, Mass., after a short va the diver’s field of vision, reduces the same and their opinion of the Of p
helmet’s weight, and makes it eas possibilities of increasing distribu.
k.. m
cation Visit at her home here.
A double tenement owned by HiLINCOLNVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of ier for the diver to maneuver under tion of native poultry.
Tt
should
be
particularly
importram
Ingerson
and
occupied
jointwater.
Twenty-five
divers
working
Huldah A. Ames
Eoston have bought the Lowe
L use and after alteration . plan on the gutted S. S. Lafayette (Nor ant to get these distributors’ opln- ly by himself and Melville Elwell
In less than three years she wculd
L open an Inn t illed “The Islander" mandie) in New York harbor are ions of the possibilities of well- w’as destroyed by fire.
have
reached the century mark, but
graded and wrapped poultry ot
wearing the new headgear.
# ♦ ♦ *
; bout June 15.
eviscerated and packaged parts in
The marriages for this period death came to Huldah Anna Ames
increasing distribution of native
last Saturday at Camden Commu
were:
poultry meat,” White emphasized.
Portland, Jan. 26, Alvah R Carle nity Hospital, following a short ill
end Eva Shuman both of Pleasant ness.
INVEST IN
Miss Ames was born in Appleton,
Point.
daughter
of Amasa and Lorinda
JOHN II. MILLER. Owner
Somerville, Mass., Jan. 25, Horace Sprague Ames. For the past 19
M. Noyes of Vinalhaven and Mrs. years she had made her home with
LINCOLN
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Heald.
Etta Smith of North Haven.
MERCURY
FORD
A brother, Edgar J. Ames of Bos
SAVINGS BONDS
Rockland, Jan. 29. J Austin
ton, survives.
Clough and Miss Jean Daggett
Services will be held this after
SALES AND SERVICE
Camden, Jan. 31, Edgar S. Hall noon at 2 o’clock from the Gilbert
of Lincolnville and Mrs. Etta S. C. Laite Funeral Home in Camden,
A CAR FOR EVERY NEED,
Mills of Sanford.
H- L Holt officiating. EnFOR EVERY POCKETBOOK,
on/
. , .
,
.. __
TT • tombment will be m Mountain
Appleton, Jan 16, Tracy Ham- Vigw cemetery and burial will take
FOR EVERY DESIRE!
• OREEN BEANS
man
and Ernmma Weaver.
place in the Spring at Pine Grove
Service! Style! Beauty! Smart! Safe! Dependable!
• SPINACH
Rockland, Jan. 29, Burton T. Hall Cemetery, Appleton.
• BROCCOLI °
—ALSO—

FORD

For Waldo Farms

Highbush Blueberry Plants C. E. Gregory Reveals Early Scent Of Orange Blossoms
Clings To Happily Word
Will Be Distributed Free
History Of Our Lamented
ed Letter
Street Railway
Highbush
blueberry
planting

They’re Worth Reading and
Certainly Are Worth
Following
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Total Liabilities and Sur

plus.

lUWW""
Enjoy your favorite sport at its best . . .
delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR MARCH AND APRIL

The

trees

at twilight

Make new forms.
The United States has 462.COO.OOO
THORNDIKEVILLE
Long shadows
acres
of
commercial
forest
lands,
ac

—Pointing to the dawn.
Robert Pushaw who attends High
Archie Tech
School in Camden is spending a cording to a University of Illinois
Waltham. Mass.
week’s vacation with his grand survey.
mother, Mrs. Emily Pushaw.
Miss Marita Crabtree, a freshman
at U. of M., was home a few days
Fine—Fresh — Flavorful
recently.
Mrs. .Joseph Pushaw who was a
surgical patient at Camden Com
munity Hospital, has returned
home.
SSgt. Earl Upham has received
discharge and returned home after
38 months in the service, 13 of which
were spent in the European theatre
where he served in the 102d Infan
try.
Miss Olive Campbell who is a ca
det nurse at Maine General Hospit
al, Portland, has been called home
to be with her mother who is ill.
Donald Pushaw who served in the
Navy three years, has received dis
charge and is with his parents, Mr.
In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s
and Mrs. John Pushaw.
Myrven Merrill accompanied By
ron Clark of Union on a recent bus
iness trip to Portland and Lewiston.
Wilbur Mills and Mrs. Louise
GratTix of Camden called Sunday
/H
on their sister. Mrs. Emily Pushaw.
Raymond Crabtree Is assisting
POPULARITY
Joseph Pushaw in cutting wood.

SALADA

INVEST IN

PALM BEACH HOTEL

L

UJINSLOUJ S

PALM BEACH, TLOBIDA

JAMES I FARRELL Mgr

$37,523,155 63
X5T19

Glen Cove. Feb. 23.
5035 Narragansett Ave.,
Ocean Beach, Calif.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“Runn ng on 9” alludes to the po To the members of the staff—
I was so pleased with the centen
sition of the motor control on a
nial
number of The Courier-Ga
trolley car “9” was the highest po
zette
I am keeping it with my
sition. Often the boys would say most that
cherished souvenirs — and
“I had her on 9 and she was go thank you for your extra care and
ing some," meaning the street car work
We have had a wonderful year
of the RT.&C.
here
and are feeling fine. On V-day
In the early days there were other
we were able to go out in
controls, 5 and then 7 points. There the harbor at San D.ego in our sen'j
were many amusing incidents in the power boat to meet the ship named
days of the Edison controllers in for the city. It was a wonderful
sight. There were many ships in
the Gay 90s
For the benefit of Mr. '-Hosmer the harbor, and an immense crowd
(Bill as we know’ him) the Sea on shore.
There are thousands of service
street line was built in 1896. It
was not successful so was taken up. men coming in every’ week, ready
The only car bam was at Gien for their discharge. Sunday’ we had
a lovely plane ride. Our son Ed
Cove.
In the beginning, 1887. there was ward has four planes. The air-field
some delay, due to the fact that in is 20 miles from here, near Lemon
fluential people in Camden wanted Grove. We flew over Mt. Helix
a steam Railroad and not an elec wh.ch is where the people go for
tric one. They had visions of a the sunrise service, Easter morning.
steam road to Belfast, but finally
Our daughter, Ethel and her hus
they submitted. The R.T&C. was band Harry Engelke, who have been
incorporated in 1881 and ground with us since November, returned
was broken in April 1892 at Glen ' to their home in Wisconsin last
Cove for the car barn and power week.
station, and at Maverick Square,
Sunday our friend, Harry Taipley
Rockland, for the track to Camden- of Brooksville, Me., called to see us.
The Edison Elecrtic Co. of Lynn, So many people from Maine live ln
Mass, had the contract for the various parts of the State. Our
electrical part; Will and Bert Davis friend Mrs. J. C. H.ll, and daughter
of Boston the contract for the track Dorothy and family are in Ventura,
work; the W. H. Glover Co. of
It makes us sad to read of the
Rockland for the car bam; M. C. passing away of so many of our
This Social “Security” Poster & Sons of Waterville for the friends, and so very much pleased
Power Station. Thomas Hawken at the prospect of so much buslhad charge for the Edison Gom- ness activity in Rockland Long
Mr. Mulloy Asks Uncle Sam pany; Beverly Rantoul, son of the may it prosper, likewise The CouMayor of Lynn, Mass., a letter man rier-Gazette.
Some Pertinent Questions of
Lynn High School, was Mr.
Mr. Crie joins me in send.ng best
Hawken
’
s
assistant.
wishes
Mrs. H. D. Crie.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Stmon
D
Crosby,
now
living
and
'
When the Social Security Act was
in Rockland is the sole
appneved on Aug. 14. 1935, it working
The Lowly Turnip
survivor I know of who worked for
brought joy to the hearts of the Mr. Hawken in the beginning The
working people. They behoved here first sod was turned and the first
at last was the answer to their post hole was dug just north of the Now Takes High Place On the
prayers—freedom of want in old Limerock R. R. track at Maverick
Dinner Menu — Some
age.
square.
The acid of this plan started a
Timely Hints
Simon was night foreman at the
couple cf years ago—the pay off. car barn for some time after the
Now the working people are learn line was built, later having charge
Cookery gets down to the root of
ing what a grim joke this social se of inside wir.ng. Daniel Proctor of the matter during these late winter
curity plan really is. Many of the
now liv:ng, had a part in months, featuring turnips and
people being retired are receiving Camden,
the
erection
of the machinery at rutabagas as a pre-spring special.
Federal Old Age Benefits in the power station.
Turnip versatility makes this root
amounts of from $10 to $20 a
Robert M. Packard and (Leroy useful for filling many a gap on the
month. Seme who have paid into Gregory of Rockland were conduc lunch or dinner menu. And the
this plan from one to two and a
abundance of turnips this season
half years are told they have noth tors when the cars started.
means that they may be used gening coming. One working woman
cnilTH HOPP
erously without depriving others.
who had paid in to this plan for
oveu i n nurc
Turnips are delicious raw, for extwo years was compelled to quit
Warren G. Reynolds is at home ample, and have more vitamin C in
working cn account of sickness. She folowing discharge from the Navy that form than cooked. Diced or
was told she must work 15 months Feb. L54. He served six months on shredded, they add tangy, wholelonger before she would have any Kwajale.n Island. He was a store some flavor to salads and relishes.
thing coming She is 68 years old keeper, third class, when dis Hot, they may be plain boiled, diced,
and sick.. Where can she find em charged.
sliced, or mashed. They may be
ployment where she will be covered
Sharon Kunball of Rockland is served with a cream or cheese sauce,
by social security?
passing the week at Maynard Bow- or baked in a casserole or meat pie.
Isn’t it a grand law that compels ley’s.
Cut into the soup, they contribute
our Government to steal from an
Mr. and Mrs Roscoe McFarland flavor and nourishment.
aged working woman, and while and son. Roscoe, of Camden, and
Good quality turnips are smooth
many thousands of aged working Mrs. Charlotte Frost and daugh and firm, according to marketing
people are trying to live on small ter, Elaine, were dinner guests experts of the U. S. Department of
and impossible sums,our President Sunday of their parents, Mr. and Agriculture. Few leaf scars appear
Mr. Truman, is telling us that the Mrs. Ralph Robb:ns.
around the crown and there are
pay of each member of Congress
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike was re very few fibrous roots at the base.
should be raised from $10,000 a cent overnight guest of Mrs Doro
If turnips are coarse and over
year, and much of their expenses thy Ch Ids in Rockland.
grown, especially those that are
paid, to $20,000 a year, with the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Annis of Cam light in weight for their size, they
same allowance for expenses.
den are at the home of Mrs. Ha may be tough, woody, pithy, hollow,
Mr. .Truman should appoint a zel Hart for an indefinite stay. or strong in flavor.
fact-finding board whose duty Mrs. Hart's father, Allen Annis, of
Early turnips—those of the spring
should be to find out how aged New York is also at the Hart home. crop—are already arriving at local
working people manage to live on
Fred Merrifield is cutting ice, markets. Many of them are sold in
the small sums being paid as Fed 24 inches thick, on Fish’s Pond.
bunches with the tops attached,
eral Old'Age benefits and old age
Mrs. Annie T. Lermond, in bed sometimes cut back to about six or
assistance. The slogan of the board for many weeks, is able to sit up eight inches. The early turnips are
should be feed Americans first occasionally.
usually much smaller than those of
When the board has found all of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. Crabtree the late or main crop, which is
the facts, they should be required ("Hope Bowley) were given a party marketed with the tops removed.
to write a book, the title of which and miscellaneous shower at the
The vitamin C content of the
should be how to live on $10 a Grartge hall last Tuesday night. turnip
is
easily
decomposed,
me nth. Each member of Congress Nearly 90 friends, ranging in age especially when heated in contact
should be furnished a copy of the frem four to 75, attended. Those with air and certain other sub
book and asked to read it and study from out of town were: Mrs Jennie stances. To make the most of food
it.
Payson. East Union; Mr. and Mrs. value and flavor, prepare turnips
Perhaps they could find a way Robert Crabtree and daughter, Pa according to the following rules.
that would enable them to struggle tricia, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hastings,
Start them in boiling salted water.
along and live on $10,000 a year. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw and Use about one teaspoon of salt to a
This wculd save the taxpayers son, Robert, all of Camden; Mr. quart of water. If peeled, make the
$10,000 a year on each member of and Mrs. Carroll Frost, Lincoln peeling thin. Slice or dice to cut
Ccngress and perhaps Congress ville; Mr and Mrs. Charlie Childs, cooking time. Don’t overcook. Al
might amend the social security and Mr. and Mrs Wendell Emery, low 15 to 20 minutes for turnips, 20
act in a way that would make that Rockland. Musical selections were to 30 minutes for rutabagas.
part of Atant.c Charter that that presented by Winona and Dirk
If the vegetables are plain cooked,
guarantees freedom from want real, Brown; Irene and Robert Pushaw; season them with salt and pepper
instead of just political talk and Forrest Linscott and Mervyn to taste, and a bit of meat drippings
and allow the aged working people Merrill. Dancing was enjoyed. Re cr melted fat, just before serving.
to have enough to eat, they might freshments were served by Mrs. Ma If milk Ls preferred, add a little at
decide to approve a real social se rion Hart, Claire Crabtree, Lucy the last minute instead of fat.
curity plan, the Townsend Plan.
and Laura Bowley. Mrs. Els-e Crab
SUNSET
James W. Mulloy.
tree. and Mrs. Margaret Bowley.

• W*RITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES

SAVIN6S BONDS

POTATO CHIPS

^sticks

CAMDEN

Today’s Chefubs of Knox County, Tomorrow’s
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GLADYS O CONDON
Correspondent
A.

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
a a aa
Tel. 2314

Men and Women.

NUMBER EIGHT

Tel. 113-3

Mrs. Mary L. Waldo

It was a distinct shock to reatives and friends of Mrs. Mary L.
Waldo to learn of her very brief
•illness and death. Mrs. Waldo was
so active, so alert, so capable i long
many lines, that no one would have
credited her with having passed
her 84th birthday.
Hampered only by deafness, she
engaged in gardening, mak.ng each
year a fine vegetable garden and
canning the yield, and. besides her
cwn homemaking, she had for sev
eral years taken many overnight
guests, who delighted in her “quiet
place to sleep and the charming
old Colonial heme with its fine
woodwork and circular staircase.
She was a true mother to her step
sons and in every way a good neigh
bor. and will be sadly missed by
those about her.
Mrs. Waldo was a most devoted
member of the Congregational
Church, which she served for 37
years as clerk. After the merger
with the Methodist Society she
became clerk for the TVderated
Church also, and held that posi
tion for 16 years- Her reports were
cf great interest and much enjoyed,
as she recorded the happenings of
the year informally, but accurately,
wih t-mely comments and a touch
of humor. Moreover, they were in

PHOTOSTATIC

COPIES
Military discharges, copied and
printed in sizes suitable for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
Copies made of any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.
24 HOUR SERVICE
Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail.
Original and copies returned the
next day by same method C.O.D.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

Quarterly Meeting

OUR PRIDE AND JOY

THOMASTON

Dr. Frederick C. Dennison has re
sumed his practice of general medi
cine and surgery following a con
tinued absence with the armed
forces. His new offices, replac.ng
those destroyed by fire, are at 4
Booker street. His phone is Thom
aston. 9Miss Virginia Hall, who is attend,
ing Farmington Normal School
spen.t the holiday weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hall.
Miss Adelle Morse has been called
to Cambridge, Mass. by the deatn
of Miss Katherine Harding.
Mrs. Frank Crute, Jr., spent Fri
day with Mrs. Reina Saastamoinen
in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen Spear re
turned to Uxbridge, Mass., Sunday,
after visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Spear, for a few days.
Miss Glenice Lermond. who is
attending Boston University, spent
the holiday weekend with her
mother, Mrs. Guy Lermond.
Miss Lena Shorey, who teaches in
Portland, is passing a vacation at
her home on Hyler street.
Arcana Lodge, K. P., wonts the
rank of Page on a class of candi
dates Wednesday n.ight at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Banes Stanley and
son Roney of Bath were guests Fri
day of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stan
ley.
Weymouth Grange will hold a
dinner at the K. of P. hall, Thurs
day noon.
Miss Elizabeth Henry returned
Sunday to Willimantic, Conn., alter
spending a week s vacation with her
mother, Mrs. Arthur Henry.
Basil Day has recently been dis
charged from the Navy, after serv
ing three years and five months. He
was in the Pacific 10 months.
Miss Alcada Hall returned Sun
day to Sanford, after spending a
week’s vacation at her home here.
Jack A Lear of Wilkes-Barre,
Penn., is visiting Walter Chapman
for several days.
Miss Blanche Henry who teaches
in Manchester, Conn., is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Arthur Henry for a
week
John S nger and daughter L.nda
returned to Augusta, Sunday after
spending a few days with his
mother, Mrs Marie Singer
Richard Thornton cf the Seabees
who has been ;n service for three
years, having spent 22 months over
seas, has been honorably discharged
and is at his home at Brooklyn
Heights.
Earle Brown, Jr., returned Mon
ti iv to Portand aftei- spending the
hoi day week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. Earle F. Woodcock.
Mayflower Temple. P.S., will meet
Friday, preceded by supper at 6 15.
The supper committee is Mrs. Bar
bara Jack, Mrs. Audrey Woodcock
and Mrs.. Elizabeth Grafton.
Engagement Announced
>
Mr and Mrs Harrison W. Whitelull announce the engagement of
their youngest daughter, Joyce
Velma, to Corydon F. Adams, son
cf Frank B. Adams.
Miss Wh.tehill is a graduate of
Thomaston High School, cass of
1940, and a member of Goodwill
Grange of South Warren. She has
been employed as sales clerk :n
Rockland since graduation.
Mr. Adams was graduated from
Thomaston High School in the class
of 1938. He recently received his
honorable discharge from the Army,
in which he served 39 months, the
last 21 of which, he was stationed
in Alaska. At the time of his dis
charge h,s rating was Sergeant.
The wedding will take place in
the near future.

Tuesday-Friday
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First row, left to right: Patricia, daughter of Robert Stevens, Rock
land; Patricia, daughter of Ignatuis Gac, Rcckland; June, daughter of
Walter Willis, Rockland.
Secrnd row, left to right: James, son of James Flood, Rockland;
Laurel, daughter of Robert Stcnc, Thomaston; Leslie, son of Ulysses
Harvey, Rockland.
Third row, left to right: Joan, daughter of John Mathews, Warren;
Wilaid, son of Florence Carter, Rockland; Joyce, daughter of Charles L.
Gregory', Rockport.
Fourth row, left to right: Robert, son of Jack Merchant, Rockland;
Gloria, daughter of George Knight, Rockland; Charles, son of Herbert
Huntley, Rockland.

her cwn clear and attractive writing
of which she was justly proud.
Mrs. Waldo was born Aug. 14.
1831 at Kingston, Mass., daughter
of Guilford and Anna Lincoln
D.ll ngham Newcomb. In 1895 she
became the wife cf Capt. Frederick
D. Waldo of Thomaston, and spent
the next three year!; on long
voyages with her husband, going
to China and Japan. Out of that
experience grew her interest in the
Boston Seaman Friends’ Society
which became her favorite chanty.
She leaves one daughter, Jean
nette. Thomaston, and a step-son,
Ralph D. Waldo of Boston; also a
sister, Anna R. Newcomb of West
boro, Mass., to whom goes the sym
pathy of the many friends who
share their sorrdw.
F rank H. Jordan

Frank H Jordan son of Oliver W.
Jordan and Margaret Robinson
Jordan, born in this town, died in
M ami. Fla.. Feb. 15 after an illness
of several weeksOn leaving school, Mr. Jordan
entered the Thomaston National
Bank and became cash.cr at a very
early age, being the youngest in the
State at that time. He held the pos.ticn fcr nearly 50 years, retiring
in 1925.
Upon his resignation as cashier,
he was elected vice president and
director of the bank, serving ,n that
capacity until the bank was sold in
1931.
As a young man he was very fond
of sports, hunting, boating and fish
ing and had quite a reputation as a
baseball player.
He married Jeannie W. Hender
son, daughter cf Capt. and Mr.s.
James Henderson of Thomaston.
Two children were born to them.
He was a 32d Degree Scottish
R ghts Mason, and a member of
Claremont Commandery cf Rock
land, also member of Kora Temple
Shrine.
After h.s leaving the bank the
family lived for several years in
Brookline. Mass , and later Miami,
returning Summers to the home on
Mafh street, where he was born,
until the war, when transportation
difficulties became so serious that
he had not been north for the past
two years.
Mr. Jordan was a man who w,as
held in the highest esteem by his
fr ends and fellow-citizens.
He is survived by his daughters,
Margaret H. Jordan, who made her
heme with him. aud Mrs. Ray W.
Harriman of West Hartford, Conn..
and a grand-daughter Mrs James
Carney of West Hartford
Services will be held in the Spring.
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Miss Mabel Wall returned to
Attleboro, Moss., Friday after
spending a week at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller have
returned from Boston and Law
rence, Mass., and Portland, and are
new making their home in Thom
aston.
Mrs. Margaret Hopkins and son
Richard of South Portland have re
turned home after visiting Mrs.
R’tssell Upham.
Miss Betty Rhodes spent the
week-end with Mrs. Mattie Gard
ner, Rockland.
Miss Althea Joyce and friend
Miss Ruth McBride have returned
to their studies at Farmington
Normal School after spending a
few days in town.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Marion
Richards.

Miss Mattie Russell will enter
tain the G. W. Club Thursday.
Miss Marion Weidman entertains
the Johnson Society Wednesday.
Fred A. iNodwood, W. R. C., will
meet Friday with Mr.s. Emma Tor
rey.
Charles Barr, Kents Hill, MLss
Minnie Barr and Patterson Smith of
Brookline, Mass., were week-end
guests of Rev. and Mrs. James W.
Barr.
“Bobby’ Gerrish, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gerrish, is an appen
dectomy patient at Camden Com
munity Hospital.

•
' ■
The Chestnut Street Baptist
Church of Camden, Rev. Melvin
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Claxton of Dorr D.D.., was host to the Quarter,
Philadelphia spent last week at ly meeting of the Lincoln Baptist
Green Gables and at their camp on
Fernald’s Neck, Lake Megunticook. Association on Washington's birth
Miss Jannice French cf Boston day. The theme for the day was,
spent the weekend with her par ‘‘Seeking the Mind of Christ,” and
| the principal speakers used various
ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. French.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Holton, of thoughts as suggested by the theme
developing their sermons.
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia, were inThe
session, beginning at 10.30,
recent guests at Green Gables.
was opened by a worship service of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Heald are song, prayer, and praise, very well
guests of Mr. Heald's parents, Mr. ' developed, spirtually by Rev. C. W.
and Mrs. W. D. Heald. Mr. Heald, Wilson of the Littlefield Memorial
prior to his recent discharge from Church of Rockland. Following the
the service was a staff sergeant in business session, Rev. H. I. Holt
an Embarkation Port at Seattle, brought a stirring message on the
Wash.
I topic, “Thinking With Christ.” The
Edward Davis of Portland was afternoon session opened with a
weekend guest ol' his sister-in-law, j fine devotional sendee led by Rev.
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie.
i Earl Hunt of Tenants Harbor, who
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ryder of exhorted his audience to prayer; in
Brooks passed the weekend with dividual and united prayer.
Rev. George Bolster. District
their daughter, Mrs. Orman. Good
Secretary for Eastern Maine spoke
win.
Members cf Junior Little The on, “Our Church Covenant and Its
atre will present “Ready Made Fam Significance.” Having told of the
ily’’ by Jay Tobias at the Opera history and development of the
House, Marsh 1 The proceeds will church covenant, he went on to ex
be donated to the fund for the Shel plain various statements therein.
ter at the Montgomery Skating It embodies certain principles and
Bog. Tickets may be obtained obligations upon the believer, who
from members of the group or at the has had a definite experience with
box office of the Opera House. The God and has confessed his alleg
story of the play deals with the de iance to the Son of God.
Following a short recess, and
cision. of Mrs. Martyn, a widow, and
Mr Turner, a widower, to embark on while waiting for the next speaker,
another matrimonial venture and who was delayed in arrival, a pray
the complications arising with the er service was held, led by the Rev.
determination of Mrs. Martyns J. Charles MacDonald of Rockland.
three children and Mr. Turner’s Rev. J. R. Raker was the mission
children to see that the marriage ary speaker for the afternoon. He
shall not take place. The question spoke in the interest of the World
of money, however, steps in to Mission Crusade, which aims, in the
change their minds and they all next two years, to rebuild and re
“live happily ever after.’’ The cast establish the mission work in all
is Ruth Littlefield, Bradford Jame parts of the world. Mr. Raker spoke
son. Helen Stevenson. Paul Putnam, from a large experience as Army
Mary Kennedy, Cynthia Howes, Chaplain in the Pacific area, for
Louis Arau, Betty Rolfe, Lois Cook several months, during which time
he visited the Philippines and Bur
son and Philip Montgomery.
Miss Pearl Walden spent a few ma Mission fields to become per
sonally acquainted with the des
days in Portland last week.
The general membership meeting truction of those fields. He was
of the Outing Club will be held wounded three times during land
Wednesday in, the Town Office at ing operations and has just re
7.30 o'clock. This meeting is that turned home after nine months of
postponed from last Wednesday on hospitalization.
account of the storm. There was Tlie evening worship was a song
much activity at the Snow Bowl service conducted by the moderator,
over the weekend, the skiing being Chester O. Wyllie, following which,
excellent . also skating.
LighA the last message of the day was
lunches were served at the Club brought by Rev. J. S. Riggs of
Brunswick.
House.
Special music was furnished dur
Ladies of the G.A.R., will meet
ing
the afternoon and evening by
at the Grange hall Friday. Picnic
Waited
Johnson, the organist of the
supper will be served at 6 o'clock.
Chestnut
Street Baptist Church of
Mrs. Luella Tuttle won first prize Camden, who
sang two solos. Mr.
at the Grange card party Satur Johnson is a welcome
new comet'’to
day Mrs. Gertrude Waterman and the Association. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Berry tied for second prize,
Hunt led the song service dur
i and Mr.s. Grace Upton won the con Earl
ing the prayer meeting period.
solation. Another party will be held
The moderator appointed these
' Saturday.
committees, registration, Rev. Mel
Glenna Rollins, daughter of Mr. vin Door, who announced an en
and Mrs. Howard E. Rollins, cele- rollment of 141 for the day, and the
brated her fourth birthday Feb. 21 nominating committee, to report in
with a party a't her home on Pearl May, G. Carl Cassens, A. K. Wal
street. Her guests were Karen and ker and the cleik.
Sandra Armstrong, -Carol Cross,
A rising vote of thanks was given
Diane DeShon, of Rockland Priscilla the host church for its hospitality.
Dougherty, Jane Harmon. John
Grace A. Wyllie.
Shaw. Scott Rollins. Ruth-Ann
Jackson of Rockland and Billy Ted( ford were unable to attend. Mrs.
Edward Cross and Mrs. Mellon DeShon were guests of Mrs. Rollins.
Among the lovely gifts presented to
Miss Glenna were gaily decorated
individual birthday cakes made by
Mrs DeShon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schoen
have returned to Roxbury, Mass.,
j after attending the funeral of Mrs.
Scoen’s’ mother, Mrs Carrie Miller.
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In the Lasson Volcanic Park is
the only active volcano in the
United States.
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Breathe
Again!",
Wonderfully quick I
a little Va-tro-nol
up each nostril helps open nasal passages—makes breathing easier—when
your head fills up with stuffy transient
congestion! Va-tro-nol gives grand re
lief. too, from sniffly, sneezy distress of
head colds. Follow directions in folder.

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

Mrs Frank New
tain EFA Club Wf
noon, at her homt
street.
The Albert H. N
tion meets Saturday
and Mrs Hermar
Talbct avenue. Ho .
Winchenbach, Hatti
ces Morse, Bertha BJ
bers are asked to takj
and sugar.

Miss Monica Sw •
Patricia Skoeg who
ing Miss Swears’ gr.
and Mrs. Will’e C
returned to Vinalhi
Two
appropriait
birthday cakes and
eluding money, in.
birthday of Laureti
a very joycus occasl
celebrated at the
grandparents at lf.

William Sharp an
ler. students at Han
holiday recess 'with
here

Mr. and Mrs. Wil
and children Marion
have been visiting ii J
returned home.
Shakespeare Soc
night with Mrs. Corj
three of The Mid
Dream was studied i
ership of Mrs. Gertrl

Mr. and Mrs. Wyn
daughters, Louise al
been visiting at the
Frank W. Fuller.

Mrs. Merle F. Dobl
guest at a stork sh|
her twin sisters, Miand Mrs. Lillian Syii
home on Limerock
day evening Tlie ts
t fully decorated in p
hav.ng as a eenterjj
flanked with tiny
pink ribbon and lac
candles were cn the ti
was served buffet st'. j
bins received many
The guests were: Al
bins. Mr.s. James Keil
T.bbetts, Mrs. Alice
Dorothy MacPliersonJ
Orne. Mrs Barbara
Frances Blackman,
Wh.tehill, .Mrs. .\1
Leach. Mrs. Sue Nel.-j
nold Tibbetts, Mrs
Mrs. Barbara Knia
Marsh, Miss Leis Nas
Pease. Mrs. Laura
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a telephone we
n
could have, mister?
GILBEfl

I sure have, Sis . . . if that’s the house you live in. But

375 MAIN S’

don’t go thinking it’s just on account of your pretty smile. ft

Miss Rachel Robinson and Mrs.
Lee Andrews spent the past week in
Boston.
Arnold Stanley has employment
at Bicknell's in Rockland.
Rev. John Sawyer supplied the
pulpits Sunday at St. George and
Ridge Churches.

V

Fresh, green vegetables should be I
served while fresh. Wilted vege
tables lose much of their vitamin
content.

Miss Laura Tolma
visiting IMr and Mr
returned to her hon)
ter, (Mass.

Got

build a house soon..
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By Margaret Chase Smith
Washington, Feb. 20—The Presi A Jay See, Veteran Snare
dent's announcement that all possi
Drummer Thinks Rockland
ble grain be conserved so that
Should Have Another
starving people abroad will be fed
together with the uncertainity as Editcr of The Courier-Gazette:—
to whether OPA 'will be extended or
Although, so far, I have not seen
not, causes considerable alarm
an
entire copy of the Centennial
especially among the poultry and
issue
of The Ccurier-Gazette, I
dairy people in our section.
would
judge
that it was quite good
The Maine Delegation met with
the chairman. Senator White, ana from the encomiums I see printed
Department officials to hear the in later issues. I have probably
story and determine if possible missed a lot of very interesting
whether Maine is being discrimina read.ng.
I did see the Iree Member arti
ted against or not. I asked the
cles
on bands connected with Rock
Minority Leader, Joseph Martin, to
land
’s past and to my inind it was
call a meeting of the New England
nearly complete. However, he did
Members because the shortage is not
mention Ingraham's Band of
not only felt in Maine but seems to
be somewhat national although the period of about 1893 to 1896,
more particularly in iNew England. which was Rockland’s pride about
The hearing sounded very much the t me the Ingraham Hill (boys)
like the old oil hearings during the Band was organized.
I cannot give a full roster of the
days of fuel shortages when the
membersh.p
cf this band but hav
story of transportation was ex
plained. There is more feed in the ing attended a number of their re
country this year even though the hearsals at “Admiral ’ Roscoe’s cld
cold, short season hampered the t olacksmith shop on the old Thom
farmers. There is also much more aston read recall it as giving ex
poultry than ever before as well as cellent music.
Of course the snare drummers of
the extra demand for food across
the water. The shortage of box this band interested me most and
cars for transportation is serious. he was good, and had one of the
First, there are not enough of them. finest snare drums in Maine at that
Next, there are very few new ones. time This was Frank (Buck* OrAbout '17.000 are being built this beten; now of Owl’s Head. Later I
year while 20.000 will toe worn out purchased this drum from h:m. but
during the same period—70,000 is he would never sell his sticks Prob
the number we should have to take ably still has them. ‘ Buck’’ later
care af the wheat on hand.
played slide trombone in the Rock
Directives may be out by the time land Military Band, and listeners
vou read this letter that can be to this band cculd detect his pres
helpful
Although the future; is ence. He held his trombone point
not bright, it is expected that if ed at an angle of 45' degrees or
everybody cuts a bit we may be
able to eet over this bad period. An
the home, then came radio with its
Impressive item is that because of music
and broadening programs,
soil and weather conditions, corn and now
this new development
and grain do not have the same
food value this year as usual. This television, with its ability to teli
the differences of opinion and in the people what is going on. over
w’orld and show them the scenes
terpretation of the Presidential the
of
action.
message of February 6. the uncer
Next, I was asked what I would
tainity of price and transportation,
like
to suggest, for early programs.
are all a part of this problem and
My reply was that there -would be a
we must work together to find the much
better understanding of gov
solution.
ernment and its importance if tele
♦♦*♦
“Keeping pace with the times is vision would take into every com
the order of the day.” This is the munity sessions of Congress, com
way I opened my remarks on the mittee meetings, and departmental
telecast program at noon, Feb. 12. activities especially the crowded
when I appeared at the Dumont conditions such as are found in the
Studio with Helen Gahagan Doug Veterans Administration and the
lass, California Representative, in work of the over-burdened execu
the first long distance telecast. tives.
But more than this, programs
United States Senator Wallace H.
White, Jr., was on the program at should include world affairs. With
the Capitol. Telecast is like broad the development of aviation and
cast, the first, seeing and hearing communications we are naw one
world. We must know and under
by air, the other, hearing only.
A discussion was carried on, one stand our neighbors if the United
of the questions being—how would Nations succeed. We will all be
television affect the people in much more understanding and
Maine? To this I replied it would sympathetic when through tele
not effect us in Maine any differ vision (we both hear and see the
ently than it would the. people over story.
There are now 8000 receiving sets
the country and the world :that it
would do even more for everybody in New York. 50 in Washington, and
who has ^privileged to have receiver with the extension of the service
sets than radio ever did: that al to Boston in the very early future,
though Maine is thought of ias a re and across the continent perhaps
mote State in the -Northeast part within the next year, it will not be
of the country, the people are far long before these sets will be as
from remote .that out of the Sec numerous and popular as are the
ond District came a large amount radios.
In this atomic age this and other
of mail, not from any organized ef
fort but from intelligent, interested developments are causing us to
realize it is not easy to prophesy
citizens.
I continued by saying” First RFD what will come to us in the next
mail brought the outside world into 25 years

steeper and once it is said that he
dislodged a piece of the cornice
from the eaves of the old Kimball
Block, as he gave an explosive note
a trifle more than his ordinary puff.
Rcscoe’s Band had Sidney Hall as
bass drummer. He -was an uncle to
Maxine and Gertrude Elliot, fa
mous international actresses. Fred
Smalley cf St .George played a
slide trombone and at that time
could balance himself sitting in a
chair on its back legs, only on the
floor, and keep the trombone going.
Some stunt, boys. Fred can’t do
it new. I’ll bet 2 to 1.
Frank, Bert and Mark Crockett
also played in th s band. Frank is
new the only survivor of this trio.
I Mark became a famous cornettst,
I and led some fine bands in Maine
and Massachusetts in hLs late years.
Bert Parsons was the baritone play
er. There were many others whose
names I do not recall. It was good.
Gradually the bands, under tui
tion of Mr. Ingraham, merged,
older players dropped out and
Rockland still had a band and
would have one today were there
any incentives, polit.cal, civil or
otherwise.
As Iree Member states in his last
article, Rockland still has band
talent, both old and young, and
band concerts free to the public in
the warmer months of the year
would create interest in music and
real concerts would draw’ real
crowds which would help Rockland
as a whole.
But, horns cost money, gasoline
costs money, and uniforms for a ,
good band, or even a mediocre band •
also cost money. But those boys
just beginning in band work will
never know the pleasure that some
of us older ones have experienced
in those days since 1893 and of
course much later, until a boost
has been given, which now means
“money spent.'”
But Rockland and its immediate
vicinity, the little County of Knox
has still a lot cf talent, both real
and latent that could in a very short
time, present to the public, a band
equal or superior to any band now
in existence in Maine.
A city, blossoming out in a new
spender, as Rockland is now, should
have such a band. Will she have
it?
A. Jay See.
Unicn, Feb. 16.

MARTINSVILLE

MARTINSVILLE

R

Talks About Bands

Harding Coid, Jr., of North Ha
ven is spending a vacation with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred.
Hooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Anderson and
son Sammy of Portland passed a few
days recently with Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Hupper Sammy celebrated
his third birthday while here.
Mrs. Clyson Coffin spent a few
days in Boston recently, with her
sister and mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hupper
were guests of Mr.s. Hupper's mother j
Mrs. Rodney Kinney, in Rockland i
the past week.
Lieut, and Mrs. William Giles of
Fur articles should be cut with a Portland passed the week-end with '
razor blade and on the skin side. Rev and Mrs. John Sawyer.
Cutting with scissors tends to leave
Jerome Jones spent Monday in,
the fur with a “bobbed’’ look.
Rockland with his sister.

Mr. and Mrs. Einar Hyrarinen
and two children who resided in
Groton, Conn., for several years,
have returned home and for the
present are occupying the bunga
low of Wallace Watts. They will

■

Chestnut Street Church In
Camden Was Host To
Lincoln Baptists

Washington And You

Tuesday-Frh

EXPANDED OPERATIONS—New impetus will be given to all
phases of the fishing industry in Rockland, Me., as General Seaf rods Corporation announces plans for construction of a complete
f sh processing and quick-freezing plant at that east coast port.
In adaition, General Seafoods, a unit of General Foods Corporation,
also announces purchase of the Snow Shipyards. Inc. The yard
v'hich was awarded the Army-Navv “E” with five stars for con
struction of net tenders, mine sweepers, submarine chasers, and
< ther small craft, will now turn out various types of fishing vessels.
At the present time two oyster boats are being built for General
Seafoods, apd three trawlers of th- 40-Fathom Fleet are being
reconditioned for fishing after seeing naval duty. The Rockland
expansion program represents an investment in excess of SI,M0,MA.
Jobs will be provided for about COO, Pre-war employment at the
shipyards was 150.

SCENES LIKE THIS ... of telephone orders
actually being filled ... are taking place every

wires and laying cables. We're having switch
boards made and in some places we’re already

day in many New England communities. For,

installing them. In some instances new build

in certain areas, telephone central offices are
big enough to handle more connections. All
that’s needed are the telephone instruments
themselves. And they’re beginning to come
in fast now from the factories.

ings are being constructed to house the new
switchboards.

In some places, though, the job isn't so sim
ple. Vast behind-the-scenes work must be
done before we can bring a telephone to
everybody who wants one. We are stringing

Industrial, Ins!

It’s going to take time to do all that ... in
some places, perhaps until late summer. But
the point is, with manpower again available
and materials more plentiful, we re doing the
job just as fast as we know how.
NEW ENGLAND
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GORDON- SCHWARTZ

To Wed In April
Miss Dorothy Schwartz of Rox
bury, Mass-, became the bride of
Ephraim Allen Gordon at the Ho
.wtel Bradford, Boston, Feb. 21. The
afternoon double ring ceremony
was performed by Rabbi Benjamin
L. Grcssman.
The ccupie were attended by the
Miss Laura Tolman., who has been , The Odds and Ends meet Thurs- bride's aunt and uncle. Mr and
visiting iMr. and Mrs. Collamore, has I da night with Virginia Congdon, Mrs. Benjamin Wclfscn of Dor
returned to her home in Winches- at ‘.he church at 7 oclock.
chester; the father of the groom,
ter, Mass.
Morris Gordon of Rockand and the
/. birthday party was tendered to aunt and uncle cf the groom, Mr.
Mrs. Frank Newbert twill enter Mrs. Charles Kalloch at The Copper and Mrs. H. H. Gordon cf Bar Har
tain EFA Club Wednesday after Krt.le Thursday, by Mrs . May bor
noon at her home on Masonic A.:, eson.
The bride, who was given in mar
street.
riage by her father, wore a surf tan
Miss Mabel Snow of Brookline, suit with brown accessories.
The Albert H. Newbert Associa- Mass., is at the home of her
The bride is a graduate of Memo
• ion meets Saturday night with Mr. bifher, Commander Carlton F rial H gh School, Rex Jury, and the
Ccmptometer School. Boston The
and Mrs Herman Winchenbach, En- w.
groom is a graduate of Rockland
Taibct avenue. Hostesses are Mrs.
Winchenbach, Hattie Davies, Fran
MacDonald Class meets Thurs High School and was recently dis
ces Morse, Bertha Borgerson Mem day night at the home of Mrs. charged from the Army where he
bers are asked to take dishes, butter Margery Ripley, 81 Broadway. Take served four and one-half years w’ith
the Yankee Division and Patton”s
and sugar.
sewing materials.
Third Army in Europe.
The couple will make their heme
Miss Monica Swears and Miss
Mr and Mrs EImer B Crockett
Patricia Skoog who have been visit- leavp next Sunday b ai lane for at 6 Wellington Court, Roxbury,
Miss Beryl M. Hosmer of Burling
following a short wedding trip to
in?
m
X, £ihdparen,ts’,Ml’ Et. Petersburg. Fla., where they Florida.
ton, Vt., whose engagement was
slsxsst
isx;0 so,ourn ror three °r ,our
announced Friday in these columns
to
Tracy F. Howe of this city.
SMITH-FULLERTON
Miss Dorothy iC. Fullerton and
Two
appropriately
decorated
Mrs. Joseph Dondis has returned j Robert C. Smith both of Rockland,
birthday cakes and many gifts, in from a month’s Stay in Florida.
were married Saturday afternoon by
Marjorie Mills’
cluding money-, made the second
Edwin K. Keene, Justice of the
birthday of Lauretta Nancy Carter
Alfred L. Greenlaw of Baltimore i Peace.
a very joycus occasion, which she
Broadcast
spent
the weekend w’ith his par- j The bride is the daughter of Mr
celebrated at the heme of her
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Fullerton
of
grandparents at 107 Broadway. • en.ts, Mr and Mrs. Walter A. Pleasant Gardens. The groom is
Greenlaw, leaving ISunday night for
Broadcast By Marjorie Mills *
Boston, where he spent Monday and the son of Mrs Mildred Curtis of
(Monday
through Friday at
William Sharp and Walter But then, went to Stowe, Vt.. for a week's Rockland and is a employe of the
12.30
p.
m.
over Stations WBZ,
ler students at Harvard, passed the skiing.
Whitmoyer Laboratories.
holiday recess 'with their families
The couple were attended by Mrs. WCISH, and WI BZ )
here.
Kyanize is “the life of the sur
Mrs. Ruth Gallagher, who has Charles Fullerton, sister-in-law of
been visiting her mother, Mrs. A. the bride, and Charles Fullerton, face,” whichever tint or type you
brother of the 'bride.
Mr. and Mrs. William D Talbot L. Vose has returned to Boston.
A reception, was held at the home choose. And when you select a
and children Marion and Joan, -who
of Mrs. Maynard Fullerton. Those “lively'' color, this fact becomes
have been visiting in Portland, have
Mrs. Bernard L. Gray and son Le serving were. Mrs. William Frye.
returned home.
roy of Rockland returned Sunday Mrs. Paul Kohonen, Mrs. Charles doubly true. If you will consult
the color chart in. the beautifully
from Haverhill, Mass., after spend
Shakespeare Society met last ing several days (with her brother, Fullerton and Mrs. Maynard Fuller illustrated free Kyanize book, you
ton.
night with Mrs. Cora Farwell. Act Ralph H. Hoffses, Y2c, USNR. Mr.
will really be able to bring youd
three of The Midsummer Nights Gray joined his family Friday. Mrs.
There will be a party tomorrow bright ideas to life with color—
Dream was studied under the lead Gray also attended the Ice Follies
night in the Tower Room of the which is the title of the book. Do
ership of Mrs. Gertrude Wooster.
at Boston. Gardens.
Community Building, sponsored by
the Young Peoples Group of the send for your copy today.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster and
_
,
...
.
La Rosa grade A macaroni prod
Congregational
Church.
Joseph
daughters. Louise and Betsy have
°"!an £ircle
1 me
i
____
Chui
eh
will
ja.ee
t
Wednesday
night
Emery.
Jr.,
is
general
chairman
and
ucts
provide the best low-priced
been visiting at the home of Mrs w’ith Mrs. wt!
liam iP. Seavey as extends an invitation to all mem meals in America and the free La
Frank W. Fuller.
hostess .
bers of the church. The remainder
of the committee are: Mrs. Emery, Rosa cook book offers you 101 ways
Mi’s. Merle F. Dobbins was honor
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle of the Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harden. Mr. and to prepare these fine products.
guest at a stork shower given by
Highlands
recently entertained at Mrs. Roland Ware. Mr. and Mrs. You'll find the recipes very much to
ner twin sisters, Mrs. Laura Mank
party’. High scores went John Karl, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph your taste—and your family's, too
and Mrs. Lillian Sylvester at their ato bridge
Mrs. Kay Young and Mrs. Helen Post and Rev. and Mrs. Maldwyn
home on Limerock street, Thurs
—and you can get a copy of the
Korpihen.
The group (will meet this Parry.
day evening The table was beauLa
Rosa cook book by sending your
with Mrs. Korpinen, 370
t fully decorated in pink and white, week
Broadway.
request
with your name and address
hav.ng as a centerpiece a cradle
•
take
.
it
easy
*
to
Marjorie
Mills.
flanked with tiny pink rosebuds,
Mrs Vinie S. Watts, matron at
pink ribbon and lace. Tall white
No one has to be told, of course,
Women’s Reformatory, Skow
candles were cn the table. Luncheon the
that brer rabbit molasses is a good
hegan.
is
spending
a
few
days
at
was served buffet style. Mrs. Dob- .
sweet. But do you know how many
bins received many lovely gifts. | tho heme of her daughter, Mrs.
Dwight
Pettegrove,
59
Oliver
street.
palate-teasing
desserts and other
The guest's were: Mrs. Etta Dob- ;
delicious things you can make with
bins, Mrs. James Kent, Mrs. Maude {
Mrs. Frederick Bohn and daugh
T,bbetts, Mrs. Alice Soule, Mrs.
Brer Rabbit molasses? The Brer
ter
Gloria Ann, returned yesterday
Dorothy MacPherson, Mrs. Francis
Rabbit
molasses cook book is full to
Center Moriches, long Island,
Orne. Mrs. Barbara Russell, Mrs. I from
the
brim
of ideas and wonderful
N. Y„ where they visited Mrs
Frances Blackman, Mrs Harold Bohn's
daughter
Mrs.
Charles
recipes
for
molasses-flavored foods
Whitehill, Mrs. Mar.on Green Drescher.
You
can
forget
the sugar shortage
Leach. Mrs. Sue Nelson, Mrs. Ray- j
and please yourself and your fam
nold Tibbetts, Mrs. Elmo Crczier. ' Mr and Mrs. Edward Ladd and
Mrs. Barbara Knight, Mrs. Velma daughter Gall of Orono, have re
ily, too, with these tuned-to-theMarsh, Miss Leis Nash, Mrs. James turned home following a visit with
times Brer Rabbit recipes. Why
Pease, Mrs. Laura Stimpscn.
, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
not send in your request today?
C. Ladd.
i
Send your requests for these fine
Helps build up resistance I
books
to Marjorie Mills, care of NE
Chapin. Class will meet tonight
Network or the station to which
against MONTHLY
with Mrs. Burton E. Flanders.
you arc listening.
NATIONAL iAHTY COUNCIl
Savory Fish Scallop
Two
cups flaked cooked fish, 1
DANIELS’
When taken regularly!
tablespoon
butter or Allsweet mar
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
PUBLIC
SERVICES
garine, 3 tablespoons flour. 2 cups
pound does more than relieve
DIAMONDS
monthly pain when due to func
Whiting's milk. 1 teaspoon salt,
tional periodic disturbances. ,It also
teaspoon pepper, 11 teaspoon sage
SUNDAY,
MARCH
3
relieves accompanying wealt. tired,
Famous For More Than
or poultry seasoning, 1 tablespoon
nervous. Jittery feelings — of such
G.A.R. HALL, ROCKLAND lemon juice. 1 tablespoon minted
nature. Taken regularly—Pinkham's
Fifty Years
Compound helps build up resistance
onion, 1 cup diced celery, 2 tableNew England’s Popular
against such monthly distress. Ptnk15-tfI
sjxions minced parsley, 2 hardLecturer and Advisor
ham's Compound ls worth, irj/ingl
cooked eggs, sliced.
Rev. Ruth Mathias
Separate cooked fish into flakes,
removing any skin and bones. Melt
Lecture Followed by Messages
fat. add flour and blend Stir in
2..°0 P. M.
milk slowly and ccok until mixture
is thickened and smooth, stirring
Evening Service 7.X0 P. M.
constantly. Add salt, pepper, sage;
Subject of Lecture
lemon juice, onion, celery and pars
Gilbert’s
“SOLVING YOUR PROB ley. Fbld in fish and egg slices.
Turn into individual casseroles or
Individualized
LEMS THROUGH FAITH” one baking dish, cover with but
tered crumbs and bake in a 4C0FOLLOWED BY MESSAGES
Oil
degree Ben until brown. Serves
4 to 5. If desired, an additional
PRIVATE READINGS
Permanents
cup of cream sauce may be added
and 1 cup of cubed cooked pota
from
FOUR DAYS ONLY
toes. •
Mon., March 4 Through
Qu:ck Caramel Sauce
$
Thursday, March 7
Three-fourths
cup
Whiting's
light cream or rich milk, 18 to 20
AT THORNDIKE HOTEL caramels
Complete
HOURS 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.
Put cream and caramels in the
Nothing Extra
Come Direct or Tel. 1185 for Appt. top of a double boiler over hot wat
17-13 er. Cook, stirring occasionally, un
to Pay
til caramels are melted and sauce

Social Matters

t

FEMALE FAIN

r

EXCITINGLY BEAUTIFUL

We
Specialize
in the Art

Cold Waving
from

$10.00

PIANO Technician
42 MAIN ST., CAMDEN, ME.
DIAL CAMDEN 2444

a *

ROCKLAND

TEL. 142
1-T-tf

This And That
National Vice President Of
Legion Auxiliary At the
Rockland Conference

KINNEY-LEONARD
Miss Pearl Leonard, daughter ot
the late Mr. and'Mrs. Sidney Leon
ard, became the bride of Allred W
Kinney, son of Mrs. Emma Kinney
of Rockland and the late James R.
Kinney of St. George in a double
ring ceremony Saturday right at
the 'home of Mr. and (Mrs. Harrison
Dew of this city. Rev. Alfred G.
Hempstead officiated.
The bride, given in marriage by
Mr. Dow was attired in a white
wool suit with blue accessories with
corsage of blue iris and white roses.
The matron of honor, the brides
sister-in-law. Mrs. Maurice Leon
ard was attired in a black wool suit
with white accessories and had a
corsage of red and white carnations.
The bridegroom's best man was his
brother, James Kinney of Warren.
An 'informal reception, was held,
attended by the immediate fami
lies. The three-tiered wedding cake
was cut in the traditional manner
by the bride and groom Mrs. Leona
Flint was in charge of serving, as
sisted by Miss Alice Kinney. The
matron of honor in charge of the
guest book.
Mrs. Emma Kinney, mother of the
gpoom, and Mrs. Harrison Dow wore
corsages of pink and white roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Kinney left on a
short trip and on their return will
reside at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs Kinney was graduated from
Rockktnd High School and from
Farmington State Teacher's College
where she majored in Home Econo
mics and upon graduation was pre
sented the Mary Parker award.
For the past year and a half she
has been teaching at the Gilman
High School in Northeast Harbor,
where she will continue upon re
turn.
Mr. Kinney graduated from Ten
ant’s Harbor High and has just re
cently received his honorable dis
charge from the U. S. Navy, where
he served several months overseas.
He is at present employed by the
Branscom Fuel Co., of Northeast
Harbor, Maine.

is blended. Serve on ice cream
cottage pudding or other desserts
Home-Corned Beef
(From Mrs. Leverett Cleveland.
Wellesley Hills).
Six pounds beef, 4 tablespoons
sugar, 6 tablespoons course salt, 2
tablespoons saltpeter, 1 quart water.
Mix together sugar, salt, saltpeter
and water to form a brine and pour
over beef in an agate pan so that
the beef is covered about threefourths with the brine. If possible,
buy a piece of beef that has been
corned about 24 hours.
Let the
beef remain in the brine about I
week, turning every day.
Indian Pudding
(From Mrs. Ralph Bruns,, Wind
sor, ct.)
One quart Whiting's milk, 'j cup
corn meal, 1 cup Brer Rabbit molassas, 2 beaten eggs. 1 teaspoon
ginger, % teaspoon cinnamon, 1-4
teaspoon salt.
Heat milk in the top of a double
boiler. Add corn meal and molassas and stir well. Pour into a
greased baking dish and add the
remaining ingredients. Stir and
bake in a slow oven 3-4 to 1 hour.

Regulating, Repairing. Voicing
Satisfactory Woik Guaranteed
17-T-tf

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

It ... in
[er. But
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Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings
photographed whenever and wherever you wish.
Group Photos of Clubs and Schools
A completely equipped Photographic Service

that guarantees every job.
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• ♦ W ♦

What do I see, cctton cn the apple
tree?
Or is it fairie folk playing tricks on
me
The green is showing 'neath the
slender buds on limbs,
Th' caterpillar weaves his chiffon
tents—’tls gr.m
To think those dreadful pests are
here with vim,
To eat us out of fruits and spoil
our beauty season,
And give us cause for shame
That we have left this reason
Fer vacation land to blush because
'

K. S. F.
• » • «
v
Sam Rayburn has said “If the
Aimy and the Navy cannot run this
war better than any civilian, then
we should have done away -with
West Point and Annapol-s a long
time ago.”
♦ * ♦ *
A troublesome clutch cn a Maine
Central bus, passengers report,
caused the disappearance of the
driver for five minutes. Finally,
someone asked. “Where’s he gone?”
Another ventured, “I think he’s un
der the bus praying.” Seme of the
Maine branch-line buses need more
than prayers to keep going.—Lewis
ton Journal.
* * ♦ ♦

A biography of President Tru
man, which has been more than
a year in the making is announced
by Whittlesey He use fer Julj’ pub
lication. Its authors are Walter
Hehmeyer, a Yale graduate who
was a member of the investigating
staff of the Truman Commitee, and
Frank McNaughton, a Missouriborn newspaper man, who long
covered Mr. Truman when Senator,
for “Time” magazine.
» • * *

These Belfast Girl Scouts are live
wires. They are now planting beach
plum seeds for future beauty. Beach
plums have a delightful flavor and
added to apply jelly make a won
derful contribution to a menu.
Beach plums grow into nice shrubs
and will fruit well in not over three
years.
* <» * *
The handwriting of Nathaniel
Hawthcme was so illegible that
some of his manuscripts remained
unpublished because nobody could
read them This was likewise true
of Carlyle. The story is told cf a
type compositor who was employed
by a London printing office because
of a strong recommendation which
he brought from Scotland. The
first piece of manuscript given him
to set was by Carlyle.
“Great Scott,” said the new
typesetter, “Have you that man
here, tco? I fled frem Scotland
to avoid him!”
* ♦ ♦ *

She: I have just purchased a re
sort hotel for a seng.
He: You won't get any business
from that cld place—no gas these
days!
She: Well anyway I got ten dozen
sheets and 16 dozen p.llow slips and
a lot cf nice blankets and spreads.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
One of the high lights cf a recent
New York musical season was the
performance of the Bach Mass in
B Minor, conducted by Albert
Stoessel, without score, 'a truly re
markable feat cf memory, ccnsdering the great length of the work.
• « » »

Soldiers, sailers and marines were
streaming through the gate at
Louisville's Union Station; and an
M.P. was shouting, “Call your des
tinations when you ccmc through!”
Each called the place he was head
ed for—until the MJP halted a ma
rine w’ho was barging through with
out giving his destination, “Come
on, you. Sound off!” The mar.ne
gave the MJP. a withering glance,
then reared, “Where th’ hell do you
think? "Tokyo!” and he brushed
by.—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Read The Courier-Gazette

For some time the women of
Rockland have expressed the desire
to know more about our new City
Government, with this as an incen
tive the “Rcckland League of Wo
men Voters” have made arrange
ments for Mr. Farnsworth to be
guest speaker at a special meeting
for the women of the city, to be
held in the banquet rcom of Ma
sonic Temple, Thursday at 2 p. m.
Mr. Farnsworth will be introduced
by Mrs. William Taibct. who is a
Board member of the League ol
Wcmen Voters.
At this time Mr. Farnsworth will
explain his aims and policies for
the city. This meeting will offer to
the women of the city an opportun
Fouree.
Bach ity to hear how the new city Mana
Sonata No. 4 In E. minor.
ger form of government is to work
Allegro.
Mlnuetto.
Mozart and hew the women of the city can
do their part as citizens.
Allegro trom Concerto. In A minor.
Vlvaldi-Nachez
Mr. Farnsworth’s main objective
Mr. Sebastian
is to make Rockland a city for its
Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1.
Enesca
citizens and himself as city mana
(Transc.tbed by Sebastian)
Af.ernoon of a Faun.
Debussy ger to be proud of. However, Mr.
(Ba-ed on transcription by Heifetz)
Farnsworth cannot carry the bur
Spanish Dance
den alone. It Ls only with the co
(Transcribed by Sebastian)
Mr. Sebastian
operation cf each and every cne of
Scherzo in B-flat minor,
Chopin us as citizens, that this can be
Tango,
Turina
Nalla Waltz.(
Dellbes-Dohnanyl realized. *
Mr. Matvei
It is hoped that the women ot
Three Dances frem Children's Suite,
Rockland
will make a special effort,
Sebastian
to attend this important meeting,
Moroccan Serenade
Sailor s Ho npipe Glgue.
that a better understanding may b<*
Peruvian Inca Dance.
reached
in the furthurence of our
Prelude No 2—Andante Blues.
Ger .tiwin new form of city government.
All women’s organizations have
Impressions of Rhapsody in Blue.
Gershwin been previously contacted about
Mr. Sebastian
this meeting.
Mr. Sebast an played as an encore
‘The Harmonica Plajer” by Sebas
athearn-hart
tian.
/
Miss Anna M. Hart ol Hope and
Mr. Sebastian drew tones from Oliver J. Athearn of the same com
the harmonica that at times re munity were married at Camden
sembled the viol.n, piccolo, organ, Feb. 22 by Rev. Melvin Derr. The
flute and accordion and he played bride is the daughter cf Mr. and
with marvelous speed. The most Mrs. Arthur L. Hart; the groom”s
ccmmon comment among the au parents are Mr. and Mrs. Loren
dience was “I never knew a har Athearn, both of Hope
monica could sound l.ke that.” His
Bach, Mozart and Debussy num
MRS. WALTON II OXTON
bers were particularly appealing
Funeral services were held at the
and the Enesco one very interest Gleason Funeral Home. Dorches
ing
ter. Mass., on Feb. 16, for Mrs.
Mr. Sebastian explained many of Walton H Oxton, the former Rose
the numbers cn the program in a E. Roseland or Rockland. 77, who
witty manner with a 'bit of hesi died r,t Roxbury. Mass., Feb. 14.
tancy, which was fitting, in order
Mr. and Mrs. Oxton made their
to g.ve his lungs a respite, after the home in Rockland before moving to
strenuous use made cf them in h.s Milton, Mass., where they have
harmonica work Although Mr. Se lived for the past several years
bastian himself doesn't care for the
Surviving Ls her husband; two
romantio compositions, and says sons, Clarence A. of Wellesley,
they do net fit his instrument it Mass., and Ernest L. of East Brain
seemed to be the general expres tree, a daughter. Mrs. Edith Greg
sion that the audience would have ory. Rockland and sister, Mrs. Mary
enjoyed them for variety. Consid S. Wellman of Mattapan, Mass, al
ering the sweet, clear and tender so five grandchildren and two
tones as well as the staccato and great-grandchildren.
brilliant ones Mr. Sebastian can
produce with the harmonica this
LINCOLN P. SPEED
writer would dare suggest that Mr.
Lincoln
P. Speed, 81. died Feb. 18
Sebastian include the romantic
at
Sailors
’ Snug Harbor, Staten
composers on his future programs.
Milford Payson of Camden was Island, N Y. He was the son of
the chairman of the committee cn John F. and Angeline C. (Dyer)
arrangements. Clifford Burkett, Sr , Speed. Bern at Owl’s Head. Feb. 2,
of Camden and Lyford Ames of 1865, he was a l.fe-long resident cf
Rockland had charge of the stage the place until ha entered Sailors’
and lighting and Douglas Libby and Snug Harbor in September. At the
Clifford Burkett, Jr., cf Camden age cf 14 he went to sea, and fol
were ticket examiners. The ushers^ lowed the sea abcut 53 years, be
artistically placed around the hall ing captain cf several sailing ves
in the r many colored evening sels.
He was a member cf the Owl’s
gowns were Shirley Ccokson, Eliza
Head
Baptist Church
beth Kelley. Edna Rankin, Janet
Surviving are a sister. Mrs. Hi
Foster of Camden and Lucile
Mank, Betty Crozier, Gail Clark, ram Dolliver of Owl’s Head, and a
Barbara Koster, Dianne Cameron, brother, Merrill H. Speed of NorthVirginia Chapman. Joan Hunt and field, N. J.
Services were held n the chaix*!
Evelyn Clark cf Rcckland
Music lovers from all the sur at Sailors’ Snug Harbor. Thursday
rounding communit es were present at 10.30 a. m. Interment was in
at this novelty concert and the com the cemetery there.
mittee feels that the attendance "has
Read Tlie Courier-Gazette
been reirtarkable fer the first season.
There have been many requests for
tickets from those who were unable
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
to c'btain them, and the ntensiv*’
membership drive for next year’s’
rrs THE MOTION PICTURE
series will take place in May when
all who wish to be members may
EVENT OF THE YEAR
s.gn up. The need for a piano is a
pressing cne and the Knox Com
munity Concert Association w.shcs
to express appreciation to Zlatko
Balokcvic of New York and Cam
den for his courtesy in lending his
Steinway for this occasion.
The public is looking forward to
the final conceit of the first series,
Maj’ 10. which will present two ex
ceptionally brilliant Metropolian
Opera stars — Charles Kullman,
tenor, and Mona Paulee. Mezzo
contralto.—by Nettie Bird Frost.

©

©
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JUST ARRIVED

LADIES’ BLOOMERS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

MADE OF EXTRA FINE

SYDNEY GREENSTREET

WHITE COMBED COTTON YARN

GERALDINE. RTZGE>LP

2519

Romantic Musical
Frolic!

PETER LORRE

i

IIow would you try getting
Gertie’s garter?

Also
All-Star Musical

* * * *
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KAY FRANCIS
PAUL KELLY OTTO KRUGER
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VESPER A. LEACH
nkur
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NEWS

‘My Man Jasper”

•

Jo»m HwMow A

“Getting Gertie’s
Garter”

MARCH OF TIME
CARTOON

FUN WEEK AT CAMDEN!

J

Philadelphia has granted a re
prieve to the doomed pigeons cf
that section and states that the in
junction was an error. .

Fr day evening the Knox Com
munity Association presented Jchn
Sebastian in a harmonica recital
The advance notices were net over
statements; Mr. Sebastian is an
amazing virtuoso of except.onal
talent and technique.
His accompan st, Mr. Malver, is a
thorough musician and h s accom
paniments were played in a most
sympathetic and artistic manner.
His group of piano sclos was inter
est ng for the variety of his selec
tions and part cularly noticeable
was his fine shading. He responded
with one encore and the audience
would have appreciated more num
bers by this gifted pianist.
The pregram follows:

/

THUR.-FRL. FEB. 28. MAR. 1

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

By K. S. F.

of our treason!

-------

i

TUES.-WED.-THURS,

WEDNESDAY MATINEB AT 3.45; SUNDAY AT 3.00
OTHER DAYS AT 2.00. EVENINGS FROM 630
switchalready
build|hc new

/v •

In spite of bad weather there was
a good attendance at the National
Vice Presidents' conference, Ameri
can Legion hall, Thursday night
Mrs. Florence Miller of Pennsyl
vania was honor guest. Department
officers present (were: Affie Leach,
Kernebunk. department
presi
dent; Anna Lovely, Old Town, de
partment secretary; and
Mary
Dinsmore, department vice presient.
Mrs. Dinsmore opened the meet
ing and after hearing the reports
of the units, Mrs. Lovely was in
troduced. She gave a brief talk on
membership. Mrs. Leech intro
duced Mrs. Miller, who gave a very
interesting talk on Rehabilitation,
Americanism and National Defense.
After the talk Mrs. Miller present
ed Mrs. Ann Alden with a 25-year
membership pin.
Preceding the conference a ban
quet was served in St. Peters’ Un
dercroft with Mrs. Alice Soule,
chairman. Rev. E. O. Kenyon was a
special guest at the banquet.
Plans and arrangements were
made by Mrs. Berniece Jackson,
past department vice president.

Farnsworth To Speak

John Sebastian, Community League Of Women Voters,
Concert Entertainer. De
and Other Women To Hear
Him Thursday Afternoon
lights His Audience

PIANO TUNING

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST

A Novelty Concert

Visited Local Unit

EXPERT

Lewis B. Cucinotta

of

Pane $ev?n

SPECIALTY STORE
366 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

STRAN
TEL. 892

Tuesday-Friday
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Met Israel Snow

BIBLE QUESTIOnS
AN5W<R£D BY TH€

VOICE /PROPHECY
international bible broadcaster

To Maine’s Fame

Shows Up At San Francisco Lobster Dinner Served By
State of Maine Society
Port of Embarkation—
Big Event In Wash
Mrs. Somes’ Letter
ington, D. C.
Passing along the news of home

is one of the pleasures of Young
All Washington is still talking
America on the move. Thus was about the Maine Lobster Dinner
with Hilda Parsons Somes, stationed
Answer—By reading verses 20-22, at. the San Frascisco Port of Em which Was given at the Department
84-26, It is clear that this power barkation, when she unexpectedly of Interior last Thursday night.
continues until "the time came that encountered Israel Snow, a fellow The affair was sponsored by the
the saints possessed the kingdom.” Rock;andite, in her Fort Mason of State ol Maine Society in Washing
Mussolini ls dead now.
fice. To quote from a letter written ton, which is one of the smallest
Q.—How can Christ live in us?
to Mrs. Walter Dimick, of this pa State organizations with regard to
A.—In Ephesians 3:17. the apostle per:
“Israel Snow came in this office membership but undoubtedly the
Paul says: "That Christ may dwell
in your hearts by faith: that ye, be- yesterday. He had just come in most active State society in Wash
ng rooted and grounded in love,..." from Japan, and had hoped he ington. While its main purpose is
Q—What are Alpha and Omega, would be discharged upon his re to provide pleasure and entertain
turn to the States, but he is sched
mentioned in Revelation 1:8?
ment for its membership, it has
A.—They are the first and last uled to sail again to the Pacific.
letters of the Greek alphabet. Jesus It looked so much like him, that I during the past tiwo years promoted
calls Himself Alpha and Omega went over and asked him. if. by any a program helpful to Maine and its
three times (Revelation 1:8; 21: chance, he was Israel Snow; so we interests. ,
The lobster dinner emphasizes
6; 22:13), meaning that He ls the had quite a chat. He hopes to be
the importance of lobsters as a
first and the last, the Eternal One. discharged soon.
“I am in Ships Complement, food the fact that Maine is now
Q.—Does the Bible teach the ori
Transport Services Section, and Lhe considered the only lobster State
gin of life by evolution?
men who come in from the Pacific in the Union, the advantages of
A.—The Bible records the crea report in this office. Transports ar Maine as a recreational area for
tion of all living things by God. rive here every day and I see al! the permanent residents and recrea
Read the first chapter of Genesis. boys come in.
tional visitors, and the fact that
"And God made the beast of the
“Saturday night I went to the Maine produces many items of
earth after his kind, and cattle after USS Belleau Woods Ships pany. world-wide reputation.
their kind, and every thing that She is an aircraft carrier. They
Many of these items found their
creepeth upon the earth after his had roast turkey, roast beef, baked way into the lobster dinner. The
kind: and God saw that it was ham, baked beans, potato salad lobsters were shipped in live from
good.” Verse 25.
olives, cakes and coffee. Each girl Portland. Maine sea mussels came
Q.—What is the soul?
was presented with a corsag* of from the North Atlantic Packing
A.—The word “soul” is used in gardenias, camillias, a Valentine, Co. at Bar Harbor. The Maine
and a program. They had a fine smoked extra fancy sardines came
the Bible ln different meanings.
1. Sometimes it means the whole floor show and two Columbia from Belfast, and the now famous
person. "And the Lord God formed Broadcasting Company orchestras Gulf of Maine shrimp from Port
“I have a lovely room overlooking land The base of the Maine clam
man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the j the bay and city. I am on a high stew came from Snow’s at Scar
breath of life; and man became a hill, near tlie University of Califor borough, King Col, Portland fur
living soul.” Genesis 2:7. He was nia Hospital out by the Golden nished the Maine potato chips and
a soul before, but lifeless. The Gate Park. On the holiday I am Maine w’hole kernel corn came from
breath of life made him living. So going to take a conducted tour of Baxter’s at Brunswick. The Maine
Garden Salad Dressing W’as made by
we read in I Peter 3:20 that there the Redwoods.
"We
are
having
lovely
weatherMabel Crockett of Migis Lodge in
were eight souls in the ark; and In only two days of rain since I ar Casco.
ice cream came from
Revelation 16:3, “Every living soul rived. A few piers down is Fisher Hood’s inThe
Maine and the blueberries
died in the sea”—that is, every liv man’s Wharf where one can get for the blueberry sauce from Wy
ing creature.
t
shore dinners and buy cooked crabs man’s at (Milbridge. The B & M
2. The thoughts and affections to eat outdoors. Up over the hill corn relish came from Portland
common to all men. Psalm 103:1: is Coit’s Tower, and Chinatown is
The drinking water for the occa
"Bless the Lord, O my soul: and just a few blocks from here, and sion catne from Maine's famous Po
all that is within me, bless Ills holy the Bartiary Coast. We can look land Spring. Pine incense came
name.”
up on Nob Hill from here, tco. I from Paine’s at Lewiston, the plas
3. The physical life common to went up there on a cable car when tic dishes from the Keyes Fibre Co.,
all. An instance of this is found in I first arrived.
at Fairfield and the replica of Port
Matthew 16:25, 26. The words
“Can you get stockings in Rock-, land Headlight which illuminated
"soul” and “life” found here come land? It is impossible to get any’ the ice cream cakes came from the
from the same Greek word.
here Mrs. Wilson (where I room* Union Mutual Life Insurance Com
The soul is not said to be im has been unable to get any butter pany at Portland.
It was indeed a typical Maine af
mortal. So we have three defini since 'I have been here.. She says
tions—a living person, the natural the grocers save it for their "spe fair. The decorations which added
greatly to the occasion consisted
mind or intellect, and life or vitality. cial” customers.
"The green, grass looked good to of fish nets, gaily colored lobster
Ed. Note: Address your questions to me when I reached California, af buoys, lobster traps and beautiful
the BIBLE QUESTION COLUMN, The ter seeing snow in every state which white pine.
Voice of Prophecy, Box
Los Angeles I crossed, until I hit here. I will
Harold Severance of Severance
53, Calif. Bible questions of general in probably get home next year. It Lodge, Center Lovell, and Sherman
terest uill be answered in this column will take 10 days’ traveling time, K .Crockeet of the Migis Lodge,
as space permits.
which will leave me two weeks at Casco, well known managing hotel
owners, came to town to supervise
home. We get 26 days a year.”
OLD FASHIONED GARDENS
the details ef the dinner.
How popular the Maine State
Sanitary Milk Cans
Two Of 1870 Vintage To Be Shown
Lobster Dinner has become in a
At Spring Flower Show
period of two years is indicated by
the
fact that the State of Maine
Two old-fashioned gardens will Kenneth Cassens Takes “E. Society received over 2000 applica
feature the 75th annual Spring
tions for tickets. It is felt here in
H. P.” To Due For
Washington, that the event created
Flower Show at Mechanics Building, i
Overestimating
a substantial amount of interest in
Boston, March 18-23.
Maine, its sea 'foods and its manu
“Since it is our diamond jubilee,” Ed tor of The Courier-Gazette:—
factured products.
stated Arno H. Nehrling, show di
E H. Philbrick has overestimated
All the Washington papers car
rector. ”we have created two gar :he u=e of "sanitary” milk bottles ried pictures of the event with most
dens of the year 1870—when these by at least 10 years—I am 39, land complimentary notices with the re
Spring Flower Shows first began.
can remember the old milk can sult that all Washington at this
"One such garden, staged by with the quart measure top very critical period in forming vacation
Sherman Eddy of Avon, Conn., is a well.
plans had its thought turned to
grandmother's garden of nostalgic
Billy Hamlton, delivering for A. Maine and its gustatory delights.
beauty and rare New England D. Bird mow succeeded by Walter
Everett Greaton, executive sec
charm. An old weathered farm Britto), used to call every morn- retary of the Maine Development
house will be bowered in white li ng at my parents’ ’place near Mav Commission, who had charge of all
lac and partly hidden by thickets erick square with the old style can of the arrangements in, Maine came
cf spiraea. The garden fence will and pour out a quart or two into a down for the dinner and was one
be all but hidden by Lowering al household pitcher with the measure came down for the dinner was one
mond trees while the woodshed will used for a cap.
of the honored guests. . He was
he shaded by a grapevine. Hosts of
I wonder who remembers the old highly complimented for the excel
y ellow daffodils will border the well tinsmith wagon which used to come lent work and co-operation con
and the rain barrel.
around every Spring, with new pots
by him in perfecting the
"Another garden, of 1870, staged and pans and mending material tributed
original
details of these dinners
by Frost and Higgins of Arlington, for st 11 usable old ones? The tin which have
now become an institu
will be of the suburban, type. Cast 1 smith (or tinker) gave my mother
iron fixtures so typical of the per a g.ll measure as a sort of premium tion in Washington.
While in one of the offices of the
iod will include urns and a foun and I u-ed it for a drinking cup for
Maine delegation he listened to the
tain Trees will include magnolias, tw’o or three years.
appeal of a prominent postal em
weeping willows and lilacs while the
Rockland water never tasted bet ploye who will shortly retire and
typical carpet bedding of the per ter than cut of that old tin cup!
to buy a country store and
iod will be carried out by borders
Reminiscing! Gosh, am I getting wishes
home
in
Maine. He also enter
along the lawn.”
old too
tained the application from a Maine
Kenneth H Cassens.
lady who is anxious to purchase a
Misses Book Reviews
small
farm in Maine. Hundreds of
WHEN HORSEMEN MEET
persons spoke to Mr. Greaton artter
They met and they talked where the the lobster dinner.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
They came
crossroads meet.
One thing I miss very much in
Pour men Com the four winds come. from many States in the union,
each issue and that is the very well And they talked of the horse for they including Massachusetts, New York,
loved the theme.
WTitten book review which always
Ohio. Michigan, Illinois, Colorado,
And never a man was dumb.
headed first column on page two.
Montana, Oklahoma, Virginia, Ken
I thought the anniversary issue The man frem the North loved the tucky and California.
strength of the horse.
was a splendid resume cf Rockland's
The Maine Lobster Dinner is the
And the man from the East his pace.
history. A wonderful one to file The man from the South loved the most unique State function in the
speed of the horse.
aw'ay, because ,t shows so well
And the man from the West his Nation's Capitol and has proven
seme of the old landmarks and
grace.
undoubtedly, one of the most
firms that have entirely disap So these four men from the four winds worthwhile of all State society
peared.
come.
events, it. has enrolled as co-op
My husband is a New York State
Each paused a space In his course
erators the State of Maine, the
And
smiled
ln
the
fact
of
his
fellow
man. 'but he has visited in Maine
Maine Development Commission,
man
many Summers, and has become
And lovingly talked of the horse.
the Maine Sea and Shore Fisheries
very much attached to Rcckport Then each man started and went his Commission, the Maine
Forest
and Rockland That issue has been
way
Commission,
the
Maine
Delegation
an eye-epener to him, because he
As their different courses ran.
man journeyed with peace in Congress and the Department of
never knew the Rockland of former And each
ln his heart
Interior and the Fish and Wildlife
days.
And loving his fellow man.
Service representing the Federal
Here's hoping that you feel that
By James S. Butler,
Government.
The fishing industry
Lewiston.
you can continue the book reviews.
comes
under
the
Department of in
Mrs. Earl W. Pierson,
terior
and
the
Fish
and Wildlife
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette
167 Newton Terrace,
Service.
83.00 a year
Waterbury, 29, Conn.
Also co-operating iwas the Wash
ington Hotel Association and the
American Hotel Association. These
association, have been very helpful
in providing and arranging tvery
important details.
For instance,
the lobsters went direct from the
express agency to the Statler Hotel
where they were put into the large
food refrigerator, unpacked, re
packed and iced. This process was
repeated
Thursday morning—a
service exceedingly difllcut to ob'tain in any metropolitan city.
The executive secretaries of these
associations were present and paid
high compliments to the success of
the affair.
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Question—Is the little horn with
“• mouth speaking great things”
Mussolini? (Daniel 7:8.)
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You’ll simply have to see for yourself . . . these sensational values in Scott Super-

Hilt Furs.

You’ll find values made possible only by the tremendous buying' power

of Scott Furriers, New England’s largest Fur Establishment!

Read the listings

SCOTT
SUPER-BILT FUR COATS
carefully and you’ll find

your coat at tremendous savings’

Remember, all prices

quoted are TAX INCLUDED!

REGISTERED

.55,

Yes! *119 to *169 Scott Furs to go ot

$

_

tax

tox

included

included

• SHEARED BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS
• GREY DYED KIDSKINS

• SKUNK DYED OPOSSUM GREATCOATS
• SABLE DYED MARMOTS
• GREY DYED LAMBS

Yes! *199 to *329 Scott Furs to go at

• LET OUT SILVER BLEND RACCOONS

• NATURAL TIPPED SKUNK GREATCOATS
• LEOPARD STENCIL LAPINS—Mouton Lamb Trim

• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS
• NATURAL RED FOX GREATCOATS

• HUDSON SEAL DYED MUSKRATS

Yes! You Can Buy Yours on the Famous
Scott Unique Payment Plan without delay
Liberal Trade In Allowance on Your Old Fur Coat

SCOTT FURRIERS
PORTLAND

SAVITT’S, Inc

_

RANCH1SED BOTTLER: PEPbl-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

and

• MINK or SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

BOSTON

Pepri-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.

79 99
$

PROVIDENCE

PORTSMOUTH

Exclusive Agents For Scott Super-Bilt Fur Coats
(registered)
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